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Robust and Interpretable Sequential Decision-Making for Healthcare
Julien Grand-Clément
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) is a common framework for modeling sequential
decision-making problems, with applications ranging from inventory and supply chains to
healthcare applications, autonomous driving and solving repeated games. Despite its modeling
power, two fundamental challenges arise when using the MDP framework in real-world
applications. First, the optimal decision rule may be highly dependent on the MDP parameters
(e.g., transition rates across states and rewards for each state-action pair). When the parameters
are miss-estimated, the resulting decision rule may be suboptimal when deployed in practice.
Additionally, the optimal policies computed by state-of-the-art algorithms may not be
interpretable and can be seen as a black-box. Among other reasons, this is problematic as the
policy may not be understandable for the people that are supposed to operationalize it.
In this thesis, we aim to broaden the applicability of the MDP framework by addressing the
challenges of robustness and interpretability. In the first part of the thesis, we focus on
robustness. We introduce a novel model for parameter uncertainty in Chapter 2, that is
significantly less pessimistic than prior models of uncertainty while enabling the efficient
computation of a robust policy. In Chapter 3, we consider a healthcare application, where we
focus on proactively transferring patients of a hospital to the Intensive Care Unit, to ameliorate
the overall survival rates and patients’ flow. In the second part of this thesis, we focus on
interpretable algorithms, with an emphasis on the application to find novel triage protocols for
ventilator allocations for COVID-19 patients. In Chapter 4, we introduce a simulation model to
estimate the performance of the official New York State (NYS) triage protocol at various levels of
shortages of ventilators, using a real data set of patients intubated during Spring 2020 because of
COVID-19 complications. In Chapter 5, we introduce our algorithmic framework for computing
interpretable (tree) policies and apply our methods to learn novel triage protocols.
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Introduction
Many real-life decision problems are sequential in nature. The difficulty is then to take the
right action at the right time to balance long-term goals with short-term incentives. For instance,
consider the problem of a doctor recommending a treatment to a patient. At every period of time,
the doctor may observe the current health condition of the patient (e.g., the vital signs) and
recommend some treatment. In the next period of time (e.g., a month afterward) the doctor can
reevaluate the new health condition of the patient, assess the positive or negative impact of the
current treatment and recommend a new treatment. Such a sequential decision-making problem is
commonly modeled using the Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework, where an agent
interacts with a system in a sequential manner and recommends actions at some given observed
states. The overall goal of this dissertation is to broaden the applicability of the MDP framework
to more real-world applications. In particular, my dissertation focuses on two fundamental
challenges of applications of MDPs: (i) finding decision rules that are robust to uncertainty in the
parameters of the MDPs, (ii) finding decision rules that are interpretable. Chapters 2 and 3
explore novel models for parameter uncertainty and a specific application in robust proactive
transfer to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) in the hospital. Chapters 4 and 5 introduce a novel
algorithmic framework for learning interpretable decision rules, and focus on evaluating and
learning novel triage guidelines for ventilator allocations for COVID-19 patients.
Robust Sequential Decision-Making. In many applications, the parameter describing the MDP
are estimated from some data set. For instance, the transition rates describing the dynamics of the
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health of the patients can be estimated from some finite set of past observed patients’ histories.
On the one hand, errors in the estimation of the parameters of the MDP may lead to decision rules
that are suboptimal when deployed in practice. This can be critical in applications where the data
sets are likely to contain noisy observations, and the cost of failure is high, as is the case in
healthcare applications. On the other hand, it is critical to only account for realizations of the
parameter values that are sufficiently plausible. Otherwise, we may choose a decision rule that
accounts for very unlikely parameters realization and is overly pessimistic.
In the first part of this thesis (Chapters 2 and 3), we aim to design a novel model of uncertainty,
which balance the tractability of finding optimal robust decision rules, with the conservativeness
of accounting for multiple parameter realizations, and we consider a specific application to
proactively transferring patients to the intensive care unit of the hospital. In particular, inspired
from applications in healthcare where the various health conditions of the patients rely on
underlying common demographics and comorbidities, in Chapter 2 we introduce a factor model
of uncertainty, where the dynamics of the system across different states is influenced by some
common underlying factors. This remains tractable, and is significantly less pessimistic than prior
approaches, which consider that every parameter can vary independently. We present efficient
algorithms to compute an optimal robust policy for the factor model of uncertainty, and prove
several properties of optimal robust policies. In Chapter 3, we consider a specific application to
proactively transferring patients in the hospital to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), with a goal to
improve the overall patient care. We prove several properties on the structure of optimal nominal
and optimal robust transfer policies, demonstrating the generality and applicability of our novel
factor model of uncertainty. We also present computational experiments using a dataset of
hospitalizations at 21 Kaiser Permanente Northern California hospitals. Our work provides useful
insights into the impact of parameter uncertainty on deriving simple policies for proactive ICU
transfer that have strong empirical performance and theoretical guarantees.
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Interpretable Sequential Decision-Making. While the optimal policy for an MDP instance
can be computed with classical algorithms, it may lack fundamental structural properties. In
particular, an optimal policy may be hard to represent concisely, and therefore, hard to understand.
This greatly limits the applicability of MDPs in practice. In a particular healthcare setting, it is
crucial to understand why and how the decisions are chosen, and to obtain physicians and experts
feedbacks on the policies before implementing it. Interpretability also helps mitigating ethical
issues, as it can ensure that the policy does not exclude a specific subpopulation of the patients.
In the second part of this thesis (Chapters 4 and 5), we tackle the problem of computing
interpretable decision rules for MDPs, and we consider a specific application to learning novel
triage guidelines for ventilator allocations for COVID-19 patients. In Chapter 4, we focus on the
evaluation of the performances of existing triage guidelines (in terms of number of lives saved).
In particular, we estimate the performances of the official New York State (NYS) guidelines,
which use a severity of illness score to rank patients with low, medium or high priority to
ventilator access. Using real data from COVID-19 patients intubated in New York City during
Spring 2020, we show that the official NYS guidelines may fail to save more lives than the
simpler First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) decision rules. This is mainly because the NYS
guidelines have not been introduced specifically for COVID-19, and therefore, ignore the natural
history of the disease. In Chapter 5, we introduce an algorithmic framework for learning decision
rules that can be represented as decision trees at each decision period for finite horizon MDPs.
Classical algorithms for computing an optimal unconstrained policy rely on the Bellman
optimality equation, which may not hold for optimal tree policies. For this reason, we show that is
hard to learn an optimal tree policy, and characterize the properties (history-dependent,
deterministic) of optimal tree policies. We apply our framework to learn novel triage guidelines
and compare them to the NYS and FCFS guidelines. We show that it is possible to reduce the
number of lives lost because of ventilator shortages using our novel triage guidelines, which are
representable as simple tree policies, and we discuss the ethical issues raised by the choice of
covariates (e.g., including age or BMI) used in the triage protocols.
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Chapter 1: Markov Decision Process
In this thesis, we focus on solving Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), a versatile framework
modeling many applications in sequential decision-making [1]. In particular, MDPs have been
used in healthcare applications, and are efficient to analyze chronic diseases and treatments that
may evolve over time. Because of the noisiness of healthcare data, the need for ethically justifiable
guidelines and the high-dimensional representation of the patients’ health dynamics, specific chal-
lenges of robustness and interpretability arise when applying the MDP framework to healthcare
applications. This limits the applicability of MDPs to real-world applications. In this chapter, we
introduce the framework and notations for MDPs, robust MDPs, and review the relevant literature.
We present a summary of our results in Chapters 2 and 3, focusing on robust MDPs and appli-
cations to proactive transfer policies to the ICU. We then present a summary of our results from
Chapters 4 and 5 on learning interpretable policies for MDPs and the evaluation and learning of
novel triage guidelines for COVID-19 patients.
1.1 Markov Decision Processes: Preliminaries
A stationary infinite horizon MDP is described by a set of states S, sets of actions As for each
state s ∈ S, transition probabilities Psa ∈ R|S|+ and reward rsa for each each state-action pair
(s, a). In addition, we are also given a discount factor λ ∈ (0, 1). For instance, the set of states
may describe the set of possible health conditions for the patient, the set of actions may describe
the set of possible treatment. The transition probabilities Psas′ represents the likelihood that the
patient transitions to the next state s′ from the current state swhen the treatment a has been chosen.
The reward rsa balances the cost and the invasiveness of the treatment with its potential beneficial
impact. The discount factor λ actualizes the future rewards, with λ close to 1 when the future
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outcomes matter as much as the current reward.
We write P = (Psa)(s,a) ∈ R|S|×|A|×|S|+ for the kernel of transition probabilities and r =
(rsa)(s,a)∈S×A for the matrix of rewards. A policy π maps, for each period t ∈ N, a state-action
history up to time t (s0, a0, s1, a1, ..., st) to a probability distribution over the set of actions Ast .
This distribution may change over time, even when the same state s ∈ S is visited over multiple
periods of time. In particular, for each state st ∈ S and history (s0, a0, s1, a1, ..., st), the policy
π specifies the probability πsta of selecting action a ∈ As. A policy is called Markovian if it
only depends of the current state st and not of the whole history (s0, a0, s1, a1, ..., st). It is called
stationary if it does not depend of time, ie, if visiting the same state s at different periods results
in the choice of the same probability distribution over As. We call ΠG the set of all policies and Π
the set of stationary Markovian policies. In the MDP framework, the goal of the decision maker is
to find a policy π that maximizes the infinite horizon discounted expected reward R(π,P ), where





∣∣∣∣ s0 = p0
]
, (1.1)
and st is the state at period t ∈ N and at is the action chosen at period t following the probability
distribution (πsta)a ∈ R|A|+ . The vector p0 ∈ R|S|+ is a given initial probability distribution over the
set of states S. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we assume As = A at
every state s and that the rewards are non-negative. We assume that the set of states and the set of
actions have finite cardinality.







∣∣∣∣ s0 = s
]
,∀ s ∈ S,
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where (st, at) is the state-action pair visited at time t. From the dynamic programming principle,























,∀ s ∈ S,
where Psa ∈ ∆(S) is the probability distribution over the next state given a state-action pair (s, a).
We simply reformulate the previous equality as vπ = (I − λPπ)−1 rπ where Pπ ∈ Rn×n, rπ ∈ Rn




πsaPsas′ , rπ,s =
∑
a∈A
πsarsa, ∀ (s, s′) ∈ S× S.
With this notation, note that R(π,P ) = p>0 v
π.
Optimal policies and algorithms. MDPs are widely applicable in many settings because of their
tractability. An optimal policy can be found in the set Π of stationary Markovian policies, and one
can moreover choose this policy to be deterministic, i.e., πsa ∈ {0, 1} for all s ∈ S, a ∈ A. This
is potentially attractive from an implementation point of view. Several efficient algorithms have
been studied including policy iteration, value iteration and linear programming based algorithms
[1, 2]. For a fixed discount factor λ, the policy iteration and the simplex algorithms for the linear
programming (LP) formulation of MDPs are both strongly polynomial [3]. Since Value Iteration
is the basis of many algorithms developed in this thesis, we present the main convergence results
in the next section.
1.1.1 Value Iteration
Value Iteration was introduced by Bellman [4]. Define the Bellman operator T : Rn → Rn,
where for v ∈ Rn,
T (v)s = max
a∈A
{rsa + λ · P>sav},∀ s ∈ S. (1.2)
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The operator T is an order-preserving contraction of (Rn, ‖ · ‖∞), where for any vector v,w ∈ Rn,
we have v ≤ w ⇒ T (v) ≤ T (w), and ‖T (v) − T (w)‖∞ ≤ λ · ‖v −w‖∞. The value iteration
(VI) algorithm is defined as follows:
v0 ∈ Rn,vt+1 = T (vt), ∀ t ≥ 0. (VI)
The following theorem gives the convergence rate and stopping criterion for VI.
Theorem 1.1.1 ([1], Chapter 6.3). 1. The value vector v∗ of the optimal policy π∗ is the unique
fixed point of the operator T , i.e., v∗ satisfies the following Bellman equation:
v∗s = max
a∈A
{rsa + λ · P>sav∗},∀ s ∈ S. (1.3)
2. Let (vt)t≥0 be generated by VI. For any t ≥ 0, we have ‖vt − v∗‖∞ ≤ λt‖v0 − v∗‖∞.
3. If ‖vt − vt+1‖∞ ≤ ε(1 − λ)(2λ)−1 then ‖vπt − v∗‖∞ ≤ ε, where vπt is the value vector of
πt, the policy attaining the maximum in each component of T (vt).
Therefore, VI converges to v∗ at a linear rate of λ ∈ (0, 1), and from the last point in Theorem
1.1.1, we can recover a good policy from vt if ‖vt− vt+1‖∞ is small enough. Because the conver-







while computing T (v) has a complexity of O(S2A) at every iteration. Note that 1/(1− λ) term in
the number of iterations; this quickly becomes very large as λ → 1, i.e., when the rewards in the
future matter as much as the current rewards. As a consequence, there has been several works to
improve the number of iterations before convergence of VI, e.g., [5, 6, 7, 1].
1.2 Robust Markov Decision Processes
While MDPs provide a tractable approach for modeling many practical applications, it is im-
portant to note that in many applications the transition kernel P is a statistical estimate from noisy
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observations. Therefore it is an approximation of the true transition probabilities of the problem.
The optimal policy for the nominal parameters could potentially be highly sensitive to even small
perturbations in the problem parameters and lead to suboptimal outcomes, as highlighted for in-
stance in [8, 9]. Therefore, it is important to address the uncertainty in parameter estimates while
computing the optimal policy.
In this thesis, we consider a robust approach to address the uncertainty in the transition proba-
bilities. In particular, we model the uncertainty inP as an adversarial selection from some compact
convex set P. We refer to this set as the uncertainty set and it can be seen as a safety region around
our estimation of the nominal parameter. Our goal is to find a policy that maximizes the worst-case
expected reward over the choices of P in the uncertainty set P ⊂ RS×A×S , i.e., our goal is to solve






We also consider the problem of computing the worst-case reward of a given policy π, i.e., the




The robust optimization approach to handle uncertainty was introduced in [10] for inexact
linear programs and has been extensively studied in recent past. We refer the reader to [11, 12] for
a detailed discussion of theory and applications of robust optimization. The robust optimization
approach has also been specifically considered to address parameters uncertainty in MDPs, first in
1973 by [13], and more recently in [14, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18].
In particular, [14] and [9] consider a robust MDP where they model the uncertainty in transition
probabilities using a rectangular uncertainty set, where transition probability Psa for each state-
action pair (s, a) can be selected from a set Psa ⊆ R|S|+ , unrelated to transition probabilities out of
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other state-action pair, i.e.,
P = ×
(s,a)∈S×A
Psa, where Psa ⊆ R|S|+ .
They refer to this as the (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty set and this property is called (s, a)-rectangularity.
They show that for (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty sets, one can efficiently compute the optimal ro-
bust policy using robust value iteration. Moreover, an optimal policy can be chosen stationary,
Markovian and deterministic. An important generalization of the (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty set
that has been considered is the row-wise or s-rectangular uncertainty set, introduced in [19] and
extensively studied in [15]. Here, the transition probabilities Ps = (Psas′)as′ ∈ R|A|×|S|+ corre-
sponding to different states are unrelated and the uncertainty set P is given as:
P = ×
s∈S
Ps, where Ps ⊆ R|S|×|A|+ .
The authors in [15] show that for an s-rectangular uncertainty set the optimal robust policy can be
computed efficiently using a robust policy iteration algorithm. However, there might not exist an
optimal robust policy that is deterministic, even though an optimal policy can be chosen stationary
and Markovian. This is in sharp contrasts with the case of classical MDP or robust MDP with
(s, a)-rectangular uncertainty set, where there always exists a deterministic optimal policy. The
authors in [15] also show that the problem of computing the optimal robust policy is strongly
NP-Hard for general uncertainty set.
Other approaches to robust MDPs include parametric linear program in [16] and an extension
of s-rectangular uncertainty set for the case of finite time MDPs where the transition kernel can
vary over time [17]. The case of uncertain reward have been studied in [18].
While the (s, a)-rectangularity and the s-rectangularity assumptions for the uncertainty set
allow to design efficient algorithms to compute the optimal robust policy, such rectangular uncer-
tainty sets are quite conservative and do not allow relations across transition probabilities from
different states. The transition probabilities can be related if they all explicitly depend of the same
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underlying uncertain factors, which is true in many applications. For instance, when using an MDP
in order to model the health of a patient and its dynamic, the transitions from different health con-
ditions depend of the common underlying factors such as the blood pressure, the patient genotype,
the efficiency of the drug, etc. Therefore, corresponding transition probabilities are likely to be
related, and using a rectangular uncertainty set could be overly conservative.
1.2.1 Summary of contributions of Chapters 2 and 3
The goal of Chapters 2 and 3 is to address the challenge of the conservatism of the previous
approaches (s-rectangularity [15] and (s, a)-rectangularity [14, 9]) to robust MDPs and show the
modeling power of our new approach on a specific healthcare application. In particular, in Chapter
2 we introduce a novel model of uncertainty, significantly less pessimistic than prior models, while
remaining tractable. In Chapter 3, we then consider an application of this model of uncertainty to
finding robust proactive transfer policies to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of an hospital.
Chapters 2: Robust Markov Decision Process: Beyond Rectangularity. Our goal in this chap-
ter is to develop a tractable robust approach that addresses the conservativeness of rectangular un-
certainty sets, and in particular to efficiently compute an optimal robust policy. We consider the
following model of uncertainty, where the uncertainty set P depends of a number r of underlying
vectors, unrelated, who are linearly combined to create the transition kernel. In particular, there
exists r ∈ N and a factor matrix of r factor models W = (w1, ...,wr) ∈ R|S|×r+ , such that each
transition probability Psa is a convex combination of these factors. We refer to this model as
‘factor matrix uncertainty set’. Therefore the rank of the Markov chain induced by a stationary
Markovian policy π and a transition kernelP is (at most) the integer r. This is reminiscent to rank-
reduction in dynamic programming [20] and Markov chains [2, 21]. The authors in [22] consider
this model and give an algorithm to evaluate the worst-case expected reward of a policy. However,
they do not consider the problem of maximizing the worst-case expected reward, i.e., computing
an optimal robust policy solution to the policy improvement problem. We consider factor matrix
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uncertainty sets and we assume that the factor matrix belongs to a Cartesian product set. Our main
contributions can be summarized as follows.










In fact, we prove a stronger result: the left-hand side and the right-hand side attain their optima at
the same pair (π∗,P ∗). This implies that the optimal robust policy π∗ is an optimal policy for P ∗.
Therefore, an optimal robust policy can be chosen stationary and Markovian. This also implies
that there always exists a deterministic optimal robust policy. Note this is not always the case for
any uncertainty set: for s-rectangular uncertainty set in particular, the min-max duality holds, but
as we mentioned earlier, there might not exist a deterministic optimal robust policy.
Optimal robust policy. We give an efficient algorithm to compute an optimal robust policy. To do
so, we first show that the evaluation of the worst-case of a policy can be reformulated as an alternate
MDP. We then show that the problem of maximizing the worst-case reward can be reformulated as
a coupled MDP, where the decision maker is playing a zero-sum game against an adversary. Using
this intuition, we show that computing an optimal robust policy reduces to finding the fixed point of
a contraction. This yields an efficient algorithm for finding an optimal robust policy, using robust
value iteration. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of an uncertainty set that
is not s-rectangular, for which one can compute the optimal robust policy for an infinite-horizon
discounted reward.
Maximum principle and Blackwell optimality. We show that certain important structural prop-
erties that holds for classical MDP also hold for the optimal robust policy for factor matrix uncer-
tainty sets. In particular, we present the robust maximum principle, which states that the worst-case
value vector of an optimal robust policy is component-wise higher than the worst-case value vec-
tor of any other policy. Moreover, we prove the robust counterpart of Blackwell optimality, which
states that there exists a pair (π∗,P ∗) that remains optimal for the policy improvement for all
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discount factor sufficiently close to 1, and π∗ can be chosen deterministic.
Numerical experiments. We present two numerical examples, where we detail the computation of
the factor matrix from the estimated nominal kernel. We show that the performances of the optimal
nominal policy can significantly deteriorate for small variations of the parameters and we compare
the performances of robust policies related to factor matrix and to s-rectangular uncertainty sets.
We show that our optimal robust policy improves the worst-case reward and has better nominal
reward than the robust policy related to the s-rectangular set. Our robust policy also has better
empirical performances than the robust policy of the s-rectangular uncertainty set. Our results
suggest that the factor matrix uncertainty set is a less conservative model to handle uncertainty in
parameters than the s-rectangular uncertainty set.
Chapter 3: Robustness of Proactive ICU Transfer Policies. Our goal in this chapter is to study
transfer policies in the hospital, from the ward to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). In particular, we
are interested in robust transfer policies, i.e., transfer policies with guarantees of good performance
over a given set of plausible hospital parameters, which are consistent with available data. This is
in contrast to nominal transfer policies, which are only guaranteed to have good performance for
known fixed values of the parameters and could have very bad performance for close, but different,
parameters. In doing so, we will leverage results from Chapter 2 to develop a theoretical and
empirical basis for our proposed transfer policies.
Our main contributions, both methodological and practical, can be summarized as follows.
Markov model for a single patient. Given the complexity of the dynamics of the entire hospital
evolution, finding an optimal policy for such a model can be hard. We propose an approximation of
the full hospital dynamics, using the health evolution of a single patient. In particular, we present
a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to model the patient health evolution. This MDP is able to
capture the fundamental trade-off between the benefit of proactive transfer for individual patients
versus suboptimal use of limited ICU resources for patients who may not “really need it”. We
also show that our single-patient MDP can be interpreted as a relaxation of a more expressive,
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but intractable, multi-patient MDP which directly incorporates the ICU capacity constraints in the
decision-making.
Structure of optimal nominal policies. Under fairly general and interpretable assumptions that
we expect to hold in practice, we show that an optimal proactive transfer policy in our single-
patient MDP is a threshold policy. In particular, there exists an optimal policy that transfers all
patients above a certain severity score. This threshold structure is particularly nice because of its
interpretability and implementability.
Robustness of transfer policies. Building upon the nominal model, we incorporate the real-world
limitations of parameter uncertainty, by considering parameter misspecification for the transition
matrix. Prior works assume rectangularity, where transitions out of different health states are
unrelated. However, underlying factors, such as genetics, demographics, and/or physiologic char-
acteristics of certain diseases, could dictate the health evolution of patients in specific health states.
As such, we build upon our results in Chapter 2 and consider a model of uncertainty where the
transition probabilities of different health states are correlated and depend on a factor model.
We present an efficient algorithm to compute an optimal robust policy that maximizes the
worst-case possible outcomes over all plausible transition matrices. Moreover, we prove structural
results for the optimal robust policy and compare it to the nominal policy. In particular, an optimal
robust policy is always deterministic and – under the same assumptions as in our nominal model –
of threshold type. This is in contrast to the general situation in robust MDPs, where there may not
exist a optimal robust policy that is deterministic. Additionally, the threshold of the optimal robust
policy is lower than the threshold of the optimal nominal policy. Therefore, the optimal robust
policy transfers more patients to the ICU than the optimal nominal policy.
Numerical experiments. We present detailed numerical experiments to compare the performance
of the optimal nominal and robust transfer policies, making use of the hospitalization data of al-
most 300, 000 patients at Kaiser Permanente. We observe that, for our single-patient MDP, the
performance of the optimal nominal policy can deteriorate even for small variations of the model
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parameters. Moreover, there are significant differences in the recommended thresholds between
the nominal and robust policies, which reflects that these polices could have substantial differences
in the proportion of patients who are proactively transferred. When considering the full hospital
model, we observe similar deterioration in performance (as measured by mortality, length-of-stay,
average ICU occupancy) even for small parameters deviations. Additionally, we find that corre-
lated uncertainty in the transition matrix results in different and more useful insights than when
considering uncorrelated uncertainty which can be overly conservative. We also highlight the con-
trast between this worst-case analysis and more standard sensitivity analysis approaches. Our work
suggests that proactively transferring the patients with the riskiest severity scores has the potential
to improve the hospital mortality and LOS, without significantly increasing the ICU occupancy,
even in the worst-case.
1.3 Interpretable Markov Decision Processes
Despite their modeling power and their tractability, a crucial limitation of MDPs is the lack of
interpretability of the optimal decision rules. Even though the optimal decision rule in an MDP
model may improve upon the state-of-the-art practices (in theory), if it does not have any specific
structure, it may not be easily explainable to practitioners. This may impact the operability of the
policy. Additionally, in a setting like healthcare, opaque decision rules that can not be explained
succinctly may be seen as unreliable and unethical [23]. Therefore, it is fundamental to obtain
interpretable policies for MDPs.
In machine learning, one of the most popular model for interpretable classifications and regres-
sions is decision tree [24, 25]. In particular, decision trees for classifications are able to return very
simple decision rules, based on recursive partitions of the features space, and are often preferred to
model with lower classification errors but more opaque, black-box decisions. Efficient algorithms
for computing decision trees involve heuristic top-down approaches [24, 26] and more recent ap-
proaches based on integer programming [25, 27] . Crucially, decision trees are used for one-time
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classifications, and not for choosing policies in a dynamic setting. In particular, most of the appli-
cations of decision trees in healthcare [28, 29, 30, 31, 32] are based on predictions (e.g., diagnosis)
of the diseases and do not take into account the dynamical evolution of the patients’ health over
time. In contrast, we build upon the Markov Decision Process (MDP) literature to better model the
impact of our decisions over time.
There has been some attempt toward developing methods for interpretable policies in sequen-
tial decision-making. For instance, [33] uses machine learning to explain optimal unconstrained
policies. This may be misleading, as there is no guarantees that the novel explainable policies
have the same performances as the optimal unconstrained policies [34]. Other recent advances
include [35], where the authors introduce a framework to learn interpretable policies for stopping
time problems.
In this paper, we consider a model of interpretable policies for MDPs based on decision trees.
In particular, we consider tree policies, where the set of acceptable policies is restricted to policies
which have the structure of a decision tree. Tree policies provide a simple framework to obtain
explainable decision rules. In particular, using a tree policy, the decision maker can trace the se-
quence of splits over the features of the state space (e.g., vital signs, set of comorbidities) leading
to a decision (e.g., the choice of a treatment). Because tree policies are explainable, domain ex-
perts can directly compare them with current practices and identify the important and most relevant
features. However, current state-of-the-art methods for solving MDPs (e.g., value iteration as pre-
sented in Section 1.1.1) only returns unconstrained polices and it is not straightforward to extend
them to return tree policies. Indeed, since we restrict the set of feasible policies to tree policies, the
classical properties of optimal unconstrained policies (such as the optimality of Markovian policies
and the Bellman equation (1.3)) may not hold in our setting. Therefore, to enhance the implemen-
tation of decision rules based on MDP models in practice, it is fundamental to characterize the
properties of optimal tree policies, and to design novel algorithms to efficiently computing good
tree policies.
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1.3.1 Summary of contributions of Chapters 4 and 5
In the second part of this thesis, we focus on designing novel algorithms for computing inter-
pretable decision rules, and we consider a specific application to learning novel triage guidelines
for ventilator allocation for COVID-19 patients. In Chapter 4, we estimate the performances of the
official New York State (NYS) triage and reassessment guidelines and compare it to First-Come-
First-Served (FCFS) guidelines. We then introduce our model of tree policies and learn novel
interpretable triage guidelines in Chapter 5.
Chapters 4: Evaluating the Performances of the Official NYS Triage Guidelines. Our goal
in this chapter is to estimate the performances of various triage guidelines, designed to minimize
the number of lives lost in the case of a shortage of ventilators. In particular, we consider the
official NYS guidelines, which exclude from ventilator treatments the patients that (presumably)
would not benefit from it. To identify these patients, the NYS guidelines use the Sequential Organ
Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, a severity of illness score. In contrast, a First-Come-First-
Served (FCFS) protocol simply allocates a ventilator to each patient if one is available, without
any consideration on the survival chance of the patient if intubated or the SOFA score.
To estimate the survival rates if the NYS or FCFS protocols had been followed, we build
a simulation model relying on longitudinal clinical data from 807 COVID-19 patients intubated
within a single urban academic medical center in New York City during Spring 2020. Surprisingly,
we find that the NYS triage and reassessment protocol may not outperform the FCFS decision rule,
for various levels of ventilator shortages. Additionally, the patients that would have been excluded
from ventilator treatments because of the NYS guidelines actually have a higher survival chance
(in our data, i.e., if they had been intubated) than the general population. This shows that the NYS
guidelines is miss-identifying the patients which would not benefit from intubation. Therefore, it
is not clear that this utilitarian framework (here, the NYS guidelines) outweigh the moral harms
associated with rationing.
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Chapter 5: Triage Guidelines for Ventilator Rationing Based on Interpretable Machine Learn-
ing. In this chapter, we tackle the problem of learning interpretable decision rules for MDP, and
we apply our algorithmic framework to learning novel triage guidelines. Our main contributions
are as follows:
Interpretable policies for MDPs. We propose a framework for interpretable decision rules
for sequential decision-making based on decision trees. In particular, tree policies, which
have a tree-like structure, provide intuitive and explainable decision rules for MDPs. We
highlight the challenges of learning optimal tree policies by showing that this problem is
equivalent to learning optimal classification trees, which is known to be NP-hard.
Properties of Optimal Tree Policies. Because the set of policies is constrained to have a
tree-like structure, the properties of optimal tree policies are in stark contrast with the clas-
sical properties for unconstrained MDPs. We show that optimal tree policies may depend
on the initial distribution over the first states visited, and may even be history-dependent.
Therefore, classical algorithms like value iteration, which returns an unconstrained, Marko-
vian policy, have to be adapted to return a tree policy. We also show that an optimal tree
policy may always be chosen deterministic (though it may be history-dependent), which is
easier from an implementation standpoint (compared to randomized policies).
Algorithm for Tree Policies. We present an algorithm for computing a tree policy. Since
computing history-dependent policies may be intractable in large horizons, we focus on find-
ing Markovian tree policies. Our algorithm adapts the value iteration algorithm to tree poli-
cies and performs dynamic programming recursions akin to Bellman recursions but forces
the visited policies to be tree policies.
Interpretable Triage and Reassessment Guidelines. Based on our data set of real COVID-
19 patients from Chapter 4, we learn novel triage and reassessment guidelines for allocations
of ventilator to COVID-19 patients. In particular, we learn tree policies in a finite horizon
MDP modeling this healthcare decision-making problem. We show that the new simple and
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interpretable guidelines learned by our interpretable MDP model significantly reduce the
number of excess deaths associated with ventilator shortages (by 25 % compared to NYS
and FCFS guidelines). We also find that including comorbidities and demographics do not
lead to vast improvement in triage performances and provide a detailed discussion of the





Chapter 2: Robust Markov Decision Process: Beyond the rectangularity
2.1 Introduction
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), which are widely used to model dynamic optimization
in many applications. We consider a robust approach to address uncertainty in model parameters.
Most prior works consider the case where uncertainty on transitions related to different states is
uncoupled and the adversary is allowed to select the worst possible realization for each state un-
related to others, potentially leading to highly conservative solutions. On the other hand, the case
of general uncertainty sets is known to be intractable. In this chapter, we aim to design a model
of uncertainty that remains tractable while finding significantly less pessimistic robust policies
compared to previous models. In particular, we consider a factor model for probability transitions
where the transition probability is a linear function of a factor matrix that is uncertain and belongs
to a factor matrix uncertainty set. This is a fairly general model of uncertainty in probability tran-
sitions, allowing the decision maker to model dependence between probability transitions across
different states and it is significantly less conservative than prior approaches. We show that un-
der an underlying rectangularity assumption, we can efficiently compute an optimal robust policy
under the factor matrix uncertainty model. Furthermore, we show that there is an optimal robust
policy that is deterministic, which is of interest from an interpretability standpoint. We also intro-
duce the robust counterpart of important structural results of classical MDPs, including the max-
imum principle and Blackwell optimality, and we provide a computational study to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach in mitigating the conversativeness of robust policies.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce the factor matrix
uncertainty set and show its generality. We also introduce our r-rectangularity assumption. In
Section 2.3, we present an efficient algorithm to compute the worst-case reward of a given policy,
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under our r-rectangularity assumption. In Section 2.4, we present our strong min-max duality
result. In Section 2.5, we present our main result, an efficient algorithm to compute the optimal
robust policy. In Section 2.6, we present the robust maximum principle and the robust counterpart
of Blackwell optimality. In Section 2.7, we illustrate our model with two examples, we detail
the implementation of our algorithms and we compare the performances of our model with s-
rectangular uncertainty sets.
2.2 Factor matrix uncertainty set






where ΠG is the set of all policies (possibly time-dependent) and P is the uncertainty set which
model all the plausible values of the transition rates P . In this section, we introduce our model of








∣∣∣∣W = (w1, ...,wr) ∈ W ⊆ RS×r
}
(2.1)




uisa = 1, ∀ (s, a) ∈ S× A,
S∑
s′=1
wi,s′ = 1, ∀ i ∈ [r], (2.2)
where we write [r] = {1, ..., r}. Note that here r is an integer and is not related to the rewards
rsa for (s, a) ∈ S × A. We refer to the above uncertainty set as factor matrix uncertainty set.
Such a model allows to capture correlations across transitions probabilities, unlike s- and (s, a)-
rectangular uncertainty sets. Each transition vector Psa ∈ RS+ is a convex combination of some
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common underlying factorsw1, ...,wr with fixed1 coefficients u1sa, ..., u
r





where each of the factor wi is a probability distribution over the next state in S. Since for all
(s, a) ∈ S × A the vectors Psa are convex combination of the same factors w1, ...,wr, this class
of uncertainty sets models coupled transitions. We detail the computation of the factor w1, ...,wr
and the coefficients u1, ...,ur in Section 2.7 where we highlight the role of nonnegative matrix
factorization. We would like to note that this model has been considered in Goh et al. [22] in the
context of robust MDP.
We start by proving that factor matrix uncertainty set are very general. In particular, we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let P ⊂ RS×A×S be any uncertainty set (not necessarily s-rectangular or
(s, a)-rectangular). Then P can be reformulated as a factor matrix uncertainty set.
Proof. Proof Given an uncertainty set P, we choose r = S · A,W = P and u(ŝ,â)sa = 1 if (s, a) =




















u(ŝ,â)sa w(ŝ,â) = w(s,a) = Ps,a.
1Note that if we assume that w1, ...,wr are fixed and u1, ...,uS are varying independently, we can model any
s-rectangular uncertainty set.
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Note that in the proof of the previous proposition we essentially choose r = S · A and then
enumerate the vectors (Psa)(s,a)∈S×A with the factors w1, ....,wr.
Since factor matrix uncertainty sets are able to model any uncertainty set, the problem of find-
ing the worst-case transition P for a given policy π ∈ ΠG is intractable. Indeed,Wiesemann et
al. [15] and Goh et al. [22] show that for any fixed policy π ∈ ΠG, general uncertainty set P and
scalar γ, it is NP-complete to decide whether minP∈P R(π,P ) ≥ γ.
The intractability of the policy evaluation problem indicates that the policy improvement prob-
lem is also intractable. In view of the intractability for general factor matrix uncertainty set, we
make the following additional assumption on the setW .
Assumption 2.2.2 (r-rectangularity). W =W1 × ...×Wr, whereW1, ...,Wr ⊂ RS+.
We refer to this property as r-rectangularity. Factors w1, ...,wr are said to be unrelated, be-
cause each vectorwi can be selected in each setW i unrelated towj, j 6= i. For any state-action pair
(s, a), the factorsw1, ...,wr are combined to form the transition kernelP . Therefore, r-rectangular
uncertainty sets also model relations between the transition probabilities across different states. We
detail the relations between r-, s- and (s, a)-rectangularity in the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2.3. 1. An (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty set is also r-rectangular.
2. There exists an r-rectangular uncertainty set that is not s-rectangular.
3. There exists an s-rectangular uncertainty set that is not r-rectangular.
Proof. Proof
1. From the proof of Proposition 2.2.1, any uncertainty set P can be formulated as a factor
matrix uncertainty set with r = S · A, and
Psa = w(s,a) =
∑
(ŝ,â)∈S×A
u(ŝ,â)sa w(ŝ,â),∀ (s, a) ∈ S× A.
If P is an (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty set, then the vectors P1, ...,PS·A are unrelated and
so do the factors w1, ...,wr = w1, ...,wS·A. Therefore P is an r-rectangular set.
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2. This is because r-rectangularity can model correlations in transitions across different states.
For example, consider a robust MDP where there are only two states s1 and s2, one action a
and r = 1. In such a case, there exists a setW ⊆ RS+ such that
Ps1a = Ps2a = w ∈ W ,
and therefore the uncertainty set P is r-rectangular. In particular,
P = {(Ps1a,Ps2a) | Ps1a = Ps2a,Ps1a ∈ W}
= {(w,w) | w ∈ W}.
However, the set P is not s-rectangular, because the smallest s-rectangular set containing P
is
{(w1,w2) | w1,w2 ∈ W} =W ×W ,
and the setW ×W is different from P.
3. We defer the proof of this statement to Section 2.4, Remark 2.4.2.
From the Proposition 2.2.3, we see that r-rectangularity is a generalization of (s, a)-rectangularity,
different from s-rectangularity, which also generalizes (s, a)-rectangularity. The main difference
is that r-rectangularity can model coupled transitions across states, but requires a common linear
(convex) dependency on some underlying vectors w1, ...,wr. For s-rectangularity, the transitions
are uncoupled across states, but the relations between the vectors (Psa)a∈A (for any s ∈ S) does
not need to linearly rely on some underlying factors.
We also discuss the relation between r-rectangularity and k-rectangularity [17]. In particular,
k-rectangularity specifically focuses on finite horizon, with non-stationary transition kernels (i.e.
the transition kernel can change at different periods). In short, the number of realizations of the
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transition kernels during the horizon is bounded by k ∈ N. Therefore, k-rectangularity can also
account for non-rectangular parameter deviations, but requires to augment the state space from S
to S × [k], i.e. the decision-maker must be able to observe the realization of the kernel at every
period and keep count of the number of realizations observed so far. This is in stark contrast with
r-rectangular uncertainty set, where we consider that the transition kernel is fixed across all periods
and where we consider infinite-horizon discounted rewards; the decision-maker does not need to
observe the entire transition kernel at each period.
We now consider the properties of optimal policies. For r-rectangular uncertainty sets, there
exists an optimal robust policy that is stationary. In particular, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2.4. Let P an r-rectangular uncertainty set. There exists a stationary policy that is
a solution to the policy improvement problem.
We present the proof in Appendix A.3. In view of Proposition 2.2.4, in the rest of the chapter
we focus on policies in the set Π of stationary polices (possibly randomized).
2.3 Policy evaluation for r-rectangular uncertainty set
In this section we consider the policy evaluation problem, where the goal is to compute the
worst-case transition kernel of a policy. Goh et al. [22] give an algorithm for the policy evaluation
problem for r-rectangular factor matrix uncertainty sets. In order to compute an optimal robust
policy in Section 2.5, we present in this section an alternate algorithm for the policy evaluation
problem, which provides structural insights on the solutions of the policy improvement problem.
2.3.1 Algorithm for policy evaluation
We show that the policy evaluation problem can be written as an alternate MDP with r states
and S actions, and a set of policiesW . This alternate MDP is played by the adversary. Let us intro-









Adversarial MDP. The policy evaluation problem can be reformulated as an MDP with state set
[r], action set S and policy setW . This MDP is played by the adversary. The adversary starts at
period t = 0 with an initial reward p>0 rπ and the initial distribution p
>
0 Tπ over the set of states [r].
When the current state is i ∈ [r], the adversary picks action s with probability wi,s. For i, j ∈ [r]
















It is worth noting that the transition probability only depends of the chosen action s and the arriving
state j but not of the current state i. The reward only depends of the chosen action s and not of the
current state i. Additionally, the policy of the adversary may be randomized, as the factorswi may
not be deterministic. Note that we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3.1. Let β ∈ Rr be the value function of the adversary choosing factorsw1, ...,wr.
Then β satisfies the Bellman recursion:
βi = w
>
i (rπ + λ · Tπβ),∀ i ∈ [r]. (2.4)











,∀ s ∈ S,
were vπ is the value function for the policy π ([1], Section 6.2.1). We obtain (2.4) by writing the
Bellman recursion for the Adversarial MDP, where the set of states is [r], the set of actions is S,
the set of policy isW , and the transition rates and rewards are given by (2.3).
The r-rectangularity assumption enables us to develop an iterative algorithm for the policy
evaluation problem. In particular, following the interpretation of the policy evaluation problem as
an alternate MDP, we have the following theorem. We present a detailed proof in Appendix A.1.
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Theorem 2.3.2. Let P an r-rectangular uncertainty set and π a stationary policy. Consider the
following value iteration algorithm for the adversarial MDP, given by Algorithm VI-PE:




rπ + λ · Tπβk
)
,∀ i ∈ [r],∀ k ≥ 0. (VI-PE)
Algorithm VI-PE gives an ε-optimal solution to the policy evaluation problem inO
(






Role of r-rectangularity. In the classical MDP framework, one assumes that the decision-maker
can independently choose the distributions πs across different states. This is because the set of sta-
tionary policies Π is itself a Cartesian product: Π =
{
(πsa)s,a ∈ RS×A+





∣∣∣∣ ∑a∈A pa = 1} . Using the rectangularity of the policy set, one derives a fixed
point equation for the value function of the MDP from the classical Bellman Equation: v∗s =
maxa∈A
{
rsa + λ · P>sav∗
}
,∀ s ∈ S where v∗ is the value function of the optimal policy ([1],
Section 6.2.1). This is the basis of the analysis of value iteration, policy iteration and linear pro-
gramming algorithms for MDPs.
If the set P is not r-rectangular, i.e. if there are some constraints across the factors w1, ...,wr,
the adversary can not optimize independently over each component of the vector β since the same
factor wi can be involved in different components of the Bellman Equation (A.18). In particular,
the factors w∗1, ...,w
∗
r who attain the minima in (A.18) might not be feasible inW; we provide a
counter-example for this in Appendix A.1. However, when the uncertainty set P is r-rectangular,
the setW is a Cartesian product and one can optimize independently over each of the components
W i and recover a feasible solution inW =W1 × ...×Wr, as detailed in Algorithm VI-PE.
2.3.2 LP formulation for policy evaluation
We introduce here a linear programming reformulation of z(π), which is useful to analyze the
structure of the set of optimal robust policies in the next section. For the rest of the chapter we
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assume that each W i is polyhedral. The proof of the next lemma relies on strong duality and is
detailed in Appendix A.2.
Lemma 2.3.3. Assume that for each i ∈ [r] we have W i =
{
w ∈ RS | Aiw ≥ bi,wi ≥ 0
}
,
where bi are vectors of size m ∈ N and Ai are matrices in Rm×S . The policy evaluation problem
can be reformulated as follows.
z(π) = max p>0 (rπ + λ · Tπ(b>i αi)i∈[r]) (2.5)
A>l αl ≤ rπ + λ · Tπ(b>i αi)i∈[r], ∀ l ∈ [r], (2.6)
(αi)i∈[r] ∈ Rm×r+ . (2.7)
2.4 Min-max duality
In this section, we analyze the structure of the set of optimal robust policies. In particular, we




z(π) = max p>0 (rπ + λ · Tπ(b>i αi)i∈[r]) (2.8)
A>l αl ≤ rπ + λ · Tπ(b>i αi)i∈[r], ∀ l ∈ [r], (2.9)
π ∈ Π, (αi)i∈[r] ∈ Rm×r+ . (2.10)
In Proposition 2.2.4, we have shown that there is a robust optimal policy that is stationary. In the
following lemma, we show that a robust optimal policy can be chosen stationary and deterministic;
this is potentially attractive from an application standpoint.
Lemma 2.4.1. Let P be an r-rectangular uncertainty set. There exists a stationary and determin-
istic policy solution of the policy improvement problem.
Proof. Consider π∗ an optimal robust policy and let (π∗, (α∗i )i∈[r]) an optimal solution of (2.8).











where ∆(A) is the simplex of size A:




The policy π̃ can be chosen deterministic, because for each s ∈ S the distribution π̃s is a
solution of a linear program over the simplex ∆(A), and the extreme points of ∆(A) are the
distributions over A with exactly one non-zero coefficient, and this coefficient is equal to 1. By
definition, the deterministic policy π̃ has an objective value in (2.8) at least as high as the objective
value of π∗. Moreover, (π̃, (α∗i )i∈[r]) is still feasible in (2.8). Therefore, there exists a stationary
and deterministic policy solution to the policy improvement problem.
Remark 2.4.2. This result highlights the sharp contrast between r-rectangular and s-rectangular
uncertainty sets. Indeed, Wiesemann et al. [15] provide an example of an s-rectangular uncertainty
set where all optimal robust policies are randomized. This proves the existence of an s-rectangular
uncertainty set that can not be reformulated as an r-rectangular uncertainty set (see Proposition
2.2.3).
Since each transition kernel P ∈ P is fully determined by a factor matrixW ∈ W , for the rest
of the chapter we write R(π,W ) for R(π,P ). We will now prove our min-max duality result.
Theorem 2.4.3. Let (π∗,W ∗) be a solution to the robust MDP problem with r-rectangular uncer-
tainty set, with π∗ deterministic. Then
W ∗ ∈ arg min
W∈W
R(π∗,W ) and π∗ ∈ arg max
π∈Π
R(π,W ∗). (2.11)










We have shown in Section 2.3 that the policy evaluation problem can be reformulated as an
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alternate MDP, played by the adversary. We introduced β ∈ Rr the value function for the ad-
versary, defined by the Bellman Equation (A.18). In order to prove Theorem 2.4.3, we need the
following lemma that relates the value function v of the decision-maker and the value function β
of the adversary.
Lemma 2.4.4. Let π ∈ Π and W ∈ W . Let v be the value function of the decision-maker and β
be the value function of the adversary. ThenW>v = β.









j v),∀ s ∈ S. (2.13)
Similarly, the vector β is uniquely determined by the Bellman recursion in the adversarial MDP:
βi = w
>
i (rπ + λTπβ),∀ i ∈ [r]. (2.14)
We multiply the equation in (2.13) by w>i , for i ∈ [r], and we obtain w>i v = w>i (rπ + λ ·
TπW
>v),∀ i ∈ [r]. Therefore, W>v = (w>i v)i∈[r] satisfies the set of Bellman Equation (2.14)
that uniquely determines the vector β.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.4.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.4.3. When the decision-maker chooses policy π∗ and the adversary chooses
factor matrix W ∗, let v∗ be the value function of the decision-maker and β∗ be the value function
of the adversary. Let P ∗ the transition kernel associated with the factor matrix W ∗. Since π∗
is deterministic, we write a∗(s) ∈ A the action chosen in each state s, uniquely determined by
∀ s ∈ S, π∗sa∗(s) = 1.
We want to show π∗ ∈ arg maxπ∈ΠR(π,W ∗). From the Bellman Equation, this is equiva-
lent to showing that v∗s = maxa∈A
{
rsa + λ · P ∗ >sa v∗
}
,∀ s ∈ S. In the case of an r-rectangular
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,∀ s ∈ S. (2.15)
Since v∗ is the value function of the policy π∗ when the adversary picks W ∗, it satisfies the
Bellman Equation (2.13). For all s ∈ S,

























































where (2.16) follows from Bellman Equation on the deterministic policy π∗ and (2.17) follows
from Lemma 2.4.4. Strong duality in linear programs in (2.5) implies (2.18). The key Equality
(2.19) follows from the choice of π∗ deterministic as in Lemma 2.4.1. Finally, (2.20) follows again
from strong duality in linear programs in (2.5) and (2.21) is a consequence of Lemma 2.4.4.
Following the equivalence (2.15), we conclude that π∗ ∈ arg maxπ∈Π R(π,W ∗). Note that










But (π∗,W ∗) bridges this gap, becauseW ∗ ∈ arg minW∈W R(π∗,W ) and π∗ ∈ arg maxπ∈Π R(π,W ∗).
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Therefore the two sides of (2.22) are attained at the same pair (π∗,W ∗) and we obtain our strong
duality result.
In Theorem 2.4.3, the fact that the optimal robust policy π∗ is the optimal nominal policy of the
MDP where the adversary playsW ∗ can be seen as an equilibrium for the zero-sum game between
the decision-maker and the adversary. This result is in sharp contrast with the case of s-rectangular
uncertainty sets, where the right-and side and the left-hand side of the duality equality might not
be attained by the same pairs of policies and transition kernels.
2.5 Policy improvement for r-rectangular uncertainty set
We consider the policy improvement problem where we want to find a policy with the highest
worst-case reward. We give an efficient algorithm to compute an optimal robust policy, assuming
that the set P is r-rectangular.
We have shown in Lemma 2.4.1 that there exists a deterministic optimal robust policy. This
motivates us to consider the following iterative algorithm, Algorithm VI-PI, that computes a deter-
ministic policy in each iteration. In particular, in each iteration, we first consider a Bellman update
for the value function of the adversary following (A.18), and then we compute a Bellman update
for the value function of the decision-maker following (2.15):
v0 = 0, vk+1s = max
a∈A






k },∀ s ∈ S,∀ k ≥ 0. (VI-PI)
We would like to recall that in this chapter, (PI) refers to the Policy Improvement, so that Algorithm
VI-PI is not related to policy iteration. We can now state the main theorem of our chapter.
Theorem 2.5.1. Let P be an r-rectangular uncertainty set.
Algorithm VI-PI gives an ε-optimal solution to the policy improvement problem in
O
(

















rπs,s + λ · (TπW ∗ >v∗)s
}




w>i (rπ∗ + λ · Tπ∗β∗)
}
, ∀ i ∈ [r].
From Lemma 2.4.4 we have W ∗ >v∗ = β∗, and we can replace W ∗ >v∗ in the first equality by
β∗. This leads to the following fixed point equality:
v∗s = max
πs∈∆(A)
{rπs,s + λ · (Tπ( min
wi∈Wi
{w>i v∗})i∈[r])s},∀ s ∈ S. (2.23)
Since we can choose an optimal policy deterministic, note that (2.23) is equivalent to
vs = max
a∈A





w>i v,∀ s ∈ S.
We define the functionF : RS → RS asF (v)s = maxπs∈∆(A){rπs,s+λ·(Tπ(minwi∈Wi{w>i v})i∈[r])s}, ∀ s ∈
S. The function F is a component-wise non-decreasing contraction, see Appendix A.4. Therefore,
its fixed point is the unique solution to the optimality Equation (2.23). In order to solve the policy
improvement problem, it is sufficient to compute the fixed point of F . Following [1], we know that
the condition ‖vk+1 − vk‖∞ < ε(1 − λ)(2λ)−1 is sufficient to conclude that ‖vk+1 − v∗‖∞ ≤ ε.
Therefore, Algorithm VI-PI returns an ε-optimal solution to the policy improvement problem. We
now present the analysis of the running time of Algorithm VI-PI.
Running time of Algorithm VI-PI. From [1], we can stop Algorithm VI-PI as soon as ‖vk+1 −
vk‖∞ < ε(1 − λ)(2λ)−1 in order to ensure ‖vk+1 − v∗‖∞ ≤ ε. In order to check ‖vk+1 −
vk‖∞ < ε(1 − λ)(2λ)−1, we need to evaluate r linear programs of size S up to the precision
ε2 = ε(1−λ)(4λ)−1. This can be done with interior point methods in O
(






We then find the maximum of a list of size A for each component s; computing each elements









+ S · A · r
)
. Now from [1], we know that the condition ‖vk+1 − vk‖∞ <
ε(1 − λ)(2λ)−1 will happen in O(log(ε−1)) iterations. Therefore, Algorithm VI-PI returns an ε-
optimal solution to the policy iteration problem in O
(











Note that solving the r linear programs with interior point methods leads to a theoretical complexity
that is logarithmic in ε−1, but a high complexity in terms of S. It is possible to achieve better
complexity in terms of the size of the problems (S and A) using first-order-methods [37, 38].
Several remarks are in order.
Remark 2.5.2. Note the close relations between Algorithm VI-PI for robust MDPs with r-rectangular
uncertainty set, and the classical Value Iteration VI-(s,a) for robust MDPs with (s, a)-rectangular
uncertainty sets: if P = ×(s,a)∈S×APsa, VI-(s,a) runs as
v0 = 0, vk+1s = max
a∈A
{





,∀ s ∈ S,∀ k ≥ 0. (VI-(s,a))
In particular, Algorithm VI-(s,a) returns an ε-optimal policy to the robust MDP problem with (s, a)-
rectangular uncertainty sets after O
(
S4 log2(1/ε) + SA log(1/ε)
)
. The analysis is similar to the
analysis of the complexity of Algorithm VI-PI. This complexity is to be compared with the complex-
ity of Algorithm VI-PI given in Theorem 2.5.1. Typically, when A is in the same (or smaller) order









. Therefore, if r is
smaller than S, then Algorithm VI-PI enjoys better worst-case guarantees than Algorithm VI-(s,a).
Additionally, remember that r-rectangularity generalizes (s, a)-rectangularity. In particular,
we can convert an (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty to an r-rectangular uncertainty set, leading to
a choice of r = SA (see Proposition 2.2.3). Such a reformulation would lead to a complexity of
O
(
S4A log2 (1/ε) + S2A2 log (1/ε)
)
for Algorithm VI-PI, which is worse than the complexity of
Algorithm VI-(s,a). Note that the complexity of Algorithm VI-PI could be improved in this case,
since the coefficients uisa are 0 or 1 in this reformulation. Exploiting this in our implementation,
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Algorithm VI-PI would then be exactly equivalent to Algorithm VI-(s,a). Therefore, the refor-
mulation of (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty set as r-rectangular uncertainty set provides interesting
insights on the modeling power of r-rectangular uncertainty sets but does not lead to more efficient
algorithms for (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty sets.
Remark 2.5.3. We would like to note that we can lift any robust MDP instance with an r-rectangular
uncertainty set to a larger MDP instance with an (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty set. This lifting is
obtained by augmenting the state space and it preserves the optimal policy. We present the details
below.
State augmentation. Let M = (S,A,P, r, λ) a robust MDP instance and assume that P is
r-rectangular, with the set of factors being W and the coefficients being (uisa)i∈[r] for each pair
(s, a) ∈ S × A. We consider the following robust MDP M̂ =
(
Ŝ, Â, P̂, r̂, λ̂
)
with an (s, a)-
rectangular uncertainty set P̂ as follows.
• The set of states Ŝ is Ŝ = S
⋃
[r], with cardinality S + r. The set Ŝ is called the augmented
state space.
• The set of actions available at state ŝ ∈ Ŝ is A if ŝ ∈ S and {1} if ŝ ∈ [r] (i.e. there is no





 ∈ R(S+r)×(A+1) ∣∣∣∣ π ∈ Π
, with er = (1, ..., 1) ∈ Rr and there is a
one-to-one mapping between the policies in M̂ and the policies inM.
• For (s, a) ∈ S× A, we have r̂sa = rsa, and for i ∈ [r] we have ri,1 = 0.






. For i ∈ [r], P̂i,1 = {(wi; 0r) | wi ∈ W i} .
• The discount rate is λ̂ =
√
λ.
A similar argument as in Section 2.3 shows that the value function in M̂ at state s ∈ S is equal to
the value function inM at the same state s ∈ S. Moreover, there is a one-to-one mapping between
optimal policies in M̂ and optimal policies inM.
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Comparison of the reformulation and our approach. Some of our results on the structure of
optimal policies follow from this lifting and the properties of (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty sets.
In particular, Lemma 2.4.1 (optimality of stationary deterministic policy) follows from Theorem
4 in [14]. Additionally, the duality result (2.12) in Theorem (2.4.3) follows from Theorem 3 in
[9], although our stronger result (2.11) is new. The correctness of Algorithm VI-PE follows from
Theorem 2 in [15] (along with our Lemma 2.3.3), while the correctness of Algorithm VI-PI follows
from Theorem 3 in [9].
Even though this state augmentation simplifies some of the results presented in Section 2.4
and Section 2.5, there are some advantages in the more direct approach that we present in this
chapter. First, working directly with the MDPM instead of M̂ simplifies the formulation of the
robust value iteration algorithm, since the state space inM is smaller than in M̂. Additionally,
the intuition that the the adversary from Section 2.3 is solving an MDP is important and leads to
our new Nash equilibrium result (2.11). We then use this Nash equilibrium result to write the two
coupled Bellman equations for the decision-maker and the adversary. This leads to the important
intuition that the robust MDP problems with rectangular uncertainty sets is a two-player game,
where each player plays a separate MDP instance. This Nash equilibrium result is also crucial to
prove the robust maximum principle (see next section).
2.6 Properties of optimal robust policies
Using the model of r-rectangular factor matrix uncertainty set, we are able to extend important
structural results from the classical MDP literature to robust MDPs.
Robust maximum principle. For a classical MDP, the value function of the optimal policy is
component-wise higher than the value function of any other policy. This is known as the maxi-
mum principle ([39], Section 2). Therefore, an optimal nominal policy attains the highest possible
nominal value, starting from each state: this is a special case of Pontryagin’s maximum principle,
which is at the core of the theory of optimal control [40]. We extend the maximum principle for
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MDPs to a robust maximum principle for robust MDPs. It provides useful inequalities to compare
the optimal nominal and the optimal robust policies. In particular, it shows that the optimal robust
policy achieves the highest possible worst-case value, starting from any state. We will leverage the
robust maximum principle in the next chapter to prove structural properties of optimal solutions of
MDPs in a healthcare setting. We write vπ,W the value function of the decision-maker when s/he
chooses policy π and the adversary chooses factor matrixW .
Proposition 2.6.1. Let P be an r-rectangular uncertainty set.
1. Let π be a policy and W 1 ∈ arg minW∈W R(π,W ). Then vπ,W 1s ≤ vπ,W
0
s , ∀ W 0 ∈
W ,∀ s ∈ S.
2. Let (π∗,W ∗) ∈ arg maxπ∈Π minW∈W R(π,W ).




We present a detailed proof in Appendix A.5, which relies on Lemma 2.4.4 and the strong
duality of Theorem 2.4.3. Note that our proof cannot be adapted to an s-rectangular uncertainty
set, since it relies on the fact that an optimal robust policy can be chosen deterministic when the
uncertainty set is r-rectangular.
Robust Blackwell optimality. We start by reviewing the notion of Blackwell optimality for nom-
inal MDPs. In the classical MDP literature, given a fixed known transition kernel P , a policy π is
said to be Blackwell optimal if it is optimal for all discount factor λ close enough to 1 ([1], Section
10.1.2). Blackwell optimal policies are optimal in the long-run average reward MDP, obtained







∣∣∣∣ s0 = p0]. However, the long-run average criterion
focuses on the steady-state performance of the policy, and does not reflect any reward gathered in
finite time, i.e. it does not take into account the transient performance of the policy. As a conse-
quence, there may be multiple optimal policies for the long-run average reward criterion. Hence,
there may be a preference for a more selective criterion, while still accounting for the long-run
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average reward. For instance, one may ask for an n-discount optimal policy πn, which for some
integer n ≥ 1 satisfies
lim
λ→1
(1− λ)−n (vπnλ − vπλ) ≥ 0,∀ π ∈ Π, (2.24)
where vπλ is the value function of policy π ∈ Π for the discount factor λ; note that the selectivity
of the optimality criterion (2.24) increases with n (see [1], Section 10.1.1 for more details and
relations to bias-optimality). A Blackwell optimal policy is n-discount optimal, for any integer
n ≥ 1. Therefore, it is still optimal for the long-run average criterion, but it is much more sensitive
to the reward obtained after any finite numbers of periods.
We extend the notion of Blackwell optimality for robust MDP where the uncertainty set is
r-rectangular. The proof is given in the Appendix A.6. Note that to the best of our knowledge,
there is no study on robust MDP with the long-run average reward criterion; the closest problems
are two-player perfect information zero-sum stochastic games with finite number of actions, for
which the existence of Blackwell optimal policies is proved in [41]. As a special case, and without
explicitly making the connection to robust MDP, [42] obtains the existence of Blackwell optimal
policy in an instance of s-rectangular robust MDP with long-run average reward ([42], Theorem
8), where the rewards are Kullback-Leibler divergences between the policy πs ∈ ∆(A) chosen at
a state s and some predefined weight vectors. In contrast, we do not make any assumption on the
structure of the rewards rsa, and we assume that P is an r-rectangular uncertainty set. In particular,
we have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.6.2. Let P an r-rectangular uncertainty set and R(π,W , λ) the reward (1.1) asso-
ciated with the policy π, the factor matrixW and the discount factor λ.
There exists a stationary deterministic policy π∗ and a factor matrix W ∗, there exists λ0 ∈
(0, 1), such that for all λ in (λ0, 1), (π∗,W ∗) ∈ arg maxπ∈Π minW∈W R(π,W , λ).
We extend Proposition 2.6.2 to the interval [0, 1] in the next proposition. The proof is in Ap-
pendix A.6.
Proposition 2.6.3. Let P an r-rectangular uncertainty set. There exist λ0 = 0 < λ1 < ... < λp = 1
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such that for all i ∈ {0, ..., p− 1}, the same stationary deterministic policy πi is an optimal robust
policy on the interval (λi, λi+1).
Note for nominal MDPs, the same proposition as Proposition 2.6.3 holds and it is possible
to compute the breakpoints λ0, ..., λp using sensitivity analysis and the simplex algorithm [43].
Crucially, this algorithm is based on the linear programming reformulation of nominal MDPs.
However, no such reformulation is known for robust MDPs. Our proof of Proposition 2.6.3 is not
constructive, and it is an interesting open question to find an algorithm that can efficiently compute
the breakpoints λ0, ..., λp in the case of robust MDPs.
2.7 Numerical experiments
In this section we study the numerical performance of our optimal robust policies. We show
that an optimal nominal policy may be sensitive to small parameter deviations, highlighting the
need for designing policies that are robust to parameter uncertainty. We also emphasize the role
of nonnegative matrix factorization in constructing factor matrix uncertainty sets. We compare
the empirical performance of robust policies for r-rectangular and s-rectangular uncertainty sets
and show empirically that r-rectangular uncertainty sets may lead to robust policies that are less
pessimistic than for s-rectangular uncertainty sets.
2.7.1 Machine replacement problem
Problem setup. We consider a machine maintenance model introduced in [18, 15]. There are
10 states, {1, ..., 8}⋃{R1, R2}. The states 1 to 8 model the states of deterioration of a machine.
There is a reward of 20 in states 1 to 7 while the reward is 0 in state 8. There are two repair states
R1 and R2; the state R1 is a normal repair and has reward of 18, the state R2 is a long repair
and has reward 10. The discount factor is λ = 0.8. The initial distribution is uniform across all
states. There are two actions, ‘do nothing’ and ‘repair’, and the goal is to maximize the infinite-
horizon expected reward. We present the nominal transition rate P nom in Figure 2.1; we assume
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that we know the nominal kernelP nom as well as an upper bound τ > 0 on the maximum deviation
from any component of P nom. We compute the optimal nominal policy and show its sensitivity to
transition probabilities. We then compare the performances of the robust policies associated with
the r-rectangular and the s-rectangular uncertainty sets.
(a) Transition probabilities for
action ‘repair’.
(b) Transition probabilities for
action ‘do nothing’.
Figure 2.1: Transition probabilities for the machine replacement example. There is a reward of 18
in state R1, of 10 in state R2 and of 0 in state 8. All others states have a reward of 20.
Construction of the r-rectangular uncertainty set. We compute the factor matrixW and the co-
efficients matrices u1, ...,uS. Let P nom > the matrix whose columns correspond to the transitions






sawi is equivalent to
(Psa)a∈A = Wus, for some factor matrix W in RS×r+ and some coefficients matrices u1, ...,uS
in Rr×A+ . Therefore, to estimate W nom,unoms , we solve the following Nonnegative Matrix Factor-
ization (NMF) program: for eS = (1, ..., 1) ∈ RS, eA = (1, ..., 1) ∈ RA, for H1 = {W | W ∈
RS×r+ ,W>eS = er }, H2 = ×
s∈S




‖P̃ nom > −Wu‖22 (2.25)
W ∈ H1,u ∈ H2. (2.26)
Note that a related method has been proposed in [44], where the authors propose a state-aggregation
mechanism relying on the spectral decomposition of the transition matrix.
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For this example we consider a rank of r = 12 and compute a local optimal solution (W nom,unom)
of (2.25) by adapting classical algorithm for NMF [45]. The choice of r = 12 enables us to ob-
tain a reasonably good NMF approximation of the transition kernel. In particular, our solution
(W nom,unom) achieves the following errors: if we write
Merr = P̃
nom > −W nomunom,
then ‖Merr‖2 = 7.6 · 10−4, ‖Merr‖1 = 2.6 · 10−3, ‖Merr‖∞ = 2.5 · 10−4. Additionally, since the
number of states here is S = 10 and the number of actions is 2, the number of transition vectors
Psa is SA = 20. Therefore, the choice r = 12 represents a rank reduction of 8. Smaller choices
of r lead to a worst-performance of the NMF solution as an approximation of the nominal tran-
sition kernel. We use (wnom1 , ...,w
nom
r ) as the nominal factor vectors and we find the coefficients
(u1, ...,uS) as the blocks of the matrix unom.








∣∣∣∣W = (w1, ...,wr) ∈ W}, whereW =W1 × ...×Wr and
W i = {wi = wnomi + δ | δ ∈ RS, ‖δ‖1 ≤
√
S · τ, ‖δ‖∞ ≤ τ, e>Swi = 1, wi ≥ 0}, i ∈ [r].
The deviation on each component of the factor vectors w1, ...,wr are constrained to be smaller
than τ. Moreover, for each factor vector the deviations on each component are independent and the
total deviation is constrained to be smaller than c
√
S · τ ; please refer to [46], Theorem 3, and [47],
Section 2.1, for details about the choice of the budget of uncertainty, and the results relating the
value of the deviation in ‖·‖1, the probability of constraint violation and the degree of conservatism
of optimal robust policies.
Construction of the s-rectangular uncertainty set. We consider the following budget of un-
certainty set where the matrices (Psa)a∈A ∈ RA×S are not related across different states: P(s) =
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Budget of deviation τ 0.05 0.07 0.09
Worst-case of πnom for P(r) 94.40 92.21 90.04
Worst-case of πnom for P(s) 91.74 88.56 85.46





P(s)s = {Ps = P noms + ∆ |∆ ∈ RA×S, ‖∆‖1 ≤
√
S · A · τ, ‖∆‖∞ ≤ τ, PseS = eA, Ps ≥ 0}, s ∈ S.
The maximum deviation from each component P nomsas′ is τ . For the same reason as for the r-
rectangular uncertainty set of the previous section, the total deviation from a given matrix P noms is
√
S · A · τ .
Empirical results. We compute the optimal nominal policy πnom using value iteration ([1], Chap-
ter 6.3) and we normalize the reward so that R(πnom,P nom) = 100. We start by comparing the
worst-case performances of πnom for P(r) and P(s).
The reward of the optimal policy may deteriorate; for instance, for τ = 0.07, the worst-case
of πnom for P(r) is 92.21 and 88.56 for P(s), to compare with 100 for the nominal kernel P nom.
Moreover, the set P(r) seems to yield a less conservative estimation of the worst-case of πnom than
the set P(s); indeed, in this example the worst-case of πnom for P(r) is always higher than the worst-
case of πnom for P(s). We would like to note that P(r) is not a subset of P(s), because in P(s) the
deviation in ‖ · ‖1 is constrained to be smaller than
√
S · A · τ, whereas there is no such constraint
in P(r).
We now compute an optimal robust policy πrob,r for P(r) using Algorithm VI-PI and an optimal
robust policy πrob,s for P(s) [15]. We compare their worst-case performances (for their respective
uncertainty sets) and their performances for the nominal transition kernel P nom.
We note that πrob,r is identical identical to πnom for τ ∈ {0.05, 0.07, 0.09}; this indicates that
r-rectangularity captures sensitivity when necessary, whereas πrob,s deviates from πnom, for only
a moderate improvement in worst-case: for τ = 0.09, compare the worst-case 86.62 of πrob,s
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Budget of deviation τ 0.05 0.07 0.09
Nominal reward of πrob,r 100.00 100.00 100.00
Worst-case of πrob,r for P(r) 94.40 92.21 90.04
Nominal reward of πrob,s 99.28 98.53 97.81
Worst-case of πrob,s for P(s) 91.90 89.09 86.62
Table 2.2: Worst-case and nominal performances of the robust policies πrob,r and πrob,s.
with 85.46, the worst-case of πnom. We also note that in all our experiments the policy πrob,s was
randomized, which can be hard to interpret and implement in practice.
Since nature might not be adversarial, we compare the performances of πrob,r and πrob,s on the
same sample of kernels around the nominal transitions P nom. The robust policy πrob,r maximizes
the worst-case reward over (some) rank r deviations from the nominal transition kernels P nom.
Therefore, we simulate a random perturbation of rank r from the kernel P nom by uniformly gen-
erating a random factor matrix and some random coefficients matrices, such that the maximum
deviation on each component of the transition kernel is smaller than τ . We also want to consider
the case where the coefficients of the perturbations are all independent.
More precisely, we consider Br and B∞ as
Br = {P | Ps = P noms +Wus, ‖P − P nom‖∞ ≤ τ,W ∈ RS×r+ , (us)s∈S ∈ R(r×A)×S+ ,
P>sae = 1, ∀ (s, a) ∈ S× A},
B∞ = {P | ‖P − P nom‖∞ ≤ τ,P>sae = 1, ∀ (s, a) ∈ S× A}.
Note that B∞ contains the uncertainty sets P(r) and P(s). We draw 10000 kernels P uniformly in
Br and B∞ and we present in Table 2.3 the means and 95% confidence levels conf95 of the rewards
R(πrob,r,P ) and R(πrob,s,P ) for different values of the parameter τ > 0. We would would like to
recall that the policy πrob,s changes with the parameter τ .
We see empirically that πrob,s performs worse than πrob,r, both in Br and B∞. For instance, for
a maximum deviation of τ = 0.09, the empirical mean of the rewards of πrob,r in Br is 99.864,
to compare to 97.685 for πrob,s. In B∞, the empirical mean for πrob,r is 97.544, higher than the
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Budget of deviation τ 0.05 0.07 0.09
mean conf95 mean conf95 mean conf95
Empirical reward of πrob,r in Br 99.923 0.002 99.893 0.002 99.864 0.002
Empirical reward of πrob,s in Br 99.203 0.002 98.425 0.002 97.685 0.002
Empirical reward of πrob,r in B∞ 98.463 0.013 97.976 0.017 97.554 0.021
Empirical reward of πrob,s in B∞ 97.734 0.012 96.638 0.015 95.793 0.018
Table 2.3: Empirical performances of the policies πrob,r and πrob,s. We draw 10000 kernels P in
Br and B∞ and we report the means of the ratio
R(π,P )
R(πnom,P nom
) and the 95% confidence levels,
defined as 1.96·std/
√
10000 where ‘std’ stands for the standard deviations of the observed rewards.
mean 95.793 for πrob,s. Moreover, for a same budget of deviation τ , we notice that the mean of the
rewards is higher when we sample kernels in P(r) than in P(s).
2.7.2 An example inspired by healthcare
MDPs have been used in healthcare applications, and are efficient to analyze chronic diseases
and treatments that may evolve over time, see [48] and [49] for short surveys of the applications
of MDP to medical decision making. Here, we consider an example inspired from a healthcare
application, where we model the evolution of the patient’s health using Markovian transition. The
decision maker (doctor) prescribes a drug dosage at every state. Transitions from different health
states are likely to be related as they are influenced by the same underlying factors, such as ge-
netics, demographics, and/or physiologic characteristics of certain diseases. Therefore, (s, a) and
s-rectangular may be too conservative in this setting. Note that in a real healthcare example, the
MDP would require a large number of states and actions to accurately depict the health dynamics of
a patient; this is just an illustrative example to demonstrate the usefulness of our model compared
to other uncertainty sets.
We use S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5,m} where m is an absorbing mortality state. We use A = {a1 =
low, a2 = medium, a3 = high} for the drug dosage. This goal is to minimize the mortality rate of
the patients, while reducing the invasiveness of the treatment prescribed. We consider an estimated
nominal transition kernel P nom given to us and an upper bound τ > 0 on the maximum possible
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deviation from any component of the nominal kernel. We give the details of the rewards and
transition probabilities in Figure 2.2. As in the previous example we construct two uncertainty sets
Figure 2.2: Transition probabilities for the healthcare management example. The reward in the
mortality state m is always 0. In the other states, the reward associated with a1 = ‘low′ is 10, 8
for a2 =‘medium’ and 6 for a3=‘high’. We choose a discount factor of λ = 0.95 to model the
importance of the future health condition of our patient.
P(r) and P(s) and we compute the worst-case of the optimal nominal policy πnom. We then compare
the performances of the robust policies associated with these two models with the performances of
πnom.
Construction of the r-rectangular uncertainty set. For the r-rectangular uncertainty set, we
use the construction of the previous example with budget of uncertainty sets. For this healthcare
example, we choose r = 8 to obtain a good NMF approximation of the nominal transition kernel.
This corresponds to a rank reduction of 10 compared to S · A = 6 · 3 = 18.We would like
to emphasize that the NMF decomposition enables us to cope with deterministic transition. In
particular, the state m (representing mortality) is absorbing and is not subject to any uncertainty.
We model this by increasing the parameter r to r + 1, introducingWr+1 = {(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1)} and
defining (uima)a∈A,i=1,...,r+1 as the matrix with zero everywhere and u
r+1
ma = 1, for all action a ∈ A.
Construction of the s-rectangular uncertainty set. We consider the same budget of uncertainty
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as in the previous example:
P(s)s = {Ps = P noms + ∆ |∆ ∈ RA×S, ‖∆‖1 ≤
√
S · A · τ, ‖∆‖∞ ≤ τ,




The set P(s)m reduces to a single matrix since the state m is absorbing:
P(s)m = {P (s)m}, where P (s)m,as′ = 1 if s′ = m, and 0 otherwise.
Empirical results. We compute the optimal nominal policy πnom using value iteration and we
choose the reward parameters such that R(πnom,P nom) = 100. We compare the worst-case perfor-
mances of πnom for the uncertainty sets P(r) and P(s) and present our results in Table 2.4.
Note that the performances of πnom significantly deteriorates even for small parameter devia-
tions. We observe that the set P(r) yields less conservative estimate of the worst-case reward than
the set P(s). In other words the worst-case of πnom for P(r) is always higher than its worst-case for
P(s).
We also compare the performance of the optimal robust policies πrob,r and πrob,s. The compar-
isons are presented in Table 2.4. The two robust policies have comparable performances on the
nominal kernel P nom. The increase in worst-case is proportionally higher for πrob,s than for πrob,r :
for τ = 0.09, the worst-case increase from 31.51 for πnom over P(s) to 38.69 for πrob,s. For the same
maximum deviation τ , in P(r) the worst-case increases from 35.63 for πnom to 36.56 for πrob,r. Yet,
this may point out that the policy πrob,s sacrifices performance on other feasible kernels in order
to increase the worst-case performance. Since the perturbations are not necessarily adversarial in
practice, we compare the performance of πrob,r and πrob,s on randomly sampled kernels around
the nominal transitions P nom. In particular we use the same balls Br and B∞ as in the previous
example. We draw 10000 kernels P uniformly in Br and B∞ and compute the means and 95%
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Budget of deviation τ τ =0.05 τ =0.07 τ =0.09
Nominal reward of πnom 100.00 100.00 100.00
Worst-case of πnom for P(r) 50.26 41.74 35.63
Worst-case of πnom for P(s) 45.75 37.37 31.51
Nominal reward of πrob,r 100.00 92.92 92.92
Worst-case of πrob,r for P(r) 50.26 42.29 36.56
Nominal reward of πrob,s 91.48 91.35 89.56
Worst-case of πrob,s for P(s) 52.09 44.39 38.69
Table 2.4: Worst-case and nominal performances of the robust policies πrob,r and πrob,s.
Budget of deviation τ τ =0.05 τ =0.07 τ =0.09
mean conf95 mean conf95 mean conf95
Empirical reward of πrob,r in Br 98.66 0.03 91.60 0.03 91.26 0.04
Empirical reward of πrob,s in Br 90.16 0.03 89.51 0.04 87.26 0.005
Empirical reward of πrob,r in B∞ 82.08 0.18 76.57 0.20 73.77 0.24
Empirical reward of πrob,s in B∞ 74.52 0.11 70.11 0.13 64.94 0.15
Table 2.5: Empirical performances of the policies πrob,r and πrob,s. We draw 10000 kernels P in Br
and B∞ and we report the means of the reward R(π,P )/R(πnom,P nom) and the 95% confidence
levels, defined as 1.96 · std/
√
10000 where ‘std’ stands for the standard deviations of the observed
rewards.
confidence levels conf95 of the rewards R(πrob,r,P ) and R(πrob,s,P ), for different values of the
parameter τ > 0. We would would like to emphasize that the policies πrob,s and πrob,r changes with
the parameter τ .
We observe that in all our simulations the policy πrob,r has better empirical performance than
πrob,s, for τ = 0.05, 0.07 or 0.09 and for both Br and B∞. Moreover, we notice again that the
empirical means are higher for the uncertainty set P(r) than for the uncertainty set P(s). Therefore,
this suggests that the r-rectangular uncertainty model is a less conservative model for uncertainty
than the s-rectangular model.
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Chapter 3: Robust Proactive Transfer to the ICU
Patients whose transfer to the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) is unplanned are prone to higher
mortality rates and longer length-of-stay. Recent advances in machine learning to predict patient
deterioration have introduced the possibility of proactive transfer from the ward to the ICU. In
this chapter, we study the problem of finding robust patient transfer policies which account for
uncertainty in statistical estimates due to data limitations when optimizing to improve overall pa-
tient care. We propose a Markov Decision Process model to capture the evolution of patient health,
where the states represent a measure of patient severity. Under fairly general assumptions, we show
that an optimal transfer policy has a threshold structure, i.e., that it transfers all patients above a
certain severity level to the ICU (subject to available capacity). As model parameters are typically
determined based on statistical estimations from real-world data, they are inherently subject to
misspecification and estimation errors. We account for this parameter uncertainty by deriving a
robust policy that optimizes the worst-case reward across all plausible values of the model param-
eters, based on our model of uncertainty presented in Chapter 2. We are able to prove structural
properties on the optimal robust policy and to compare it to the optimal nominal policy, leveraging
the robust maximum principle (Proposition 2.6.1). In particular, we show that the robust policy
also has a threshold structure under fairly general assumptions. Moreover, it is more aggressive
in transferring patients than the optimal nominal policy, which does not take into account param-
eter uncertainty. We present computational experiments using a dataset of hospitalizations at 21
Kaiser Permanente Northern California hospitals, and present empirical evidence of the sensitivity
of various hospital metrics (mortality, length-of-stay, average ICU occupancy) to small changes
in the parameters. While threshold policies are a simplification of the actual complex sequence
of decisions leading (or not) to a transfer to the ICU, our work provides useful insights into the
impact of parameter uncertainty on deriving simple policies for proactive ICU transfer that have
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strong empirical performance and theoretical guarantees.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1, we present the hospital model
and the Markov chain that describes the evolution of a patient’s health. In Section 3.2, we in-
troduce a Markov Decision Process to approximate the full hospital model and we theoretically
characterize the structure of optimal nominal policies. We address parameter uncertainty in Sec-
tion 3.3, where we introduce our model of uncertainty and we prove some theoretical results on the
structure of optimal robust policies. In Section 3.4, we present computational experiments based
on a dataset from Kaiser Permanente Northern California and we examine the contrast between the
optimal nominal and optimal robust policies. The results in this chapter are from [50].
3.1 Hospital model and proactive transfer policies
We formally present our discrete time hospital patient flow model. This model is similar to [51]
and is depicted in Figure 3.1. We consider a hospital with two levels of care, the Intensive Care
Unit (ICU) and the general medical/surgical ward (ward). In order to focus on the management
of the ICU, we assume that the ward has unlimited capacity while the ICU has a limited capacity
C < +∞.
3.1.1 Model Dynamics
Ward patients: We start by describing the dynamics of the patients on the ward. These patients
are divided into those who have already been to the ICU during their hospital stay and those who
have not. The state of a patient who has never been to the ICU is captured by a severity score
i ∈ {1, ..., n}, for a given number of severity scores n ∈ N. Each patient is assigned a severity
score at arrival in the hospital, and this score is then updated in each time slot. We model the
arrivals of patients with severity score i as a non-homogeneous Poisson process λi(t). We model
the evolution of the severity scores as a Markov Process with transition matrix T 0 ∈ Rn×(n+3).



















Figure 3.1: Simulation model for the hospital.
score in j ∈ [n] with probability T 0ij . In addition, one of the three following events may happen at
the end of each time slot:
1) With probability T 0i,n+1, the patient may crash and require a reactive transfer to the ICU.
2) With probability T 0i,n+2, the patient may fully recover and leave the hospital.
3) With probability T 0i,n+3, the patient may die.
We verify the consistency of this approach by comparing the empirical probability of crashing,
dying in the ward, and surviving to hospital discharge in the data with the results of our hospital
simulations using our Markov chain. We find that with our parameters calibrated as in Appendix
B.1, the key metrics are comparable. For instance the mortality rate in the ward is 1.93 % in our
simulations, which is comparable to the 2.2 % computed from the data directly.
Reactive transfer to the ICU. If a patient crashes on the ward, s/he will be admitted to the
ICU. Upon ICU admission, the patient’s remaining hospital Length-Of-Stay (LOS) is modeled as
being log-normally distributed with mean 1/µC and standard deviation σC . We consider a model
where a proportion pW (following a distribution with density fpW ) of this LOS is spent in the
ICU, while the remaining proportion of time, 1 − pW , is spent in the ward. During this time, the
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patient may again require ICU admission, with a rate of ρC . Any patient still in the ward at the
end of this LOS is assumed to die with probability dC , or to fully recover and be discharged with
probability 1 − dC . If there are no available beds in the ICU when a patient crashes, the ICU
patient with the shortest remaining service time in the ICU is discharged back to the ward in order
to accommodate the incoming patient. We refer to this event as a demand-driven discharge. A
demand-driven discharged patient has an ICU readmission rate of ρD. The authors in [52] suggest
that ρD is higher than ρE , the readmission rate of patients who are naturally discharged from the
ICU. We note that in [53], the ratio ρD/ρE fluctuates between 1.11 and 1.18. Therefore, we set
ρD = 1.15 · ρE . Note that this choice of parameters is stress-tested in the numerical experiments
in [51] (Section 5 and Appendix B).
Remark 3.1.1. We do not model with a Markov chain the health dynamics of patients discharged
from the ICU. This would require using a transition matrix different than T 0, since these patients
are sicker than the population of patients who have not been to the ICU. This would have two
issues. First, there are way fewer observations for patients who have been to the ICU than those
who have never been to the ICU, and this would result in unreasonably large confidence inter-
vals for the coefficients of the transition matrix. Second, and perhaps most importantly, using a
different Markov chain would not allow us to explicitly capture the impact of ICU discharge on
LOS/mortality (whereas our current approach does). We find it more relevant to directly use sim-
pler statistics of mortality rate and LOS to summarize the impact of ICU admission onto these
patients, rather than using a different Markov chain.
Proactive transfers to the ICU. If there are beds available in the ICU, a patient can be proac-
tively transferred from the ward to the ICU. Such patients typically have better outcomes than
those who crash and require a reactive ICU transfer [51]. If a patient with severity score i ∈ [n]
is proactively transferred, the LOS is modeled as being log-normally distributed with mean 1/µA,i
and standard deviation σA,i, while a proportion pW ∼ fpW of this LOS is spent in the ICU. As
in the case of reactive transfer, the patient will then survive to hospital discharge with probability
1− dA,i. We assume that 1− dA,i ≥ 1− dC , i.e., the patient is more likely to survive if proactively
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transferred. If the patient is naturally discharged from the ICU, the readmission rate is ρA,i, other-
wise it is ρD. We set ρA,i = ρC , as these two types of patients are transferred to the ICU from the
ward, in contrast to direct admits patients.
Note that in practice when a patient reaches an alert threshold he may enter an evaluation state
where further tests and examinations are required before an admission decision is made. In some
instances, the patient may never be admitted to the ICU; e.g. if the alert is an error or the patient has
a directive to not provide rescue measures. In order to focus on the impact of parameter uncertainty,
our model assumes that ICU admission decisions are made right after the alert threshold is attained.
Direct admits to the ICU: In addition to reactive and proactive ICU transfers from the ward,
patients can also be directly admitted to the ICU. We model the arrivals of these patients with a
non-homogeneous Poisson process with rate λE(t). Their LOS is log-normally distributed with
mean 1/µE and standard deviation σE, and a proportion pE (following a distribution with density
fpE ) of this LOS is spent in the ICU, while the remaining time is spent in the ward. At the end of
this LOS, the patient fully recovers and leaves the hospital with probability 1 − dE , or dies with
probability dE .
Details about the distribution laws of the different stochastic processes (arrivals in the ward and
in the ICU, transition matrix across severity scores, distribution of LOS and mortality rate, etc.)
involved in the hospital model of Figure 3.1 can be found in Appendix B.1.
3.1.2 Transfer policies
A transfer policy π is a decision rule that, for each patient in the ward, decides whether and
when to proactively transfer the patient to the ICU (subject to bed availability). Our goal is to study
the impact of the proactive transfer policies on hospital performance as measured by the mortality
rate, average LOS and average ICU occupancy. A particular class of simple and interpretable
transfer policies is the class of threshold policies. A policy is said to be threshold if it transfers to
the ICU all patients whose severity score are higher than a certain fixed threshold. Such proactive
transfers are subject to bed availability in the ICU.
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3.1.3 Challenges
The hospital model just described captures many salient features of real patient flows. More-
over, it is able to capture the core trade-off we are interested in studying between the benefits of
proactive transfers for individual patients and needlessly utilizing expensive ICU resources. That
said, the model also suffers from some limitations that we elaborate below.
Tractability. While our model could be described as a Markov Decision Process (MDP, e.g.
[1]), the state space is prohibitively large. For instance, with p patients in the ward and n severity
scores, one needs a state space of cardinality np to describe the state of the ward. Thus, numerically
solving this MDP is highly intractable.
Alternatively, one could take the approach in [51] and use simulation. However, there are
2n deterministic, state-independent, transfer policies (with n the number of severity scores). The
number of state-dependent policies grows by the size of the ICU and/or the large ward state-space.
Expanding to allow for randomized policies results in an uncountable number of potential transfer
policies. Therefore, it is intractable to simply compare all the deterministic transfer policies using
simulations1.
Parameter uncertainty. The hospital model is specified by the stochastic processes detailed
above, including a transition matrix T 0 ∈ Rn×(n+3)+ . The coefficients of this matrix are estimated
from historical data and consequently suffer from statistical estimation errors. The hospital per-
formance could be highly sensitive to variations in coefficients of the transition matrix T 0 and
therefore, optimizing the policies using the estimated transition matrix could lead to suboptimal
policies. In particular, the optimal transfer policy for the hospital model with transition matrix T 0
might lead to significantly suboptimal performance for the true, underlying transition matrix, even
for small deviations in T 0. Additionally, the hospital model is itself an approximation of the true
hospital dynamics and is therefore, subject to further misspecification errors.
Given these limitations of the model, we turn our attention to the development of insights using
1For each transfer policy, computing the hospital performance (average mortality, LOS, ICU occupancy) takes a
couple of hours on a laptop with 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 with 8 GB of RAM.
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an approximation of the hospital dynamics.
3.2 A single-patient Markov model
In light of the discussion in Section 3.1.3, we propose a tractable approximation of the full
hospital model using an MDP that captures the health dynamics of a single patient.
3.2.1 Single-patient MDP
State and Action spaces. We consider an MDP with (n+ 4) states. The set of states is
S = {1, ..., n}
⋃
{n+ 1 = CR, n+ 2 = RL, n+ 3 = D,n+ 4 = PT} .
The states i ∈ {1, ...n} model the severity scores of the patient. There are 4 terminal states,
CR,RL,D and PT . The state CR models the crash of a patient, its subsequent reactive transfer
to the ICU, as well as the outcome when the crashed patient finally exits the hospital (i.e., fully
recovering or dying). The state RL corresponds to Recover and Leave, the state D corresponds to
in-hospital Death, and the state PT corresponds to a patient who has been Proactively Transferred,
as well as the outcome when the patient finally exits the hospital (i.e., fully recovering or dying).
For each state i = 1, ..., n, there are 2 possible actions, which model the decision of proactively
transferring the patient (action 1) or not (action 0).
Figure 3.2 depicts the single-patient MDP.
Policies. A policy consists of a map π : S → [0, 1], where for each severity score i ∈ [n],
π(i) ∈ [0, 1] represents the probability of proactive transfer of a patient with current severity score
i. For terminal states i ∈ {CR,RL,D, PT}, we set π(i) = 0.
A policy π is said to be of threshold type when π(i) = 1 ⇒ π(i + 1) = 1,∀ i ∈ [n − 1]. In
other words, the policy proactively transfers patients at all severity scores above a given threshold.



















Figure 3.2: Single-patient MDP model. Terminal states are indicated as square. The patient arrives
in the ward with a severity score of i ∈ {1, ..., n} with an initial probability p0,i. The solid arcs
correspond to transitions where no transfer decision is taken (action 0), and the patient can transi-
tion to another severity score j with probability T 0i,j or to the terminal states CR,RL or D. When
the patient is in state i and the decision-maker takes the decision to proactively transfer the patient
(action 1), the patient transitions with probability 1 to the terminal state PT (dashed arc).
severity score higher (or equal) than τ is transferred. Note that a threshold of τ = n + 1 means
that no patient is proactively transferred, while a threshold of τ = 1 means that all patients are
proactively transferred. We write π[τ ] to denote the threshold policy parametrized by threshold τ .
For any threshold policy π, we write its threshold τ(π).
Transitions. The states i ∈ [n] model the n possible severity scores of a patient. Every six hours
(a period), when a patient is in state i ∈ [n], the decision-maker can choose to proactively transfer
the patient to the ICU (action 1) or not (action 0).
• If the patient is proactively transferred from i ∈ [n], s/he transitions with probability 1 to the
state PT . The state PT is a terminal state, the decision-maker receives a terminal reward.
• If the patient is not proactively transferred from state i ∈ [n], the patient transitions to state
j ∈ [n] with probability T 0ij in the next 6 hours (where T 0 is the transition matrix among
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severity scores). Alternatively, the patient can either transition to state CR with probability
T 0i,n+1, to state RL, with probability T
0
i,n+2 or the patient transitions to D with probability
T 0i,n+3. When the patient reaches one of the terminal states – CR,RL or D – s/he receives
the associated terminal reward. Note that the patient exits the ward almost surely, assuming
that θ = mini∈[n] min{T 0i,CR, T 0i,RL, T 0i,D} > 0.
Rewards. The discount factor λ ∈ (0, 1) captures the decreasing importance of future rewards
compared to present rewards. The goal of the decision-maker is to pick a policy π that maximizes
the expected discounted cumulated rewards, defined as R(π,T 0) = Eπ,T 0 [
∑∞
t=0 λ
tritat ] , where
ritat is the reward associated with visiting state it and choosing action at at time t ∈ N.
For each policy π, we can associate a value-vector V π ∈ Rn+4, defined as
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]
,∀ i ∈ {1, ..., n+ 4}. (3.1)
We want our MDP model to capture the trade-off between the benefits of proactive transfers
for the patients’ health and the costly use of resources and staff in the ICU. We achieve this by
choosing the rewards in order to reflect the preference of the decision-maker who is balancing
between improving patient outcomes by transferring them to the ICU proactively and the risk of
such transfers resulting in a congested ICU.
Without loss of generality, we can consider that all rewards are non-negative. We consider a
uniform reward across both actions for all states, i.e., ri,0 = ri,1 = ri,∀ i ∈ S. Therefore, the
reward only depends of the current state, while the action dictates the likelihood of transitioning
to states with different rewards. There is a reward of rW associated with being in the ward: ri =
rW , ∀ i ∈ [n]. If a patient is proactively transferred, s/he transitions to state PT with probability
1. In state PT, the patient either dies with probability dA or recovers. Hence, the reward rPT is
rPT = dA · (rPT−D) + (1 − dA) · (rPT−RL), where rPT−RL (respectively, rPT−D) corresponds to
the rewards for a patient recovering (respectively, dying) after having been proactively transferred.
The scalar dA is the probability to die when having been proactively transferred and is calibrated
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to be the same as in the Markov model for the hospital in Section 3.1.
Similarly, there is a reward of rCR associated with the state CR. A patient who crashes (and
does not die immediately) will be transferred to the ICU before recovering or dying. We have that,
rCR = dC · (rCR−D) + (1− dC) · (rCR−RL), where rCR−RL (respectively, rCR−D) corresponds to
the rewards for a patient recovering (respectively, dying) after having been proactively transferred
and dC is the probability that a patient dies after crashing.
We would like to note that the rewards rW , rD, rRL, rCR and rPT are a priori policy-dependent.
For instance, for a policy that proactively transfers many patients, the reward rPT should take into
account the (a priori) detrimental increase in ICU occupancy. Moreover, estimating the exact val-
ues of the rewards can be challenging (see [54] for a solution for a two-state hospital model, and see
[55] for a Reinforcement Learning approach). Therefore, we focus on the relative ordering of these
rewards, in order to capture the trade-off between better health outcomes by proactive transfers and
increased congestion in ICU. For the same outcomes (e.g. mortality, LOS), the decision-maker fa-
vors the policy which uses the fewest ICU resources. Conditional on the patient recovering and
leaving the hospital, it is natural to assume that rRL ≥ rPT−RL ≥ rCR−RL. This is because leaving
the hospital after recovering in the ward uses less ICU resources than recovering after being proac-
tively transferred, which in turn uses less ICU resources than if the patient crashes (see [51] for
empirical evidence of this relationship). For similar reasons, rD ≥ rPT−D ≥ rCR−D. We assume
that rCR−RL ≥ rD, since the decision-maker wants to achieve a low in-hospital mortality rate. Note
that we focus here on improving the hospital metrics, as measured by mortality, length-of-stay and
ICU occupancy.
Note that, as expected, this ordering of the rewards implies that rRL ≥ rPT ≥ rCR.
In the rest of the chapter, for any state i ∈ [n] we define the outside option as
out(i) = rCR · T 0i,n+1 + rRL · T 0i,n+2 + rD · T 0i,n+3.
The outside option out(i) represents the expected one-step reward if a patient with severity score i
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is not proactively transferred and leaves the ward in the next period, i.e., if this patient transitions
to one of the states in CR,RL, or D in the next period.
We make a first mild assumption, which has the following interpretation: the total cumulated
reward is higher when the patient recovers and leaves after one period in the ward than if s/he stays
in the ward forever.
Assumption 3.2.1.
rW
1− λ ≤ rW + λ · rRL.
This natural assumption implies the natural relationship that it is most desirable for a patient
in the ward to recover and leave the hospital at the next period. This is stated formally in the
following lemma:
Lemma 3.2.2 (Upper bound on the value vector). Let V π be the value vector of a policy π. Under
Assumption 3.2.1, we have V πi ≤ rW + λ · rRL,∀ i ∈ [n].
We present the proof in Appendix B.2. We are ready to state the main result in this sec-
tion,Theorem 3.2.4. Namely, under a mild assumption, the optimal nominal policy in our single-
patient MDP is a threshold policy. In particular, we consider the following assumption.
Assumption 3.2.3. We assume that
out(i) ≥ out(i+ 1),∀ i ∈ [n− 1]. (3.2)
and we assume that
rW + λ · rPT











) ,∀ i ∈ [n− 1]. (3.3)
Condition (3.2) implies that out(i) is decreasing in the severity score i. This is meaningful
since we expect that in practice, the severity score i captures the health condition of a patient, from
i = 1 (as healthy as possible in the hospital) to i = n (a very severe health condition). Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that the outside option of a patient is worse than the outside option of a
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patient with a better health condition (e.g. the healthier patient is more likely to leave the ward in a
better state). Note that T 0i,CR and T
0
i,DL should be increasing in i and T
0
i,RL should be decreasing in
i. Therefore, out(i+1) ≥ out(i) is implicitly assuming that the reward rRL (reward for recovering)
is significantly larger than rCR (“reward” for crashing) and rDL (“reward” for dying), as we expect
to hold in practice.
Condition (3.3) assumes that the chance of staying in the system in risk score i is non-increasing
in severity score i. Additionally, the rate at which the chance of staying in the system decreases is
higher than the ratio
rW + λ · rPT
rW + λ · rRL
, which captures the preference between the reward for proac-
tively transferring a patient (rW +λ ·rPT ) and an optimistic reward in the case that the patient is not
transferred (rW +λ · rRL). Similar to condition (3.2), we expect condition (3.3) to hold in practice,
since patients with more severe health states are more likely to crash or die (and therefore exit the
ward) than patients with better health conditions. We are implicitly assuming that the increase in
T 0i,CR + T
0
i,DL outweighs the decrease in Ti,RL. when i increases. We can expect this in practice if
the changes in these coefficients are of the same order of magnitude. In particular, it holds for our
dataset of nearly 300, 000 patients across 21 hospitals.
We would like to note that both condition (3.2) and condition (3.3) are homogeneous: they
hold if we scale all rewards by the same (positive) scalar. Moreover, condition (3.3) is invariant by
translation, i.e., it holds if we add the same scalar to all rewards. However, this is not the case for
condition (3.2) (see Lemma B.4.1 in Appendix B.4).
3.2.2 Optimality of threshold policies
We are now in a position to characterize structural properties of the optimal transfer policy for
our single-patient MDP. Using standard arguments, without loss of generality we can restrict our
attention to stationary deterministic policies. We show that there exists an optimal policy that is a
threshold policy in the single-patient MDP. Formally, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2.4. Under Assumptions 3.2.1 and 3.2.3, there exists a threshold policy that is optimal
in the single-patient MDP.
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The proof relies on proving that all the policies generated by a Value Iteration algorithm (Sec-
tion 6.3, [1]) are threshold policies, provided that we initialize the algorithm with a threshold pol-
icy. Since Value Iteration is known to converge to an optimal policy of the MDP, we can conclude
that there exists an optimal policy that is threshold. We present the detailed proof in Appendix B.5.
We give some intuition on why Assumptions 3.2.1 and 3.2.3 are sufficient to prove the existence
of an optimal policy that is threshold. In order to show that a policy π is threshold, it is sufficient to
show that for any state i ∈ [n−1], π(i) = 1⇒ π(i+1) = 1.We note that the reward associated with
a proactive transfer, (rW + λ · rPT ), is constant across the severity scores. However, for a patient
in severity score i ∈ [n− 1], the optimal policy is comparing the expected reward associated with
a proactive transfer and the expected reward without proactive transfer, which decomposes into
out(i) (when the patient transfers to CR,D or RL in the next period) and the expected reward if
the patient remains in the ward in the next period. Conditions (3.2) and (3.3) ensure that the reward
for not proactively transferring a patient is non-increasing in the severity scores. Indeed, the outside
option, i.e., the expected reward when exiting the ward, is non-increasing (condition (3.2)), while
the probability to exit the ward is increasing (condition (3.3)). If the decision-maker chooses to
proactively transfer a patient with severity score i, this means that the reward for proactive transfer,
rW +λ ·rPT , is larger than the reward for not proactively transferring the patient. This last quantity
is non-increasing, and therefore, for any severity score j > i, the optimal policy should also choose
to proactively transfer the patient.
Several remarks are in order.
Remark 3.2.5. We would like to note that Theorem 3.2.4 holds if we replace Assumption 3.2.3 by












·(rW +λ·rRL)+out(i+1),∀ i ∈ [n−1]. (3.4)
Note that condition (3.4) is implied by Assumption 3.2.3, simply by summing up (3.2) and (3.3).
Moreover, condition (3.4) is homogeneous and holds under translation of the rewards (see Lemma
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B.4.2 in Appendix B.4). However, even though condition (3.4) is more general than Assumption
3.2.3, it is much less interpretable.
Remark 3.2.6. In Appendix B.6, we show that if Assumption 3.2.3 is not satisfied, there may not
exist an optimal policy that is threshold in general. We provide an instance of a single-patient
MDP, whose parameters do not satisfy Assumption 3.2.3 where there is no optimal policy that
is threshold. The instance has two severity scores {1, 2}, and out(2) > out(1), which violates
condition (3.2). By selecting parameters such that the outside option out(2) is high, the optimal
policy does not proactively transfer the patient in state 2. However, by setting a sufficiently small
discount factor λ, the reward in state 1 becomes unrelated to the reward in state 2 and the optimal
policy will proactively transfer a patient in severity score 1. We would like to note that condition
(3.4) does not hold either for this instance.
Remark 3.2.7. By assumption, the rewards in the ward and for proactively transferring a patient
do not depend of the current severity score. We can relax this assumption and consider a model
where the rewards in the ward and the rewards for proactive transfers are heterogeneous across
different severity scores and still establish the optimality of a threshold policy under assumptions
which are generalizations of Assumptions 3.2.1 and 3.2.3. It is straightforward to extend our proof
for uniform rewards to the case of non-uniform rewards.
Remark 3.2.8 (Incorporating the ICU capacity.). Our single-patient MDP does not explicitly ac-
count for the ICU occupancy or the ICU capacity. In order to account for capacity constraints,
our single-patient MDP penalizes aggressive proactive transfers by assuming a lower reward rPT
compared to rRL. Our single-patient MDP attempts to find a good balance between a model that
is both (i) complex and expressive enough to capture important trade-offs (e.g. transfer or wait,
capacity constraint by penalizing the reward rPT for proactive transfer), (ii) sufficiently tractable
to allow studying structural properties both in the nominal and in the robust case and (iii) simple
enough so that we can evaluate its parameters with satisfying accuracy (see Section 3.4).
In order to take the next step toward incorporating ICU occupancy, we introduce an N -patient
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MDP model, which is a special case of weakly interacting stochastic processes [56]. There are
N single-patient MDPs that run in parallel, with a binding constraint that no more than m pa-
tients can be transferred to the ICU at the same time. While the N -patient MDP is closer to real
hospital operations than the single-patient MDP, this comes at the price of an exponential number
of states/actions. In Appendix B.3, we show that our single-patient MDP is a Lagrangian relax-
ation (in the sense of [56]) of the N -patient MDP, where the reward for proactive transfer rPT
is adequately penalized. Therefore, we study the impact of the variation of rPT onto the thresh-
old of an optimal policy. We relate our work to the Whittle index theory [57] and show that our
single-patient MDP is indexable (see Appendix B.3.2). In more practical terms, this means that
the threshold of an optimal policy is monotonically increasing from “transfer no patient” when
rPT = 0 to “transfer all patients” when rPT = rRL. Here, deriving closed-form solutions of
the Whittle index appears challenging due to the complexity of our transition model (a patient in
severity state i can transition to any other severity state, unlike other models in literature). Finally,
coming back to our single-patient MDP as a relaxation of the N -patient MDP, we show that as
the number, m, of patients that can be proactively transferred at the same time increases (in the
N -patient MDP), the threshold of the optimal policy in the single-patient MDP decreases, i.e. an
optimal policy transfers more patients. Thus, one can expect more aggressive proactive transfers
when there is ample ICU bed availability versus when capacity is scarce.
3.3 Robustness analysis of the single-patient MDP
Thus far, we have assumed the health state of a patient evolves according to a Markov chain
with known transition matrix T 0. However, the parameters of the transition matrix are estimated
from historical data and are subject to statistical estimation errors. At best, we have a noisy estimate
of T 0. Therefore, an important practical consideration is to develop an understanding of the impact
of small deviations in the hospital parameters. We start by focusing on the robustness of the optimal
policy for the single-patient MDP.
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3.3.1 Robust MDP and model of uncertainty set
In a classical MDP, it is assumed that the transition kernel T 0 is known so that one finds a
policy that maximizes the expected nominal reward. That is, one solves the optimization problem:
maxπ∈ΠR(π,T
0). In Theorem 3.2.4, we show that the optimal nominal policy for the matrix T 0 is
a threshold policy, under certain fairly reasonable assumptions. In order to tackle model misspec-
ification, we consider a robust MDP framework, where the true transition matrix is unknown. We
model the uncertainty as adversarial deviations from the nominal matrix in some uncertainty set U ,
that can be interpreted as a safety region. The goal is to compute a transfer policy that maximizes
the worst-case reward over the set of all possible transition matrices U , i.e., our goal is to solve:
maxπ∈Π minT∈U R(π,T ). A solution πrob to this optimization problem will be called an optimal
robust policy.
The choice of uncertainty set is important and dictates the conservatism and usefulness of
the model. In this chapter we consider a factor matrix uncertainty set [22, 58] as presented in
Chapter 2. In this model we consider that the transition probabilities are convex combination of
some factors, which can themselves be uncertain. Such a model allows us to capture correlations
across transitions probabilities, unlike rectangular uncertainty sets [14, 15] that allow unrelated
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i = 1, ∀ i ∈ [n],
∑n+3
j=1 w`,j = 1, ∀ ` ∈ [r],∀ w` ∈ W`.
To understand better the implications of this uncertainty set, consider T , a transition matrix in
our factor matrix uncertainty set U . Each of the rows of the matrix T is a convex combination of
the factors w>1 , ...,w
>
r ∈ R1×(n+3). Therefore, for U = (u`i)(i,`) ∈ Rn×r andW = (w1, ...,wr) ∈
R(n+3)×r, we have T = UW>. This model of uncertainty set is very general, and covers the case
of (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty sets [14], i.e., the case where all the rows of the transition matrix
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T are chosen independently, when r = n (where n is the number of rows of T ). This model is able
to incorporate relationships in the transitions from various severity scores which may arise since
the health dynamics of a patient is likely to be influenced by some underlying common factors,
such as demographics, past medical histories, current blood sugar level, etc. As different rows of a
matrix T ∈ U are convex combinations of the same r factor vectors, we can use our factor matrix
uncertainty set to model correlations between the probability distributions related to different states
when r is smaller than n.
We assume that the nominal matrix T 0 satisfies Assumption 3.2.3. Our uncertainty set U
models small parameters variations from T 0. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that all the
matrices in U will satisfy Assumption 3.2.3. In particular, we assume:
Assumption 3.3.1. Every matrix T in U satisfies Assumption 3.2.3.
Remark 3.3.2 (Verifying Assumptions 3.2.1-3.3.1). We now describe how to numerically ver-
ify that Assumptions 3.2.1-3.3.1 hold. Assumption 3.2.1 is simply an inequality on the set of re-
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,
for each severity condition i ∈ [n]. As the objective function is linear in the matrix T , this optimiza-
tion program can be solved efficiently when the uncertainty set U is defined by linear, or convex
quadratic or conic inequalities. Note that the wider and the more unconstrained the uncertainty
set, the more difficult it is to satisfy Assumption 3.3.1.
Recall that we proved in Chapter 2 that for factor model uncertainty sets, an optimal robust
policy can be chosen to be deterministic and we can compute an optimal robust policy with Algo-
rithm VI-PI. Additionally, since our analysis relies on the maximum principle (Proposition 2.6.1,
we state it here for the specific context of the healthcare application considered in this chapter.
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Let vπ,T be the value vector of the decision-maker when s/he chooses policy π and the adver-
sary chooses factor matrix T = UW>, defined by the Bellman Equation:






π,W + λ · π(i) · rPT ,∀ i ∈ [n].
For any state i ∈ [n], the scalar vπ,Ti represents the infinite horizon discounted expected reward,
starting from state i.
Theorem 3.3.3. Let U be a factor matrix uncertainty set as in (3.5).
1. Let T̂ ∈ U and π̂ ∈ arg maxπ∈Π R(π, T̂ ). Then
vπ,T̂i ≤ vπ̂,T̂i ,∀ π ∈ Π,∀i ∈ [n]. (3.6)
2. Let π̂ be a policy and T̂ ∈ arg minT∈U R(π̂,T ). Then
vπ̂,T̂i ≤ vπ̂,Ti ,∀ T ∈ U ,∀ i ∈ [n]. (3.7)
3. Let (π∗,T ∗) ∈ arg maxπ∈Π minT∈U R(π,T ). For all policy π̂, for all transition matrix
T̂ ∈ arg minT∈U R(π̂,T ), we have
vπ̂,T̂i ≤ vπ
∗,T ∗
i ,∀i ∈ [n]. (3.8)
Inequality (3.6) implies that in a classical MDP setting, the value vector of the optimal nominal
policy is component-wise higher than the value vector of any other policy. Therefore, for any
state, the nominal expected reward obtained when the decision-maker follows the optimal nominal
policy is higher than the nominal expected reward obtained when the decision-maker follows any
other policy. Following Inequality (3.7), when a policy is fixed but the transition matrix varies in
the uncertainty set U , the worst-case value vector of the policy is component-wise lower than the
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value vector of the policy for any other transition matrix. Finally, when we consider an optimal
robust policy, Inequality (3.8) implies that the worst-case value vector of the optimal robust policy
is component-wise higher than the worst-case value vector of any other policy. Therefore, the
optimal robust policy is maximizing the worst-case expected reward starting from any state.
3.3.2 Theoretical guarantees
We show that under Assumption 3.2.1 and Assumption 3.3.1, the optimal robust policy is a
threshold policy. Moreover, we show that the threshold of the optimal robust policy is smaller than
the threshold of the optimal nominal policy. Therefore, the optimal robust policy is more aggressive
in proactively transferring the patients. In particular, we start with the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.4. Under Assumptions 3.2.1 and 3.3.1, there exists an optimal robust policy that is
threshold.
Proof. Following Assumption 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.2.4, for any transfer policy π̃ ∈ Π,
∃ T̃ ∈ U , π̃ ∈ arg max
π∈Π
R(π, T̃ )⇒ π̃ is a threshold policy.
Theorem 2.4.3 in Chapter 2 shows that




R(π,T ) ⇐⇒ πrob ∈ arg max
π∈Π
R(π,T rob).
Since the matrix T rob belongs to the uncertainty set U , it satisfies Assumption 3.2.3 by Assumption
3.3.1 and therefore the optimal robust policy πrob is threshold.
This result highlights the critical role of threshold policies. Not only is the optimal nominal
policy a threshold policy (Theorem 3.2.4), but the optimal robust policy, i.e., the policy with the
highest worst-case reward, is also a threshold policy. It is natural to compare the thresholds of the
optimal nominal and the optimal robust policies. Our next result states that the threshold of the
optimal robust policy πrob is always lower than the threshold of the optimal nominal policy πnom.
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Theorem 3.3.5. Under Assumptions 3.2.1 and 3.3.1, we have τ(πrob) ≤ τ(πnom), where πrob is the
optimal robust policy and πnom is the optimal nominal policy.
Proof. Let Π̂ be the set of policies that are optimal for some transition kernel in U : Π̂ = {π | ∃ T ∈
U , π ∈ arg maxπ∈Π R(π,T )}. Note that πnom ∈ Π̂. We will prove that τ(πrob) ≤ τ(π), ∀ π ∈ Π̂.
Following Theorem 3.3.4, we can pick πrob to be an optimal robust policy that is a threshold
policy. We denote T rob a matrix in U such that (πrob,T rob) ∈ maxπ∈Π minT∈U R(π,T ). Let
π̂ ∈ Π̂. There exists a transition matrix T̂ ∈ U such that π̂ ∈ arg maxπ∈ΠR(π, T̂ ). Let us assume
that π̂(i) = 1 for some i ∈ [n]. We will prove that πrob(i) = 1. We have
rW + λ · rPT > rW + λ · T̂>i,·V π̂,T̂ (3.9)
≥ rW + λ · T̂>i,·V π
rob,T̂ , (3.10)
where Inequality (3.9) follows from the Bellman Equation for the MDP with transition matrix T̂
and Inequality (3.10) follows from Inequality (3.6) of Theorem 3.3.3:
π̂ ∈ arg max
π∈Π
R(π, T̂ )⇒ V π̂,T̂j ≥ V π,T̂j ,∀ j ∈ [n],∀ π ∈ Π.
Now for the sake of contradiction let us assume that πrob(i) = 0. Therefore,
rW + λ · T̂>i,·V π
rob,T̂ = V π
rob,T̂
i . (3.11)
Therefore, if πrob(i) = 0, we can conclude that
rW + λ · rPT > V π
rob,T̂
i (3.12)
≥ V πrob,T robi , (3.13)
where the strict Inequality (3.12) follows from (3.11) and (3.9), and Inequality (3.13) follows from
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(3.7) in the robust maximum principle:
T rob ∈ arg min
T∈U
R(πrob,T )⇒ V πrob,T̂j ≥ V π
rob,T rob
j ,∀ j ∈ [n].
We can therefore conclude that
rW + λ · rPT > V π
rob,T rob
i . (3.14)
But since πrob is an optimal robust policy, we know following Theorem 3.3.3 that πrob ∈ arg maxπ∈ΠR(π,T rob).
Therefore, from the Bellman Equation we know that πrob(i) = 1 if rW + λ · rPT > rW + λ ·
T rob >i,. V
πrob,T rob and πrob(i) = 0 if rW + λ · rPT ≤ rW + λ · T rob >i,. V π
rob,T rob . This implies that
V π
rob,T rob
i ≥ rW + λ · rPT , which contradicts Inequality (3.14), and therefore it is impossible that
πrob(i) = 0. Since πrob is a deterministic policy, πrob(i) 6= 0 ⇒ πrob(i) = 1. We have proved that
if π̂(i) = 1 for some π̂ in Π̂ and some i ∈ [n], then πrob(i) = 1. Therefore, we can conclude that
τ(πrob) ≤ τ(π),∀ π ∈ Π̂. Since πnom is the optimal policy for the nominal transition kernel T 0,
we can conclude that πnom ∈ Π̂ and therefore in particular τ(πrob) ≤ τ(πnom).
Theorem 3.3.5 highlights the crucial role of threshold policies in ICU admission decision-
making. In the framework of our single-MDP for modeling the patient dynamics, both an optimal
nominal policy and an optimal robust policy can be found in this class of simple and implementable
policies. Moreover, there exists a natural ordering on the threshold of a nominal policy and a
policy that accounts for parameter misspecification. In particular, the robust optimal policy is
more aggressive in proactively transferring patients.
3.4 Numerical experiments
In this section, we utilize real data from 21 Northern California Kaiser Permanente hospitals
to examine the potential implications of our theoretical results in practice. We utilize this data
to estimate the nominal parameters and uncertainty set of our hospital model (Figure 3.1) and
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our single-patient MDP (Figure 3.2). We then compare the performance of the optimal nominal
and optimal robust policies on several metrics of interest: mortality, Length-Of-Stay (LOS) and
average ICU occupancy.
3.4.1 Dataset
Our retrospective dataset consists of 296,381 unique patient hospitalizations across 21 North-
ern California Kaiser Permanente hospitals. For each hospitalization, we have patient-level data
which is assigned at the time of hospital admission: age, gender, admitting hospital, admitting
diagnosis, classification of diseases codes, and three scores that quantify the severity of the illness
of the patient (CHMR, COPS2, LAPS2, see [51] for more details). During the patient’s hospital-
ization, we can track each unit (i.e., ICU, Transitional Care Unit, general medical-surgical ward,
operating room, or post-anesthesia care unit) the patient stayed in and when. Additionally, we have
a sequence of early warning scores, known as Advance Alert Monitor (AAM) scores, that are up-
dated every six hours. This early warning score uses the LAPS2, COPS2, individual vital signs and
laboratory tests, interaction terms, temporal markers, and location indicators to estimate the prob-
ability of in-hospital deterioration (requiring ICU transfer or leading to death on the ward) within
the next 12 hours, with an alert issued at a probability of ≥ 8%. These scores have demonstrated
their ability to accurately predict deterioration [59], and we use them use a proxy for the severity
condition of the patients. Similar to [51], we focus on medical patients who were admitted to the
hospital through the emergency department (this comprises more than 60% of all patients). We
remove 11,463 hospitalizations with missing gender or inpatient unit code, time inconsistencies
(e.g. arrival after discharge, missing discharge time). We also drop patients involved in hospital
transfers (5,781 patients). Our final dataset consists of 174,632 hospitalizations, each correspond-
ing to a patient trajectory that evolves across n = 10 severity scores, possible ICU visit(s), and
terminates with the patient either recovering and leaving the hospital or dying and leaving the hos-
pital. Summary statistics (partition, mortality rate, average length-of-stay, etc.) for the patients
across the different severity scores are given in Appendix B.1.
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3.4.2 Transition matrix and model of uncertainty
We first calibrate the transition matrix which determines the evolution of patient severity score
while in the general ward.
Nominal transition matrix
We use the AAM scores as our severity scores. The matrix T 0 has dimension n × (n + 3)
where n = 10 is the number of severity scores. T 0 is constructed as follows. Let i ∈ [n] and
j ∈ [n]⋃{CR,RL,D}. The coefficient T 0ij represents the probability that a patient in severity
score i will transfer to state j in the next period. We use the empirical mean as the nominal value
for T 0ij . We use the method in [60] to obtain the 95%-confidence intervals for the matrix T
0:
[T 0ij − αi, T 0ij + 2 · αi],∀ (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n+ 3]. (3.15)
This expression highlights the skewness of the confidence intervals, which follows from the skew-
ness of the multinominal distribution. Also, note that for a given severity score i ∈ [n], the pa-
rameter uncertainty in T 0ij is uniform across all j ∈ [n + 3]. See Appendix B.7 for the values for
α1, ..., αn, which are in the order of 10−4 to 10−3.
Nominal factor matrix
In order to construct a factor matrix uncertainty set (3.5), we need to compute the coefficients
(u`i)(i,`) ∈ Rn×r, the nominal factors W = (w1, ...,wr) ∈ R(n+3)×r+ such that T 0 ≈ UW>, and
the confidence regions W i for each factor wi, i = 1, ..., r. To do this, we solve the following
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) problem:
min {‖T 0 −UW>‖22 |Uer = en, e>n+3W = er,U ∈ Rn×r+ ,W ∈ R(n+3)×r+ }.
This is a non-convex optimization problem. However, there exist fast algorithms for efficiently
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computing local minima. We adapt the block-coordinate descent method of [45], starting from
106 different random matrices and keep the best solution2. For r = 8, our solution T̂ = UŴ>
achieves the following errors: ‖T 0 − T̂ ‖1 = 0.0811, ‖T 0 − T̂ ‖∞ = 0.0074, ‖T 0 − T̂ ‖relat,T0 =
0.3385, where ‖ · ‖relat,T0 stands for the maximum relative deviation from a parameter of T 0:
‖T 0 − T̂ ‖relat,T0 = max
(i,j)∈[n]×[n+3]
|T 0ij − T̂ij|
T 0ij
.
Table 3.1 summarizes the errors across the n× (n+ 3) = 130 elements of T 0.
max. mean median 95% percentile
absolute deviation 0.0074 0.0006 0.0003 0.0022
relative deviation 0.3385 0.0565 0.0204 0.2656
Table 3.1: Statistics of the absolute and relative deviations of T̂ij from T 0ij , for all (i, j) ∈ [n] ×
[n+ 3].
Recall that we utilize a factor matrix model of uncertainty in order to capture correlations
in transitions due to underlying characteristics such as genetics or demographics. Therefore, we
expect the rank to be smaller than the number of states, r < n. We choose r = 8. This is the
smallest integer for which we were able to find a nonnegative matrix factorization (of this rank)
belonging to the confidence intervals. We give details about our simulations for r = 7 in Appendix
B.9, for which we obtain similar insights as for r = 8.
The maximum absolute deviation between T 0ij and T̂ij is less than 0.01 (0.0891 instead of
0.0817). Moreover, the maximum relative deviation is about 34%, with a coefficient of 4.8527·10−4
instead of 7.34 · 10−4 for T 0. This occurs for T 03,9, which represents a sudden, dramatic, and
relatively rare health deterioration from state 3 to state 9.
By construction, any two rows T̂i1,· and T̂i2,· are convex combinations of the same factors
ŵ1, ..., ŵr, with coefficients Ui1,· and Ui2,·. We compute ∆(i1, i2) = ‖Ui1,·−Ui2,·‖1 as a measure
of relatedness between the uncertainty on Ti1,· and Ti2,·. We note that our NMF decomposition
2This takes less than 5 minutes on a laptop with 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 and 8 GB of RAM.
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captures the intuition that close severity scores are more related than very different severity scores.
To see this, consider any severity score i ∈ [n] and any two alternative severity scores (j, k) ∈
[n]× [n] which are different from i. Then, we observe that |i− j| < |i− k| ⇒ ∆(i, j) < ∆(i, k).
Errors related to the confidence intervals. The intent of the structured nominal transition ma-
trix (and the subsequent uncertainty sets) is to capture the parameter uncertainty inherent in the
estimation process from real data. As such, it is of interest to understand whether our nominal ma-
trix is consistent with the confidence intervals of our parameter estimates. We consider a relative
error of T̂ compared to T 0, measured in terms of the confidence bounds α1, ..., αn. In particular,
we compute the ratios
ratio(i,j) =
T 0ij − T̂ij
αi
, ∀ (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n+ 3]. (3.16)
For r = 8, we find that all coefficients are in the confidence intervals as defined by (3.15), i.e.,
ratio(i,j) ∈ [−1, 2],∀ (i, j) ∈ [n] × [n + 3]. The mean over (i, j) of the absolute values of the
ratios (3.16) is 0.2345, with a median of 0.1579. Moreover, 95% of these absolute values are below
0.6729. Therefore, T̂ (our NMF solution of rank 8) is a plausible approximation for T 0.
For completeness, we also compute the solutions to the NMF optimization problem for lower
ranked matrices: r = 5, 6, 7. While the errors in the L1− and L∞−norms remain small, the
relative errors increased substantially, up to 0.43 for r = 7, 0.98 for r = 6 and 5.8 for r = 5. For
rank 7, we have 10 coefficients outside of the confidence intervals, with a maximum deviation of
4.840 · α9 for T 09,9. Despite that one coefficient being well out of its confidence interval, we find
that the mean of the absolute value of the ratios is 0.4818, with a median at 0.2380. Therefore, the
NMF solution for r = 7 also appears to be a reasonable approximation for T 0. However, it does
not seem reasonable to decrease the rank even further. For instance, for a rank r = 5, our NMF
solution has 70 coefficients that are outside the 95% confidence intervals, with a maximum ratio of
48.4931. Similarly, for r = 6, there are still 54 coefficients outside of the confidence intervals, with
a maximum ratio of 44.0267. Therefore, in the rest of the chapter we will focus on NMF solutions
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corresponding to rank r = 8. We also present detailed experiments for r = 7 in Appendix B.9.
Choice of uncertainty sets
We consider several uncertainty sets for our analysis:
• Umin: We consider a factor matrix uncertainty set based on the 95% confidence interval in




∣∣∣∣ T = UW>,W ∈ Wmin} ,




∣∣∣∣ ∀ j ∈ [n+ 3], w`,j − ŵ`,j ∈ [−αmin,+2 · αmin],w` ≥ 0,w>` en+3 = 1} ,∀ ` ∈ [r].
Specifically, the deviation on each component of the factor vectors must be within [−αmin, 2·
αmin]. This implies that T = UW T is within [−αmin, 2 ·αmin] from the matrix T̂ (in ‖ ·‖∞).
Note that while it is in principle possible to construct Umax, where the maximum deviation
on each component component of the factor vectors must be within [−αmax, 2 · αmax], this
would result in worst-case matrices where most coefficients are outside of the confidence
intervals, contrary to Umin; see details in the next section.
• Uemp: We also consider another possibly less restrictive uncertainty set that is constructed
empirically from the 95% confidence intervals. To do this, we generate 95% confidence
intervals of the factor vectors. First, we sample q transition matrices T 1, ...T q uniformly
in the 95% confidence intervals around T 0, for q = 104. For each sampled matrix, we use
Nonnegative Matrix Factorization to compute factor vectors W 1, ...,W q such that Tm ≈
UWm >,m = 1, ..., q. Let σ`j be the empirical standard deviations of each coefficients w
`
j ,
for (`, j) ∈ [r]× [n+ 3], from the resultingW 1, ...,W q. We then define the uncertainty set
Uemp = {T | T = UW>,W ∈ Wemp}, whereWemp = W1emp × ... ×Wremp represents the
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∣∣∣∣ ∀ j ∈ [n+ 3], |w`,j − ŵ`,j| ≤ σ`j · 1.96√q ,w` ≥ 0,w>` en+3 = 1
}
,∀ ` ∈ [r].
• Usa: Finally, we also consider the following (s, a)-rectangular uncertainty set, where transi-




∣∣∣∣ Tij − T 0ij ∈ [−αi,+2 · αi], 13∑
j=1
Tij = 1,∀ i ∈ [n]
}
.
This uncertainty set is unable to capture the fact that there are likely characteristics which
introduce correlations across different states.
3.4.3 Robustness analysis for the single-patient MDP
We first give the details about the parameters of our single-patient MDP.
Choice of MDP parameters
Nominal transition matrix. The probability that the patient transitions from severity score i ∈
[n] to next state j ∈ [n + 3] is T 0ij . The probability that a patient dies after having crashed in the
ward is given by dC = 0.4761, and is estimated by sample mean in our dataset. The probability
that a patient dies after having been proactively transferred to the ICU is estimated similarly and is
dA = 0.0009, which is significantly lower than dC .
Initial distribution and rewards. We set the initial distribution p0 ∈ Rn+4+ as the long-run
average occupation of patients in each severity score group according to the data (see Appendix
B.1, Table B.1). We choose a discount factor of 0.95 to capture the importance of future outcomes
for the decision-maker. While our theoretical results are agnostic to the choice of discount factor,
we also verify that with alternative discount factors (e.g. λ = 0.99), we obtain similar insights. We
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choose the following rewards, satisfying Assumption 3.2.1 and Assumption 3.3.1,
rW = 100, rRL =
1
1− λ · 250, rPT−RL =
1
1− λ · 190, rCR−RL =
1
1− λ · 160,
rD =
1
1− λ · 30, rCR−D =
1
1− λ · 20, rPT−D =
1
1− λ · 10,
(3.17)
We would like to note that the following natural ordering conditions are satisfied:
rRL ≥ rPT−RL ≥ rCR−RL, , rD ≥ rCR−D ≥ rPT−D.
Certainly, different choices of rewards may lead to different thresholds for the optimal nominal
and the optimal robust policies. It is a notoriously complex problem to estimate the exact values
for such quantities as rRL and rW , let alone rPT−D and rPT−RL (or more generally rewards in
applications of reinforcement learning to healthcare, e.g. [55], or Section II, “Representation for
Reward Function” in [61]). Appendix B.8 summarizes a detailed sensitivity analysis of our nu-
merical results for different rewards. The single MDP is most valuable in identifying candidate
worst-case transition matrices. While the thresholds of the optimal and nominal robust policies for
the single MDP are highly dependent on the rewards, our assumptions are not (we prove this in
Appendix B.4) and the performance of the hospital (in terms of mortality, LOS and average ICU
occupancy) based on the resulting worse-case matrix is fairly consistent across different rewards,
including those in (3.17).
Empirical results for the single-patient MDP
We verify that for our choice of rewards, Assumptions 3.2.1-3.2.3 are satisfied. Verifying
Assumption 3.3.1 requires solving some linear programs, as the uncertainty sets Umin, Uemp and Usa
are defined by linear inequalities. From Theorems 3.2.4 and 3.3.4, we know the optimal nominal
and robust policies are of threshold type. Therefore, we consider all threshold policies, denoted by
π[1], ..., π[11], and compare their nominal and worst-case rewards in the single-patient MDP for the
different uncertainty sets. Figure 3.3 summarizes these results. Note that for all threshold policies
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Nom. NMF-8 Umin Uemp Usa
Figure 3.3: Nominal and worst-case performance of threshold policies for an NMF approximation
of rank 8. For any threshold τ = 1, ..., 11, “Nom.” stands for R(π[τ ],T 0), while “NMF-8” stands
for R(π[τ ], T̂ ). The other three curves represent the worst-case reward of π[τ ] for the specified
uncertainty set (Umin,Uemp,Usa).
π[τ ], the corresponding reward using the estimated transition matrix, R(π[τ ],T 0), and that using
the NMF approximation of the transition matrix, R(π[τ ], T̂ ), are practically indistinguishable. This
provides additional support for using our NMF solution as an approximation for T 0.
We observe that the optimal nominal policy (π[6]) is different than the optimal robust policy
(π[5]) for the three different uncertainty sets. Our primary goal with the single MDP is not to pro-
vide direct recommendations for the hospital system, but rather to determine candidate transition
matrices under which the hospital system can be evaluated. As we will see later, the performance
of these policies under their corresponding transition matrices is quite different in the hospital
simulation.
We would like to note that the worst-case matrices in Umin and Uemp do not belong to the
95% confidence intervals (3.15), even though T̂ belongs to (3.15). That said, only a few of the
coefficients are outside of the 95% confidence regions, and the violations are small. For instance,
for the worst-case matrix in Umin associated with π[5], only five coefficients (out of 130) are outside
of (3.15), and the worst-case deviation is −1.2179 · α3 (instead of −α3), while the mean of the
absolute values of the deviations is 0.3381 and 95% of these absolute values are below 1.0690. The
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results are similar for Uemp. For instance, for the worst-case matrix in Uemp associated with π[5],
20 coefficients out of 130 are outside the confidence intervals. While the coefficient (1, 1) is about
10 ·α1 away from T 01,1 (instead of 2α1), the mean of the absolute values of the deviations is 0.4430,
and 95% of these absolute values are below 2.3057. Therefore, we can still consider the worst-case
matrices for Umin and Uemp as plausible transition matrices for our hospital model.
3.4.4 Robustness analysis for the hospital
The primary purpose of our single-patient MDP model is to develop insights into the manage-
ment of the full hospital system. To that end, we use our single-patient MDP to generate transition
matrices that are candidates for a worst-case deterioration of the hospital performance. Given the
complexity and multi-objective nature of the hospital system (i.e., minimize mortality rate, LOS,
and average ICU occupancy), defining, let alone deriving, an optimal policy is highly complex.
As such, we focus on the class of threshold policies given their desirable theoretical properties
(see Theorems 3.2.4 and 3.3.4) and their simplicity which can help facilitate implementation in
practice. For each threshold policy π[τ ] and each uncertainty set U (among Umin,Uemp,Usa), we
compute T [τ,U ] a worst-case transition matrix for the single-patient MDP in U :
T [τ,U ] ∈ arg min
T∈U
R(π[τ ],T ).
Then, we use the pair (π[τ ],T [τ,U ]) to simulate the hospital performance as measured by the mor-
tality rate, length-of-stay, and average occupancy of the ICU.
In-hospital mortality and Length-Of-Stay
In-hospital mortality. In Figure 3.4a we study the variation of the hospital performance over the
95% confidence intervals for the nominal transition matrix T 0. In particular, we sample N = 20
transition matrices in the confidence intervals (3.15) and plot the nominal performance (mortality
rate versus average ICU occupancy) of all threshold policies as well as the performance for 4 of
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the N sampled matrices. The mortality rate for all sampled transition matrices are very close to the
nominal mortality rate. The maximum relative observed deviation from the nominal mortality rate
is 8.82%, with an average relative deviation of 3.84%. We present more details about the statistics
of the random deviations from the nominal performance in Appendix B.10.
In Figure 3.4b, we compare the worst-case performance of all threshold policies with the nom-
inal performance. For each threshold policy, we construct a worst-case transition matrix that min-
imizes the single-patient MDP reward and compute the hospital performance for this particular
matrix and threshold policy. As we saw in the single-patient MDP experiments, the hospital per-
formance for T 0 and T̂ are very close, again suggesting that the NMF approximation is reasonable.
As before, we consider the three uncertainty sets: Umin, Uemp and Usa. Note that Umin and Uemp are
centered around our NMF approximation T̂ . Under uncertainty set Umin, the mortality rate can sig-
nificantly increase, with relative increases from 18% to 23%. This substantial degradation occurs
even though Umin is our most-optimistic uncertainty set, with variations in the order of 10−4 from
T̂ . For worst-case matrices in Uemp or Usa, the mortality rate of any threshold policy increases
by 40% to 50%. Therefore, our worst-case analysis (Figure 3.4b) shows that the mortality may
severely deteriorate, even for very small parameters deviations from the nominal transition matrix
T 0. Note that this is not the case in our random sample analysis (Figure 3.4a). This suggests
that not considering worst-case deviations may lead to overly optimistic estimations of the hospital
performance.
As a thought experiment, suppose the decision-maker determined that the average ICU occu-
pancy should not exceed 72%. The decision-maker then chooses the threshold policy with the
lowest mortality and average ICU occupancy lower than 72%. Based on the nominal performance,
the decision-maker will choose π[5] which proactively transfers 27.1% of the patients. However,
our analysis demonstrates there exists a “worst-case” transition matrix that is consistent with the
available data which, under the selected policy π[5], would result in a higher average ICU occu-
pancy of 74.0%. In contrast, if the decision-maker were to account for the parameter uncertainty
and consider the worst-case performance in Umin, the decision-maker would choose π[6], which
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proactively transfers 10.2% of the patients and results in a worst-case average ICU occupancy of
71.9%.
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(a) Random samples analysis.
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(b) Worst-case analysis.
Figure 3.4: In-hospital mortality of the 11 threshold policies for the nominal estimated matrix,
randomly sampled matrices in the 95% confidence intervals (left-hand side), and the worst-case
matrices found by our single MDP model (right-hand side). Each point corresponds to a threshold
policy: the policy with highest mortality rate corresponds to threshold τ = 11 (top-left of each
curve) and the threshold decreases until the bottom-right point of each curve, corresponding to
threshold τ = 1. We consider the uncertainty sets Umin,Uemp and Usa when the rank r = 8. On the
right-hand side, we also report the hospital mortality rate when the transition matrix is our NMF
approximation with rank 8.
In general, as the threshold decreases, and proactive transfers are used more aggressively, the
ICU occupancy increases while the mortality rate decreases. This behavior does not generalize to
the uncertainty set Usa. In particular, we notice in Figure 3.4b that for Usa, the worst-case mortality
rate and the ICU occupancy decrease from π[11] to π[8]. Therefore, the (worst-case) average ICU
occupancy decreases when the decision-maker decides to transfer more patients to the ICU. In
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principle, this could be explained by the fact that the patients with severity scores in {8, 9, 10} are
the sickest patients. Therefore, proactively transferring them may actually be Pareto improving.
That said, we are somewhat cautious about the interpretations of Usa. The worst-case transition
matrices in Usa are extreme perturbations from T 0. For instance, the coefficients T 01,RL, ..., T 0n,RL
become T 01,RL−α1, ..., T 0n,RL−αn, and the coefficients T 01,D, ..., T 0n,D become T 01,D+2·α1, ..., T 0n,D+
2 ·αn. In that sense, such coordinated, structured parameter misspecification appears unlikely. This
is due to the ability to arbitrarily perturb the coefficients of T 0, provided that the resulting rows
still form a transition kernel, rather than accounting for potential correlations across states that our
factor matrix approach incorporates. Such extreme perturbations are unlikely to arise in practice,
which is why we focus our attention on the model of factor matrix uncertainty set.
Finally, we note that the worst-case matrices for our factor matrix uncertainty sets (Umin and
Uemp) are as far from the nominal estimation T 0 as the worst-case matrices for Usa, in terms of the
1-norm. This is because Umin and Uemp are centered around our nonnegative matrix factorization
and not around T 0. Therefore, the differences in numerical results and insights, both for our
single-patient MDP and in our hospital model, are caused by the rank-constrained nature of the
factor matrix uncertainty sets, and not to a difference in the radii of the uncertainty sets.
Underlying physiologic characteristics dictate the evolution of a patient’s health. As such, it
is reasonable to assume these similar medical factors manifest themselves in our model through
correlated dynamics across the different severity scores. Thus, we expect the uncertainty to be
reasonably captured by a low-rank deviation from the nominal estimation T 0. Therefore, we ex-
pect the true worst-case performance of the threshold policies to be somewhere in between the
performance in Umin and the performance in Uemp.
From these experiments we see that 1) ignoring parameter uncertainty may result in overly
optimistic expectations of system performance, and 2) the type of parameter uncertainty (e.g. cor-
related or arbitrary) can have a substantial impact on the insights derived from the robust analysis.
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Length-Of-Stay. In the case of Length-Of-Stay (LOS), we notice similar trends as compared to
the in-hospital mortality rate. Figure 3.5a shows the deviations in performance for some randomly
sampled matrices. The average deviation ranges from 0.34% for π[3] to 1.04% of deviation for
threshold π[11]. Therefore, the hospital flow seems stable as regards to parameters deviations from
the nominal matrix T 0. We compare the worst-case LOS with the nominal performance. We see
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(a) Random samples analysis.
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(b) Worst-case analysis.
Figure 3.5: Length-Of-Stay of the 11 threshold policies for the nominal estimated matrix, randomly
sampled matrices in the 95% confidence intervals (left-hand side), and the worst-case matrices
found by our single MDP model (right-hand side). Each point corresponds to a threshold policy:
the policy with highest LOS corresponds to threshold τ = 11 (top-left of each curve) and the
threshold decreases until the bottom-right point of each curve, corresponding to threshold τ = 1.
We consider the uncertainty sets Umin,Uemp and Usa when the rank r = 8. On the right-hand side,
we also report the hospital mortality rate when the transition matrix is our NMF approximation
with rank 8.
that the LOS can increase by up to 2.5% in Umin, and up to 5.0% in Uemp and Usa. The impact
of worst-case parameter deviations is less severe for the Length-Of-Stay than for the mortality
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rate. However, worst-case deviations are still more substantial than random deviations from the
nominal transition (Figure 3.5a). As for in-hospital mortality rate, in Figure 3.5b we notice that
under uncertainty set Usa, it appears to be Pareto improving to be more aggressive in proactively
transferring patients with threshold policy π[8] rather than π[11]. However, as discussed before, we
believe that Usa is not able to fully capture reasonable types of uncertainty one would expect to see
in practice.
Impact of proactive transfers on demand-driven discharges
As the proactive transfer policies admit more patients to the ICU than reactive policies, they
may increase ICU congestion and, consequently, the number of demand-driven discharged patients
from the ICU. Such discharges are associated with worse outcomes [62]. In Figures 3.6a-3.6b,
we explore the impact of proactive transfers onto the number of patients that are demand-driven
discharged.
We can see that it is possible to proactively transfer up to the top 5 severity conditions with-
out significantly impacting the proportions of demand-driven discharged patients. We also note
that in this metric, the trends we see with mortality/length-of-stay are preserved. In other words,
proactively transferring a small fraction of the riskiest patients (i.e. the highest AAM scores) can
improve the average mortality rate/length-of-stay without significantly increasing the ICU occu-
pancy or the number of demand-driven discharges. The findings are similar with the worst-case
transition matrices (Figures 3.6d-3.6b), with the uncertainty set Usa leading to worse deterioration
than our factor matrix uncertainty sets Uemp and Usa.
Because we do not allow proactive transfers when the ICU is full, demand-driven discharges
only occur when there is an external arrival, when a patient crashes on the ward, or when a patient
requires readmission to the ICU. Still, it would be concerning if the patients who are demand-
driven discharged are among the most severe. We find that demand-driven discharged patients
were discharged from the ICU after 75 to 85% of their ICU LOS, a duration which can often mean
the patient has recovered enough to be safely transferred to a lower level of care [63].
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Figure 3.6: Percentages of Demand-Driven Discharges (DDD) among ICU transfers in terms of the
number of Advanced Alert Monitor (AAM) scores proactively transferred. We present the results
for our nominal transition matrix and for the worst-case transition matrices in Usa,Uemp and Umin.
Impact of potential waiting in the ward
Our primary hospital model considered in Section 3.1 and the simulations thus far assumes
that whenever a crashed, readmitted, or external patient arrives to a full ICU, it precipitates a
demand-driven discharge patients from the ICU. In practice, it is possible that a patient requiring
ICU admission when the ICU is full would need to wait in the ward until an ICU bed to become
available.
We now numerically explore the impact of the possibility of waiting in the ward. In particu-
lar, we consider an alternative hospital model where demand-driven discharges never occur. The
dynamics of the hospital is the same as in Section 3.1, except that if an ICU admission is required
but the ICU is full, the new patient enters a waiting queue. Patients are served from the queue in a
First-Come-First-Serve service discipline. Note that patients can enter the queue either as (i) direct
admits, (ii) crashed patients, or (iii) readmits to the ICU. Our proactive transfer policies cannot
send a patient to the queue.
Every six hours, patients in the waiting queue either:
• Die in the queue: this happens with the same probability as that for the sickest patients (i.e.
a severity score of 10), which amounts to a 6.84 % chance of dying every six hours. This is
because patients requiring ICU admission but wait in the queue are very severe.
• Continue to wait in the queue. This would happen if there are no available ICU beds.
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• Are transferred to the ICU. This will only occur when there is an available ICU bed (e.g.
after a natural discharge). Priority is given to patients who have stayed longest in the queue.
To focus on the impact of the queue, we assume patients from the queue who are admitted
to the ICU have similar LOS/mortality risk as if they had not been in the queue.
We present our results below for this alternative model of hospital dynamics.
Impact of proactive transfers on hospital metrics. We present our results for the mortality rate
and the LOS in the hospital in Figure 3.7, for this alternative model with a queue. The results
are very similar to the primary hospital model without queue, even though the nominal metrics
(mortality rate, ICU occupancy and LOS) are slightly worse. Despite these small quantitative
differences, the qualitative insights are consistent. Threshold policies have the potential to im-
prove in-hospital mortality rates and length-of-stay, at the price of an increase in ICU occupancy.
Proactively transferring a small proportion of the patients (in our simulations, the top 10 % sickest
patients) does not significantly increase the ICU occupancy. The results in worst-case metrics con-
firm these trends, with the s, a-rectangular uncertainty showing similar anomalous results as with
the primary hospital model without queue.
Impact of proactive transfers on waiting queue metrics. We also consider the probability of
entering the queue across different patient types (direct admits, crashed or readmitted), the average
LOS in the ICU, the average length of the queue, and the average LOS in the queue.
In Figure 3.8a, we notice that the (nominal) probability a patient (direct admit, crashed or
readmitted) enters the queue is increasing as more patients are proactively transferred to the ICU.
This is because the ICU occupancy increases with the number of proactive transfers. Crucially, we
see that the increase in probabilities does not increase substantially until proactive transfers become
quite aggressive (i.e. threshold higher than or equal to 5). Therefore, proactively transferring up to
the first 5 severity conditions does not result in significant changes in the number of patients in the
queue. For the sake of brevity, we present our worst-case numerical experiments for this metric in
Appendix B.11.
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Figure 3.7: Average mortality and LOS in the hospital for the 11 threshold policies, in our hospital
model with a queue.
Additionally, in Figure 3.8b we note that proactively transferring patients also improves the
average length-of-stay in the ICU. In particular, even though the average occupancy of the ICU
is increasing when more patients are proactively transferred (see Figure 3.7), the patients who
are admitted in the ICU tend to have shorter ICU LOS. This is because (i) proactively admitted
patients have shorter ICU LOS than crashed patients from the same severity score, and (ii) as we
proactively transfer more patients, patients enter the ICU from lower severity conditions and stay
less time in the ICU than patients with more critical severity conditions. Therefore, even though
the ICU occupancy increases when more patients are proactively transferred, it is also the case that
more patients can be admitted to the ICU (as patients in the ICU stay shorter periods of time).
As a consequence of shorter lengths of ICU visits, we observe that proactively transferring
more patients has the beneficial effect of decreasing the average length of the queue and the average
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waiting time in the queue. (see Figures 3.8c and 3.8d). This may seem counter-intuitive given Fig-
ure 3.8a (where we see that more patients enter the queue as we proactively transfer more patients).
However, following Figure 3.8b, we see that the ICU LOS is decreasing, and therefore, patients can
be admitted to the ICU more often (than when fewer patients are proactively transferred). This is
an important beneficial aspect of proactive transfer policies, as delays in patients admissions to the
ICU are associated with worse mortality [64]. The simulations with worst-case transition matrices
show similar decrease in average queue length and waiting time as we proactively transfer more
patients. Overall, this alternate hospital model with a waiting queue demonstrates similar bene-
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Figure 3.8: For our hospital with waiting queue, four different performance metrics in terms of the
number of severity scores proactively transferred.
ficial impact of proactive transfer policies as in the primary hospital model without queue. Note
that in practice, we expect the discharge policy of the hospital to be a hybrid of these two models
(some waiting and some demand-driven discharges). We have investigated these two extreme sce-
narios and found that in both cases, proactively transferring the sickest patients may decrease the
mortality rate and LOS of the hospital, without significantly increasing the ICU occupancy.
3.4.5 Practical guidance
We now summarize here some practical implications and key take-aways of our numerical and
theoretical analysis.
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• Impact of proactive transfer. Proactively transferring patients to the ICU may improve
the average mortality rate and LOS, at the price of increasing the ICU occupancy (Figure
3.4 and 3.5) and Demand-Driven Discharge (DDD) rates (Figures 3.6a-3.6d). Transferring
only the sickest patients (here, the top 10 % of severity scores) does not lead to significant
increases in ICU occupancy and DDD rates. The same conclusion holds when the hospital
never demand-driven discharges patients from the ICU (Figures 3.7a-3.7b). In this case,
proactively transferring patients may even improve the average time spent waiting in the
queue (Figures 3.8a-3.8d).
• Worst-case vs. random deviations. The hospital metrics may significantly deteriorate for
adversarial deviations in the transition parameters (Figures 3.4b and 3.5b). In stark contrast,
the hospital metrics look fairly stable under sensitivity analysis (Figures 3.4a and 3.5a). This
suggests that the naive approach of randomly perturbing the transition parameters in order to
verify the effectiveness of our decisions may be misleading, as it does not take into account
all potential events, some of which may have particularly adverse consequences even when
the magnitude of the perturbation is small.
• Unrelated vs. Related Uncertainty sets. The deterioration of the hospital performance
varies depending on the model of uncertainty; see Figures 3.4b and 3.5b. In particular, an
unrelated model of uncertainty (Usa) leads to both more extreme deterioration in performance
as well as anomalous observations – e.g. that proactively transferring some patients may
decrease the average ICU occupancy – than related models of uncertainty (Umin and Uemp).
As the worst-case transition matrices for both types of uncertainty sets are similarly distanced
from the nominal estimation T 0 (as measured by the 1-norm), the difference in optimal
robust policies can be attributed to the rank-constrained nature of Umin and Uemp. This lends
additional support for the factor matrix uncertainty set being a more appropriate model of
uncertainty for healthcare applications.
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Practical insights. Based on our theoretical and numerical analysis, our practical insights can be
summarized as follows:
Threshold policies can be very effective to guide decisions for proactive transfers as they are 1)
easy to implement and 2) have good theoretical and numerical performance. These properties
hold when there is no parameter uncertainty as well as when data challenges introduce parameter
uncertainty. Our results suggest that when there is parameter uncertainty (e.g. due to limited
data and/or unobserved covariates) providers should be slightly more aggressive in their transfer
policies as compared to when there is no uncertainty.
3.5 Discussion
Interest in preventative and proactive care has been growing. With the advancements in machine-
learning, the ability to conduct proactive care based on predictive analytics is quickly becoming
a reality. In this work, we consider the decision to proactively admit patients to the ICU based
on a severity score before they suffer a sudden health deterioration in the ward and require even
more resources. In practice, an early warning system alert could trigger many potential interven-
tions such as placing the patient in an evaluation state where admission decisions could be made
from. While a threshold policy for proactive admission is a simplification of what could happen
in practice when an alert is triggered, our analysis facilitates the derivation of valuable insights on
the performance of this simple class of transfer policies and the impact of parameter uncertainty.
We explicitly account for parameter uncertainty that arises naturally in practice due to the need to
estimate model parameters from finite, real data which may also suffer from biases introduced by
unobservable confounders. Since the severity scores are likely influenced by common underlying
medical factors, we introduce a robust model that accounts for potential correlations in the uncer-
tainty related to different severity scores. Under mild and interpretable assumptions, our model
shows that the optimal nominal and optimal robust transfer policies are of threshold type, and that
the optimal robust policy transfers more patients than the optimal nominal one. Our extensive
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simulations show that not accounting for parameter misspecification may lead to overly optimistic
estimations of the hospital performance, even for very small deviations. Moreover, we find that un-
related uncertainty may lead to extreme perturbations from the nominal parameters and unreliable
insights for the impact of threshold policies on the patient flow in the hospital. Our work suggests
that it is crucial for the decision-makers to account for parameters uncertainty when basing their
decisions on predictive models where some parameters are estimated from real data.
One limitation of our work is the choice of worst-case as a relevant metric for the decision-
maker. While worst-cases performance may be unlikely in practice, it is worth noting that the
resulting parameter values for some worst-case performance are in the confidence intervals and
therefore are as likely as the nominal parameters. Moreover, in the field of healthcare operations
where the goal is to save the lives of the patients, it is still relevant to obtain an estimation of
the potential deterioration of the performance of the hospital, especially if the deviation from the
nominal parameters is small (i.e., in the confidence intervals). We would like to highlight that
our work gives insight on potential misestimations of the metrics (average in-hospital mortality
rate, length-of-stay and ICU occupancy) on which the physicians may base their decisions of a
transfer policy. More specifically, we provide a tool to estimate worst-case deterioration, within
the confidence intervals given by some statistical estimators. It is to the merit of the physicians to
decide what levels of risks are acceptable.
Another limitation is tied to the ability of the severity score to fully capture the patient poten-
tial health deterioration. We must recognize that the impact of proactive transfer policies will be
highly dependent on the quality of the evaluation of the severity scores. As such, proactive transfer
policies could also be beneficial if based on other metrics, such as LAPS2, MEWS or others, as
long as these scores accurately describe a predicted potential patient health deterioration.
There are various interesting directions for future research that arise from our work. For in-
stance, one could consider various levels of actions for the proactive policies, ranging from a simple
alert to the physicians for more continuous monitoring, to an immediate ICU transfer (the action
considered in this chapter). Moreover, the proactive transfer policies considered in this work do
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not account for the number of empty beds in the ICU. One could consider adaptive thresholds,
varying with the number of free beds in ICU. While [51] shows with simulations that the perfor-
mance of such adaptive threshold policies are comparable to the non-adaptive ones, it could be of
interest to investigate the theoretical guarantees of such adaptive policies in the framework of our
single-patient MDP. Finally, given the vast amount of patients trajectories available in our dataset,
one could utilize recent methods from the off-policy evaluation literature (see [65] for a review)






Chapter 4: Evaluation of New York State triage guidelines for ventilators
allocation
The COVID-19 pandemic imposes unprecedented strains on the healthcare systems of many
countries. Beds for intensive care treatments as well as critical appliances such as mechanical
ventilators have become increasingly scarcely available, due to a demand exceeding capacity.
Shortages of ventilators and oxygen have occured in Italy, and are likely to happen in other coun-
tries [66]. In view of this, state officials have issued pre-specified and transparent triage guidelines
for preventing loss of life, promote fairness, and support front-line clinicians [67, 68, 69]. Increase
in frequency of extreme weather events and risks of emerging infectious diseases may lead to in-
creased vulnerability conditions, even after the COVID-19 pandemic. This raises a fundamental
question: what guidelines should be followed to ration the scarce healthcare resources, and what
criteria should be considered in these life-or-death decisions?
Equitable triage protocols must be specified prior to disasters that require triage of scarce life-
saving resources in order to promote transparency, trust and consistency. Various utilitarian frame-
works have been proposed, but the degree to which they may maximize lives saved is unknown.
This information is critical in evaluating the ethical permissibility of various triage approaches. We
aim to estimate the survival rates that would be associated with implementation of triage processes
using the official New York State 2015 guidelines for ventilator triage [67], and to compare it with a
first-come-first served (FCFS) triage protocol. We construct a simulation model to compute several
outcomes among the patient population, that takes as input (a) a triage and reassessment protocol,
(b) a total ventilator capacity. Our data include patients hospitalized at three acute care hospitals
within a single urban academic medical center in New York between 3/01/2020 and 5/27/2020, fo-
cusing on patients with laboratory confirmed SARs-CoV-2 infection admitted to the hospital with
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respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation.
Using our simulation model, we estimate the performances of NYS and FCFS triage protocols
for ventilator allocation under various ventilator capacities. We estimate several outcomes, includ-
ing (1) survival rates among the patient populations, (2) number of excess deaths among the patient
populations, (3) number of patients extubated prior to their end of ventilator use, (4) survival rates
among patients not allocated a ventilator at triage, and (5) survival rates among patients extubated
at reassessment. This simulated model using data from the pandemic surge in New York City finds
that using a Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score-based triage protocol did not out-
perform a First-Come-First-Served approach. Therefore, the benefits of a utilitarian framework for
scarce resource allocation may not outweigh moral harms associated with rationing. We will see in
the next chapter that more lives could be saved by incorporating age and comorbidities into triage
decisions, but the absolute increase in survival remains small.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we discuss various triage
protocols proposed for disasters situations, with a focus on the challenges of allocations of critical
care resources. We present the New York State (NYS) triage protocol in Section 4.2, and our
simulation model in Section 4.3. We discuss the implications of our findings and our practical
guidance recommendations in Section 4.4. The results in this chapter are from [70].
4.1 Triage protocols for disaster relief
In the wake of Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Memorial Medical Center in New Orleans remained
without power for 3 days, reaching internal temperatures of 110° Fahrenheit. Under extreme pres-
sure, the medical staff devised an ad hoc triage system to order the evacuation of approximately
2,000 patients in a physically challenging situation. The choices made by some individuals resulted
in loss of life and had disastrous consequences for the patients, families, community, hospital and
medical staff. It became clear that pre-specified and transparent guidelines for triage were neces-
sary to prevent loss of life, promote fairness and to support front-line clinicians working in disaster
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conditions. Since 2005, a significant amount of theoretical groundwork has been done to develop
such guidelines. The COVID-19 pandemic has made it clear that such guidance remains necessary
as shortages of ventilators and critical care beds continue to occur [66, 71]. Given the projected
increase in frequency of extreme weather events [72], and the ongoing risks of emerging infec-
tious diseases [73], hospitals in the United States face an increasing vulnerability to conditions
that may result in periods of scarcity of life-sustaining resources such as ventilators for mechanical
respiratory support even after the COVID-19 pandemic subsides. The occurrence and duration of
these periods of scarcity are hard to predict [74]. The stark racial and ethnic disparities during
COVID-19 have spurred efforts to ensure equity in times of scarcity [75].
In 2012, the National Academy of Medicine (NAM) provided extensive guidance on crisis
standards of care to prepare local governments, emergency medical services, hospitals and other
healthcare institutions, and the public for disaster conditions [76]. These guidelines outline coordi-
nated efforts to maximize existing human and physical resources such as building surge capacity,
retraining staff and adapting and reusing equipment. However, if all efforts to expand capabilities
are exhausted, the guidelines then call for the reallocation of “medications or supplies to those
who will derive the greatest benefit and/or make the least demand on resources” (p. 234, table 7-1
of [76]). This recommendation and accompanying guidance on implementation of triage criteria
were created in an effort to ensure equitable delivery of care and minimize adverse outcomes.
The NAM ethical framework includes seven features. The first three are sometimes in tension
and must be carefully balanced in triage operations. They include (1) fairness, or prioritization
based on relevant factors such as greater exposure to disease or community goals such as keep-
ing key personnel at work, rather than “irrelevant” factors such as race, ethnicity or religious
affiliation, (2) the duty of care, which states that those caring for individual patients should not
simultaneously make decisions to benefit the group rather than the individual patient (i.e. separa-
tion of triage and care duties) and (3) the duty to steward resources, which calls for withholding
or withdrawing resources from patients who will not benefit from them [77]. Protocols to triage
scarce resources attempt to operationalize this framework; promoting fairness by reducing the
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impact of clinician biases, preserving the primary physician’s duty to care by shifting some deci-
sions to a triage team, and stewarding resources by creating algorithms aimed at maximizing lives
saved [67].The existence and publication of protocols promote transparency, consistency, and pro-
portionality. Community engagement studies have identified normative values for triage [78], and
based on these normative values, many states have adopted triage protocols to maximize short-term
survival, which is achieved through use of scoring algorithms [68]. In New York State, the Crisis
Standards of Care guidelines were codified by the New York State Taskforce on Life and the Law
in the 2015 Ventilator Triage Guidelines [67]. These guidelines outline clinical criteria for triage,
including exclusion criteria and stratification of patients using the Sequential Organ Failure As-
sessment (SOFA) score. In the United States, 26 states have allocation guidelines, and 15 use the
Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score to triage patients [74]. Since these guidelines
have never been used in practice, it is unknown how well they perform for the intended purpose of
directing scarce resources to those most likely to survive. In addition, we cannot ethically perform
a prospective study to determine the efficacy (or performance) of this policy.
Our goal is this chapter is to assess the performance of the New York State Taskforce on
Life and the Law 2015 Ventilator Triage Guidelines in a population of patients during a real-time
public health disaster caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus and COVID-19 pandemic disease. We first
introduce the NYS triage guidelines in more details in the next section.
4.2 Details on the New York State guidelines for triage and re-
assessment
In New York State (NYS), the Crisis Standards of Care guidelines were codified by the NYS
Taskforce on Life and the Law in the 2015 Ventilator Triage Guidelines [67]. These guidelines
outline clinical criteria for triage, including exclusion criteria and stratification of patients using
the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score. We present these guidelines in a tree
policy form in Appendix C.1. We also present the tables from [67] defining the NYS guidelines in
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Appendix C.1. The goal of the NYS guidelines is to save the maximum number of lives. Note the
important distinction with the number of life-years saved; age should only be used as a tie-breaker.
In particular, the NYS does not use categorical exclusion of specific patients subpopulations, based
on demographics (such as age, BMI) or comorbid health conditions (such as history of diabetes or
congestive heart failures).
In particular, prior to reaching ventilator capacity constraint, ventilators are allocated first-
come-first-served. When the capacity constraint is reached, new patients are triaged using SOFA
scores (see Appendix C.1):
• Those with SOFA >11 are categorized as blue (lowest priority) and do not receive a ventila-
tor.
• Those with SOFA <8 are categorized as red (highest priority) and receive a ventilator first.
• Those with SOFA between 8 and 11 are categorized as yellow (intermediate priority) and
receive a ventilator as long as they are available and all patients in the red category have
received a ventilator.
At 48 and 120 hours, patients on ventilators are re-assessed and categorized as blue (SOFA >11
or between 8 and 11 and not improving), yellow (SOFA <8 but not improving) or red (SOFA <8
and improving) (see Appendix C.1). Patients in blue and yellow categories are removed from the
ventilator if a new patient with a higher priority requires one; patients in the blue category are
removed first.
4.3 Details about our simulation model
We build a simulation model to obtain estimation of the performances of various triage guide-
lines at some hypothetical level of ventilator capacity.
Data set We consider a historical longitudinal data of 807 hospitalizations at an urban academic
medical center in New York City between 03/01/20 and 05/27/20. In particular, patients with real-
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time reverse polymerase chain reaction laboratory test confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection admitted
to three acute care hospitals within a single urban academic medical center in New York from
3/01/2020 and 5/27/2020 with respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation were included.
Each hospitalization corresponds to a unique patient. For each patient, we have patient level
admission data. This includes demographics such as age, gender, weight, BMI, as well as comor-
bid health conditions such as Charlson score, diabetes, malignancy, renal disease, dementia, and
congestive heart failure. Our data provide admission and discharge time and date, as well as status
at discharge of the hospital (deceased or alive). Finally, every patient in our data set is assigned a
SOFA score [79], updated every two hours. The SOFA score numerically quantifies the number
and severity of failed organs, and is shown to have a positive relationship with in-hospital mortality,
both for general patients’ population, as well as for COVID-19 patients [80]. The ventilator status
of the patients (intubated or not) is also updated on a two-hours basis. There is a maximum of 253
ventilators used at any period, and no triage was required to accomodate the patients. The mean
admission SOFA was 3.7 (SD 3.31) and maximum SOFA was 7.4 (3.3) in this cohort. The mean
age was 64.2(SD 16.2) and the patients who survived were significantly younger than those who
died in the hospital (p<0.001, Table1). The average sofa at time of intubation was 3.7 (CI: 3.5-3.9),
at 48 hours was 6.3 (CI: 6.1-6.5) and at 120 hours was 5.9 (CI: 5.6-6.1). Summary statistics for
our cohort of patients are presented in Table 4.1.
Simulation model The time periods considered consist of a discretization of the time interval
(03/01/20 - 05/27/20) into intervals of two hours. We fix a triage policy (the NYS policy of Fig-
ure C.1, or the FCFS policy) and a level of ventilator capacity (an integer smaller than 253, the
maximum ventilator used observed in the data, where there was enough capacity to accomodate
all patients requiring a ventilator). At each time period, the following events happen:
• We consider intubations of some patients, following the bi-hourly intubation profile observed
in the data.
• We update the status (intubated or discharge) of patients in the hospital. Prior to reaching
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Variables All population Survived Deceased
Number (n) 807 264 543
Age (year (std)) 64.2 (16.2) 60.0 (13.1) 66.4 (12.9)
Male gender (n (%)) 483 (59.9 %) 132 (50 %) 351 (64.6 %)
BMI (mean (std)) 30.8 (7.5) 30.7 (7.2) 30.8 (7.7)
Diabetes (n (%)) 319 (40.0 %) 78 (30.0 %) 241 (44.4 %)
Charlson (mean (std)) 2.9 (2.7) 2.0 (2.6) 3.3 (2.7)
Malignancy (n (%)) 39 (4.5 %) 4 (1.5 %) 35 (6.5 %)
Renal disease (n (%)) 341 (42.2 %) 66 (25.0 %) 275 (50.7 %)
Dementia (n (%)) 92 (11.4 %) 23 (8.7 %) 69 (12.7 %)
Congestive Heart Failure (n )%)) 149 (18.5 %) 26 (9.9 %) 123 (22.7 %)
Initial SOFA (mean (std)) 3.7 (3.1) 3.2 (3.2) 4.1 (3.1)
Max SOFA (mean (std)) 7.4 (3.3) 6.6 (3.1) 7.7 (3.3)
LOS (median (IQR)) 12.7 (6.2 - 12.9) 6.6 (13.0 - 31.9) 10.1 (5.1 - 16.6)
Survival (n (%)) 264 (32.7 %) · ·
Table 4.1: Summary statistics for the patients in our data set.
ventilator capacity, ventilators are allocated on a first-come-first served basis. When the ven-
tilator capacity is reached, if the NYS guidelines are used, new patients are triaged using the
triage policy chosen and assigned a priority (low, medium or high). Low priority patients are
excluded from ventilator treatments. A medium priority patient currently intubated may be
excluded from ventilator treatment, to accomodate a high priority patient. If all patients cur-
rently intubated have high priority, and a patient not currently intubated requires a ventilator,
no patients currently intubated is excluded from ventilator treatment, and the patient needing
a ventilator does not obtain a ventilator treatment. At 48h and 120h of intubations, patients
on ventilators are reassessed and reassigned priority classes. Patients in low and medium
priority classes are excluded from ventilator treatment if a new patient with higher priority
require one; patients with low priority class are removed first.
• The First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) triage rule is operationalized as follows. Prior to reach-
ing capacity constraint, ventilators are distributed first-come-first-served. At capacity con-
straint, if a patient requires a ventilator and there is no available ventilator, then this patient
does not obtain a ventilator. Extubation only occurs when the patient is deceased or can be
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safely extubated (i.e., was extubated in the observed data).
Status at discharge There are two types of patients: those whose trajectories was impacted by
the triage/reassessment protocols, and those who were not impacted.
At discharge, the status of patients who were not impacted by the triage/reassessment guide-
lines is the same as observed in the data.
We use a single parameter p ∈ [0, 1] to model the chance of mortality of patients excluded from
ventilator treatment. From the description of our simulation model above, a patient is excluded
from ventilator treatment if:
1. The patient requires a ventilator at triage but is not allocated one because of capacity con-
straint, or lower priority category in the NYS triage policy (Example: a patient with code
Blue at triage (if the NYS guidelines are used) or a patient requiring a ventilator when all
ventilators are currently used (if the FCFS policy is used)),
2. The patient is extubated following the NYS reassessment policy (Example: a patient with
code Blue after 48 hours),
3. The patient is extubated because another patient required a ventilator (Example: NYS guide-
lines are used, patient A requires a ventilator and has code Red at triage. Patient B is intu-
bated and has code Yellow. Patient B is extubated to intubate patient A and patient B is
excluded from ventilator treatment).
With probability p, the discharge status of a patient excluded from ventilator treatment is deceased.
Otherwise, with probability 1− p, the discharge status of a patient excluded from ventilator treat-
ment is the same as if this patient had obtained a ventilator (i.e., the same as observed in the data).
We acknowledge that the three exclusion events (at triage, reassessments or to intubate another
patient) may require different values of p. Additionally, p may vary across patients and seems hard
to estimate in practice. However, when p = 0, we obtain an optimistic estimate of the survival rate,
since the patient not obtaining a ventilator does not have any impact on the status at discharge.
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Therefore, when p = 0, the survival rate of any rationing policy will be the same as the survival
rate observed in our cohort of intubated patients, i.e., 32.71%. When p = 1, we obtain a pessimistic
estimate of the survival rate, as in this case any patient excluded from ventilator treatment has sta-
tus deceased at discharge. Therefore, using a single parameter p in [0, 1] enables us to interpolate
between an optimistic (p = 0) and a pessimistic (p = 1) estimation of the survival rates associated
with the NYS policy and the FCFS policy. In practice, p = 0.95 or p = 0.99 are reasonable values.
This study was approved by the Albert Einstein College of Medicine/Montefiore Medical Cen-
ter IRB (IRB # 2020-12128).
4.4 Results and discussion
We start by presenting our numerical results in the next section, before discussing our clinical
and ethical conclusions in Section 4.5.
4.4.1 Numerical results
Survival rates for NYS and FCFS policies We saw similar performances in survival rates be-
tween the NYS and FCFS policies at all the survival probabilities estimation. Figure 4.1 presents
the survival rates, among the patients’ cohort, for the NYS policy and FCFS policy at various
ventilator capacities. At the lowest ventilator capacity (180 ventilators), the optimistic survival
probability of 0.5 had an estimated survival of 30.6 (CI: 30.4-30.7) in the NYS policy and 30.4
(CI: 30.1-30.7) in the FCFS policy. The two survival estimations cannot be distinguished at a
statistically significant level (p = 0.37).
Furthermore, we saw similar excess deaths between the policies dependent on the ventilator
capacities (Figure 4.2). For instance, at the lowest ventilator capacity (180 ventilators), the opti-
mistic estimation for the number of excess is 17.5 (CI: 17.1-17.9) in the NYS policy and 18.5 (CI:
17.7-19.3) in the FCFS policy. While these two estimations are different at a statistically signif-
icant level (p=0.01), this still amounts to a difference of one life, compared to the observed 543
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deaths in the data set (at ventilator capacity exceeding the demand).
(a) NYS protocols.

















p=0.5 p=0.7 p=0.9 p=0.99
(b) FCFS.
Figure 4.1: Comparisons of the survival rates associated with the NYS guidelines and the FCFS
guidelines, for various levels of p from p = 0.5 (optmistic) to p = 0.99 (pessimistic).
Number of patients excluded from ventilator treatments The number of patients who were
excluded from ventilator access at a given ventilator capacities by NYS or FCFS policies were not
different. At the lowest ventilator capacity of 180, NYS policy would have restricted 114 patients
which was comparable to 107 patients in the FCFS policy (Figure 3). In particular, these patients
either did not obtain a ventilator at triage, either were extubated at reassessment or when another
patient with higher priority required a ventilator.
Survival rates among excluded patients The goal of the NYS guidelines is to identify patients
who would not benefit from ventilator treatments. Therefore, we compute the true survival rate
(i.e., as observed in the data) of the patients excluded from ventilator treatment (in the case that
they had been intubated). The results are presented in Figures 4.4a-4.4b . At a capacity of 180
ventilators, the patients who do not obtain a ventilator at triage because of the NYS policy (even
though they require it) have a survival rate of 52.0 % (CI: 32.0 – 72.0) (in the data, i.e., in the
case that they were given a ventilator). This is larger than the average survival rate observed in the
data 32.71 % (p = 0.03) which may indicate that the NYS policy at triage is not very efficient, and
it is hard to foreshadow the future evolution of patients condition and status at discharge, at the
moment of intubation. The true survival rates among all excluded patients is 32.5 % (CI: 23.8 –
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(a) p = 0.50.




















(b) p = 0.70.






















(c) p = 0.90.






















(d) p = 0.99.
Figure 4.2: Comparisons of the number of excessed deaths associated with the NYS guidelines and
the FCFS guidelines, for various levels of p from p = 0.5 (optmistic) to p = 0.99 (pessimistic).
41.1), which is not statistically distinguishable for the true survival rates among all patients, 32.71
% (p=1). This means that the NYS is not doing better than a policy which randomly excludes
patients, in terms of identifying patients who would not benefit from intubation.
Overall, the comparison of Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b shows that the NYS guidelines is
better at identifying patients with low chances of survival at reassessment (after 48h and 120h
of intubation) than at triage, where it does not perform than randomly selecting patients for triage.
4.5 Discussion
Our simulations of the NYS policy using longitudinal SOFA scores show that it does not im-
prove survival rate, decrease excess death, decrease exclusion from ventilators compare to first
come-first serve policy at every ventilator capacity that we tested using COVID-19 surge cohort
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Figure 4.3: Comparisons of the number of patients excluded from ventilator treatemnts for the
NYS guidelines and the FCFS guidelines.
patients.
The NYS policy was developed assuming massive traumatic casualty at the time of presentation
to the ED. It then reassesses patients at hour 48, 120 for ventilator continuation or extubation
(exclusion from ventilator treatment). The First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) rule does not restrict
patients from access to ventilators and does not remove patients from the ventilators based on
SOFA scores. It is somewhat surprising to see the two policies performed similarly in this cohort
of COVID-19 acute respiratory failure. This may indicate that COVID-19 natural history does not
follow the 48 and 120 hours reassessment time line, with the average SOFA score at t=48h and
at t=120h being somewhat similar. The timing of reassessment in the NYS policy needs to be re-
examined. Additionally, during the surge when capacity, active palliative care implementation may
also increase the number of patients received withdraw of life support after clinical deterioration,
allowing excess ventilator in the FCFS policy [81].
Additionally, it appears hard to estimate the survival chance of the patients at the time of in-
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Survival rates among patients excluded at triage
(a) Among patients excluded at triage.


















Survival rates among patients excluded at reassessment
(b) Among patients excluded at reassessment.
Figure 4.4: Survival rates (in the data,i.e., if they were given a ventilators) among the patients who
were excluded from ventilator treatments (in the simulation model) at triage (Figure 4.4a) or at
reassessment (Figure 4.4b), following the NYS guidelines.
tubation. We notice that the survival rates among patients excluded from ventilator treatments at
triage because of the NYS guidelines is actually higher than the average survival rates in the pa-
tients population. This may indicate that triage policies may be too aggressive, and that it is easier
to assess the survival chance (and ventilators need) of the patients after some days of intubation.
The NAM ethical framework calls for considering fairness, the duty of care and the duty to
steward resources [77]. It does not assert that any one of these goals takes moral precedence over
another; they must be considered together. Savulescu et al. [82] state that “there are no egalitarians
in a pandemic.” They lay out the basic utilitarian arguments for maximizing lives saved, which
underpin much of the previous work in triage ethics. Protocols based on such utilitarianism do
so using a broad understanding of the duty to steward resources. However, the duty to steward
resources is articulated as withholding or withdrawing resources from patients who will not benefit
from them. This duty has face validity; it seems unethical in settings of painful shortages to waste
resources on those who cannot benefit. However, a narrower interpretation of this duty may be
warranted. As our data show, current triage protocols would withdraw and withhold resources from
many who would benefit from them, albeit at a lower rate than those who receive those resources.
It is not clear that giving resources to a group with slightly lower odds of benefiting from them is
wasteful, or that those individuals ought to relinquish their claim on such resources [83].
The central flaw of utilitarian calculations is the inability to quantify all potential harms and
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benefits of a course of action. The harms to families of those excluded from ventilator treatment
are unquantified and likely to be large [84]. Protocols that incorporate SOFA scores are likely to
disadvantage minority communities who face a higher pre-pandemic burden of disease and barriers
to access that result in presenting to the hospital more acutely ill [75]. Our study confirms that mi-
nority patients were disproportionately more likely to be excluded from ventilator treatment under
the NYS policy, although the absolute differences were small. Triage policies that perpetuate sys-
temic racism will have consequences for generations to come [85]. Policies that are not perceived
of as fair can harm society in a number of ways, including eroding trust in medical institutions at
large [86], which may frustrate other critical public health interventions such as vaccination [87].
Therefore, fairness and the duty to care must be counterbalanced against utilitarian aims of saving
more lives. Quantifying the number of lives saved by utilitarian approaches can inform this pro-
cess. Here we show little utilitarian benefits of using the NYS policy over a FCFS policy, with little
difference in the numbers of people offered a chance at using this scarce resource. Given this new
knowledge, there is no ethical justification for unilaterally removing a patient from a ventilator and
violating the duty to care for that patient. Further, if SOFA-based policies are viewed as unfair and
do not improve survival over other policies, the net balance may not be in favor of their use.
The strength of our analysis is based on real world data during a massive surge in our facility
where ventilator capacity reached fullness. There are several limitations to this study. First, the
results cannot be applied to other disease states such as novel viruses that may arise in the future.
Second, the observations occurred during the height of the pandemic in New York City when little
was known about the specific management of COVID-19. Results may be different with better
therapeutic options for the disease. However, this is also a strength of the study given that it
matches the scenarios in which triage protocols are meant to be deployed. Third, the results could
be different under different surge conditions, e.g. if the rise in number of cases was sharper or more
prolonged. Finally, the simulation cannot mimic real-world workflows that might have required
some alterations of the movement of ventilators between patients.
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Chapter 5: Learning novel triage guidelines
In this chapter we study the learning of novel triage and reassessment guidelines that would
improve upon the offical NYS guidelines and the First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) guidelines, and
we discuss the ethical issues raised by these protocols, such as categorically excluding specific
groups of the population. We focus on the same hypothetical situation as in Chapter 4: a hospital
facing various levels of shortages of mechanical ventilators. Physicians would follow a guideline
for allocating ventilators to specific patients, to minimize the number of excess deaths compared
to a situation where enough ventilators were available. Intuitively, basing the triage decision on
known risk factors for COVID-19 (such as diabetes and age) may help to minimize the number
of excess deaths, but may also result in disproportional exclusions of minorities and/or lower eco-
nomic classes. Additionally, triage guidelines poorly calibrated to the characteristics on the health
evolution of COVID-19 patients may perform worse than simpler rules, e.g., FCFS protocols, as
highlighted in Chapter 4.
We aim to design novel triage guidelines, tailored to COVID-19 patients, that improve upon
existing triage rules. In theory, one can leverage the tools from machine learning (ML) to learn
novel guidelines. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are the to-go methods for finding optimal
sequences of decisions in a stochastic environment [1]. However, we want to obtain interpretable
triage rules, and not unstructured, black-box policies as is common in ML. We develop a novel
framework for learning tree policies, which are MDP policies that exhibit a tree structure, contrary
to classical unstructured optimal policies. Our results show that computing an optimal tree pol-
icy is a hard problem (Theorem 5.2.4), because the classical Bellman equation may not hold, as
well as many classical properties of optimal unconstrained policies for MDPs (e.g., optimality of
Markovian policies, see Proposition 5.2.6). Based upon our analysis of the properties of optimal














(a) NYS guidelines at triage. The leaves of the
tree indicate priority classes for access to venti-
lators.



















(b) Estimated number of excess deaths using
NYS and First-Come-First-Served guidelines in
a simulation model where the true ventilator ca-
pacity is 253 ventilators.
Figure 5.1: NYS guidelines at triage (Figure 5.1a) and comparisons with a First-Come-First-Served
guideline in terms of number of excess deaths (Figure 5.1b).
adapted to only visit tree policies (Algorithm 1).
For our estimation of the performances of triage guidelines, we leverage the same data set as
in Chapter 4. Recall that we have shown in the previous chapter that contrary to the intuition, the
NYS official triage protocol, based on SOFA scores (a predictor shown to correlate to mortality in
COVID-19 [80]), may not outperform simpler FCFS triage rules. We reproduce these results here
in Figure 5.1b and Section 5.3. This is because the NYS guidelines is not specifically designed
for COVID-19 patients, and is miss-estimating the probability of deaths of the patients excluded
from ventilator treatments. We use our interpretable machine learning model to learn novel triage
guidelines as tree policies. We show that a simple policy based on SOFA may lead to a 25%
decrease in excess deaths, compared to NYS and FCFS rules, by changing the value of the SOFA
at cutoff for defining low and high priority classes. Compared to NYS guidelines, our novel policy
(see Appendix D.1) is less aggressive and exclude less patients. We also show that it performs
better at identifying and excluding from ventilator treatments patients who would not benefit from
it.
We also pay particular attention to the criteria (SOFA score, comorbidities, demographics)
used in the triage and reassessments rules. Surprisingly, when we include information like age,
BMI or diabetes, the resulting tree policies may not outperform our simpler tree policy only based
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on SOFA. This reflects that categorical exclusions of patients may be too rigid in a dynamic crisis
[88]. This also shows that the SOFA score itself is a powerful predictor for patient’s survival, and
highlights the practical limitations of learning increasingly sophisticated triage rules with a limited
amount of data. Additionally, the use of comorbidities and demographics in triage decision rules
cause important moral concerns [86], and we show that this can not be justified on the ground of a
significantly higher number of life saved.
Outline of Chapter 5 The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We introduce the frame-
work for finite-horizon MDP in Section 5.1. We then introduce the notion of tree policies in
Section 5.2, highlight the relation to classification trees, and characterize optimal tree policies. We
present the setup for our simulation (Markov model, data set, simulation model) in Section 5.3.
We present our estimations of the survival rates for the NYS, FCFS and our novel triage guidelines
for ventilator allocation for COVID-19 patients and a discussion in Section 5.3. For the sake of
readibility, we present the additional figures of our novel triage protocol in Appendix D.1, and the
results of our simulation model with various choices of parameters in Appendix D.2.
5.1 Markov Decision Processes and Value Iteration
In this section we introduce the classical framework of finite horizon Markov Decision Pro-
cesses (MDPs). It essentially differs from the MDP model introduced in Chapter 1 in that the
MDP terminates at a horizon H ∈ N, and there is no discount factor. In particular, a finite horizon
MDP instanceM is characterized by a tupleM = (H,S,A,P , c,p0) where
• H ∈ N is the horizon of the problem,






SH is the set of all states visited, and St is the set of states visited at
period t ∈ [H]. The last set SH is the set of terminal states, where the MDP terminates.






AH is the set of all actions, and At is the set of actions available at
period t ∈ [H].
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• P ∈ R[H−1]×S×A×S represents the transition kernels across various periods, where Pt,sas′ is
the probability that the system transitions to state s′ ∈ St+1 when action a ∈ At is chosen at
state s ∈ St, for t ∈ [H − 1],
• c ∈ R[H]×S×A represents the cost matrices across various periods, where ct,sa is the cost for
choosing action a ∈ At at state s ∈ St at period t ∈ [H],
• p0 is a probability distribution over the set of first states S1.
The goal of the decision maker is to choose a policy π = (π1, ..., πH). We will call decision
rules the maps π1, ..., πH . Each decision rule πt at time t ∈ [H] maps the history up to period
t, ht = (s1, a1, ..., st−1, at−1, st), to a distribution over the possible actions in At. If there is a
decision rule πt depends on the full history ht for some period t ∈ [h], the policy π = (π1, ..., πH)
is called history-dependent and we write πt,hta to represent the probability to pick action a ∈ At at
period t after observing ht. If the decision rule πt only depends on st for every period t, the policy
π = (π1, ..., πH) is called Markovian and we simply write πt,sa. If the decision rules (πt)t∈[H] do
not randomize over the set of actions At, i.e., if πt,hta ∈ {0, 1},∀ t ∈ [H], ∀ a ∈ At,∀ ht, then the
policy π is called deterministic. Otherwise, π is called randomized. The decision maker chooses a










∣∣∣∣ s0 ∼ p0
]
, (5.2)
where (st, at) is the state-action pair visited at step t.
Dynamic programming An optimal policy for the MDP problem (5.1) can be chosen Markovian
(Chapter 4 in [1]). For a fixed Markovian policy π, we can associate a collection of value functions
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 ,∀ s ∈ St,∀ t ∈ [H − 1]. (5.4)
For each period t ∈ [H] and state s ∈ St, vπt,s represents the cumulative expected cost from period






∣∣∣∣ st = s
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.
Therefore, from the definition of the cost R(π) as in (5.2), we have R(π) = p>0 v
π
1 .
5.1.1 Value Iteration for computing an optimal policy
Computing an optimal solution to (5.1) can be done efficiently via linear programming and
dynamic programming [1]. In this paper we focus on value iteration algorithms for computing an












t+1,s′ ,∀ s ∈ St,∀t ∈ [H − 1].
(5.5)
By definition, v∗H ∈ RSH is the vector of minimal terminal costs. Therefore, v∗H ≤ vπH for any
policy π = (π1, ..., πH). In the next period, note that v∗H−1 is component-wise smaller than the
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By recursion, the same reasoning shows that v∗t ≤ vπt ,∀ t ∈ [1, H]. Therefore, p>0 v∗1 ≤ p>0 vπ1 =
C(π). This is the intuition behind the following key theorem, first proved by Bellman [4]. We refer
to Chapter 4 of [1] for more details.
Theorem 5.1.1. [Theorem 4.5.1., [1]] Let π∗ a policy that maps each state s ∈ St to the action
attaining the arg min in (5.5), the equation defining of v∗t,s at each period t ∈ [H].
Then π∗ is an optimal solution to the MDP problem (5.1) and v∗ is the value function of π∗.
From Theorem 5.1.1, we note that an optimal policy π∗ can be chosen Markovian and deter-
ministic. Additionally, computing an optimal policy π∗ can be done efficiently with value iteration
in O (S2AH) arithmetic operations, where S ∈ N is an upper bound on St and A ∈ N is an upper
bound on At, for any period t. In our setting, Value Iteration (VI) brings down to the iterations
defined in (5.5).
Greedy updates given a value function We also introduce the notion of greedy update. Let us
fix a period t ∈ N and let vt+1 ∈ RSt+1 the value function associated with choosing Markovian
decision rules πt+1, ..., πH from period t + 1 to period H . Conditioned on choosing πt+1, ..., πH ,
the optimal decision rule π̂t to choose at period t is given by the decision rule attaining the arg min






Pt,sas′vt+1,s′ ,∀ s ∈ St.
In particular, let vt the value function at period t of playing π̂t, πt+1, ..., πH from period H to
period t. By construction, vt is component-wise smaller than the value function at period t of
playing decision rulesπ, πt+1, ..., πH from period H to period t, for any Markovian decision πt
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 ,∀ s ∈ St.
The role of rectangularity We finish this section by discussing the fundamental role of rectan-
gularity in the proof of Theorem 5.1.1. The rectangularity assumption is a common assumption
in the robust optimization and robust MDP literature [14, 89, 15, 58]. In our setting, the rectan-
gularity assumption states that the decisions πt,s for s ∈ St can be chosen independently across
s ∈ St. In particular, the decisions chosen in one state s do no influence the choice of the decision
maker at another state s′ (at the same period). In this case, the minimization problems defining
the recursions (5.5) on the value function v∗ of the optimal policy π∗ can be solved independently
across s ∈ St for every period t ∈ [H]. Crucially, this is also implies the component-wise in-
equality v∗t ≤ vπt at any period t for any Markovian policy π, since π∗ is solving the minimization
programs (5.5) at each state independently. We will show in the next section that to compute an
interpretable policy for the MDP problem (5.1), it may be of interest to introduce some constraints
linking the decisions taken at different states. In this case, the recursion (5.5) may not hold for
an optimal, interpretable policy. In particular, if there are some constraints across the decisions at
different states, a policy attaining the arg min in (5.5) may not even be feasible.
5.2 Tree policies for MDP
In this section we introduce the notion of tree policies for MDPs, which are a class of inter-
pretable decision rules for the decision maker. We first review the classical notions and results for
classification trees, before defining tree policies, characterizing optimal tree policies and present-
ing our algorithm for computing tree policies.
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5.2.1 Classification Trees
Classification trees are a special class of decision trees, which are widely used in classification
and regression problems [24, 25]. In particular, we have the following definition.
Definition 5.2.1. Let D be a set of m data points (xi, yi) where xi ∈ Rp are observations and yi
are labels in L, where L is a finite subset of N.
A classification tree T is a map Rp → {1, ..., K}, with K ∈ N, which recursively partitions Rp
into K disjoint subregions (called classes), using branch nodes and leaf nodes:
• At every branch node, there is a right branch and a left branch. In this paper we will focus
on univariate split, where for a given data point xi, the point will follow the right branch of
the node if xi,j < b, for an adequate choice of index j and scalar b. Otherwise, the point i
follows the left branch.
• At a leaf node, the decision tree defines a subregion of Rp, resulting from the sequence of
splits leading to the leaf node. Each subregion is uniquely identified with a class c ∈ [K].
Note that with our definition, there is a one-to-one mapping between the set of leaves of
the tree and the set of class [K]. Each class c is then mapped to a probability distribution
µc ∈ ∆(L) over the set of labels. The scalar µcy represents the probability that points
belonging to the class c are assigned label y ∈ L.
We present two examples of decision trees (deterministic and randomized) in R3 in Figure 5.2.
Objective function and optimization problem We will write T (X , [K],L) the set of decision
trees defining K subregions of the set X ⊂ Rp and mapping these subregions to labels in L. For a





















Figure 5.2: Example of two decision trees with three branching nodes, four classes (indicated by
the four colors at the leaves) and two labels y1, y2. The tree in Figure 5.2a is deterministic: at each
class, a unique label (y1 or y2) is assigned. The tree in Figure 5.2b is randomized: at each class,
a probability distribution over {y1, y2} is assigned. Since there are only two labels, we only show
P(y1) at each leaf.
where (ωi,`)i,` are the weights associated with classifying observation xi with a label of ` ∈ L. A
classical choice of weights is ωi,` = 0 ⇐⇒ ` = yi and ωi,` = 1 otherwise. In this case, Ctree(T )
simply counts the expected number of misclassified data points.
The Classification Tree (CT) optimization problem is to compute a classification tree which
minimize the expected classification error (5.7). In particular, (CT) can be defined as
min Ctree(T )
T ∈ T (X , [K],L)
(CT)
Algorithms In the next section, we exploit the algorithms to build a decision tree as subroutines
to compute an interpretable policy for the MDP problem. We review review here the classical
algorithms to build a decision tree. The most widespread heuristics for computing a classification
tree include CART [24] and C4.5 [26]. These algorithms use a top-down approach, choosing
splits to greedily minimize the sum of the impurity in each subregion, e.g., the Gini index, the
entropy, or the class impurity. The algorithm is stopped when all sample nodes in a subregion
have the same label, the minimum number of data points per subregion has been attained, or a
certain level of purity has been attained. The most common label among the labels of the data
points in the subregion is then used to predict the class of any data points in the region (the so-
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called majority rule). The algorithms conclude by pruning the tree in order to avoid over-fitting
to the set of observations. [25] propose a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) approach
to computing an optimal decision tree. This results in an MILP optimization program, which
returns an optimal decision tree, outperforming the heuristic approaches on various synthetic and
real classification instances. In particular, one of the main contributions of [25] is to provide a
mixed-integer reformulation of OTP, by describing the set T (X , [K],L) and the objective Ctree(T )
with linear equalities and inequalities over real and integer variables. This also means that other
objectives than Ctree(T ) can be optimized over T (X , [K],L) with MILP solvers, as long as the
objective remain linear. In particular, even though the original cost function in [25] does not
incorporate the weights (ωi,`)i,` nor the potential randomization over labels for each class, the cost
function T 7→ Ctree(·) introduced in this paper in (5.7) can be reformulated as a linear function in
the variables describing the tree T with linear equalities and inequalities, see our proof in Appendix
D.4.
Constraints on the set of admissible classification trees A certain number of interpretability
constraints can be incorporated in the set T (X , [K],L). For instance, one can upper bound the
depth of the tree, defined as the maximum number of splits leading to a subregion. Smaller trees
are easier to understand as they can be drawn entirely. Similarly, one can lower bound the minimum
number of data points (xi, yi)i∈[m] belonging to a subregion, to avoid trees that simple enumerate
every data points. Other types of constraints include bounding the minimum number of samples
located at each branch and bounding the number of covariates considered at each branch node.
These constraints can be added to T (X , [K],L), while maintaining a MILP formulation and help
to prevent over-fitting (see for instance [25]).
5.2.2 Interpretable Policies: tree policy
Our goal in this paper is to provide a tractable approach to computing interpretable policies.
As highlighted in the previous section, decision trees represent an immensely popular framework
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for finding interpretable decision rules, but are suitable for classification purposes and not for
sequential decision-making a priori. We extend the notion of decision trees to tree policies for
MDPs in this section. Intuitively, a policy π is called a tree policy if at every period t, the decision
rule πt is representable as a decision tree which assigns labels from At to observations from St.
Definition 5.2.2. LetM = (H,S,A,P , r,p0) an MDP instance. A policy π = (π1, ..., πH) is a
tree policy if there exists some sets of classes [K1], ..., [KH ] for K1, ..., KH ∈ N, and a sequence
of classification trees T = (Tt)t∈[H] where T1 ∈ T (S1, [K1],A1), ..., TH ∈ T (SH , [KH ],AH) such
that for any period t ∈ [H], for any two states s1, s2 ∈ S1, for any ht = (s1, a1, ..., st−1, at−1), we
have
Tt(s1) = Tt(s2)⇒ πt,(ht,s1)a = πt,(ht,s2)a,∀ a ∈ At.
We define ΠT the class of policies that fits a particular sequence of classification trees T :
ΠT = {π | Tt(s1) = Tt(s2)⇒ πt,(ht,s1)a = πt,(ht,s2)a,∀ s1, s2 ∈ St, ∀ a ∈ At,
∀ht = (s1, a1, ..., st−1, at−1),∀ t ∈ [H]}.
A policy π in ΠT is said to be compatible with the sequence of classification trees T .
Intuitively, at every period, a tree policy chooses the same distribution over the possible actions,
for all states in the same leaf of a tree. For the sake of conciseness, we define T the set of all
sequence of decision trees admissible for the MDP instanceM:
T = {T = (Tt)t∈[H−1] | Tt ∈ T (St, [Kt],Lt),∀ t ∈ [H]}.
Because trees are universal classifiers, any policy can be written as a tree policy, but the depth
and the size of the corresponding tree can be very large, resulting in leaves enumerating the set of
states. Note that we can incorporate the interpretability constraints from the previous section in the
definition of T. For instance, bounding the number of leaves of trees in T will give lower-bounds











(a) Decision tree T with four





















Figure 5.3: Example of a tree T (Figure 5.3a), a deterministic tree policy in ΠT (Figure 5.3b) and
a randomized tree policy in ΠT (Figure 5.3c).
Remark 5.2.3. Note that we have defined tree policies that are a priori history-dependent. This is
because we will show in Proposition 5.2.6 that an optimal tree policy may be history-dependent.
Note that multiple tree policies can be associated to the same tree T , as shown in the examples
of Figure 5.3. Given a sequence of classification trees T , we define π∗T as the optimal tree policy




Our goal is to find a sequence of classification trees T for which π∗T has the lowest cost, i.e., we






Relations with classification trees
We start with the following theorem, which compares the optimal tree problem (OTP) and the
classification tree problem (CT). In particular, this theorem shows the equivalence of optimization
problems (OTP) and (CT) when the horizon H is H = 1.
Theorem 5.2.4. 1. Any instance of (OTP) with horizon H = 1 can be reduced to an instance
of (CT).
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2. Any instance of (CT) can be reduced to an instance of (OTP) with horizon H = 1.
Intuitively, with a horizon of H = 1, a tree policy is simply a decision rule that maps each
state s ∈ S1 to a class c ∈ [K] using a decision tree, then maps each class to an action a ∈ A1.
If we identify the set of states S1 with the set of observations and the set of actions A1 with the
set of labels, we see that (OTP) and (CT) are equivalent. The costs for the MDP instance plays
the role of the weights in the definition of the classification error (5.7) in the classification tree
instance. We provide a formal proof of Theorem 5.2.4 in Appendix D.5. From Theorem 5.2.4 and
the NP-hardness of (CT) [90], we directly obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.2.5. Solving (OTP) is NP-hard.
The proof of Theorem 5.2.4 shows that with a horizonH = 1 and for a fixed tree T1, computing
an optimal policy in ΠT1 is straightforward and can be done in a greedy fashion. When ωi,` =
1{`=yi} for ` ∈ L, i ∈ [m], this is analogous to the majority rule, where the label assigned to each
class is simply the most represented label in each class. However, computing an optimal tree (along
with the optimal policy) is NP-hard, even with H = 1. This shows that when H = 1, the hardness
of (OTP) comes from computing an optimal decision tree: computing an optimal policy afterward
is straightforward.
Properties of optimal policies
In the classical MDP setting presented in Chapter 1, an optimal policy may be chosen Marko-
vian, i.e., it only depends on the current state st at period t and not of the history prior to reaching
state st. Additionally, it may be chosen deterministic, i.e., πt,stat ∈ {0, 1} for each action at ∈ At,
for each state st ∈ St, at any period t ∈ [H]. Finally, it does not depend on the initial distribution
p0. We contrast these classical properties with the properties of optimal tree policies for the Op-
timal Tree Policy problem in the following proposition. We present a detailed proof in Appendix
D.6.
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Proposition 5.2.6. Consider an MDP instanceM, a set of sequence of trees T feasible forM and
a feasible sequence of trees T ∈ T.
1. All optimal tree policies for T may be dependent on the initial distribution p0 over the set of
first states S1.
2. All optimal tree policies for T may be history-dependent.
3. There always exists an optimal tree policy for T that is deterministic (even though it may be
history-dependent).
The properties presented in Proposition 5.2.6 are in stark contrast with the properties of opti-
mal policies for classical, unconstrained MDPs. In particular, history-dependent policies raise a
tractability problem. To store a history-dependent policy, one needs to keep track of all possible
histories (s1, a1, ...., st−1, at−1) up to period t ∈ [T ]. The number of histories grows as (SA)T ,
which quickly becomes intractable when T is large. Additionally, the fact that all optimal policies
may be history-dependent is problematic for computing an optimal policy with value iteration. In
particular, in the proof of Proposition 5.2.6, we show that the decision rule for an optimal tree
policy at period t may depend on νt ∈ ∆(|St|), the distribution over the current states in St vis-
ited at period t. Therefore, when computing a decision rule for a tree policy at period t using
value iteration, we would like to take into account the distribution νt. But value iteration only
builds the decision rule πt given the value function vt+1 resulting from choosing the decision rules
πt+1, ..., πH from period t + 1 to period H . Therefore, we can not know νt, because it depends
on π1, ..., πt−1, which have not been chosen yet when we choose πt. We present our algorithm for
computing a Markovian tree policy in the next section.
Algorithms for computing a tree policy
We propose the following algorithm, based on dynamic programming, to compute a tree policy.
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Algorithm 1 Dynamic programming algorithm to compute a deterministic tree policy.
1: Input Sets of acceptable decision trees T (S1, [K1],A1), ..., T (SH , [KH ],AH) at periods t =
1, ..., H.
2: Initialize t = H, T̂H ∈ T (SH , [KH ],AH), π̂H ∈ ΠH , solving
min










3: Set vH ∈ RSH such that vH,s =
∑
a∈AH π̂H,sacH,sa,∀ s ∈ SH .
4: for t = H − 1, ..., 1 do
5: Compute T̂t, π̂t the optimal solutions to the following Optimal Tree Policy problem with
























 ,∀ s ∈ St. (5.10)
7: end for
The algorithm is based upon the Value Iteration recursion (5.5), which computes the next opti-
mal value function v∗t , given v
∗








t+1,s,∀ s ∈ St. (5.11)
However, as explained at the end of Section 5.1.1, the resulting decision rule π∗t attaining the
arg min at each state s ∈ St in (5.11) may not compatible with a tree T ∈ T (St, [Kt],At). There-
fore, given the value function vt+1, we compute a decision tree T̂t and a decision rule π̂t ∈ ΠT̂t
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by solving an Optimal Tree Problem with horizon H = 1 resembling (5.11). In particular, Step
(5.9) is summing over s ∈ St the minimization problems from (5.11) and incorporates the tree
policy constraints that πt ∈ ΠTt for some Tt ∈ T (St, [Kt],At). Note that any period t, the vector
vt still represents the value functions associated with the decision rules π̂t, ..., π̂H , i.e., we have
vt,s = Ep̂it,...,π̂H ,P
[∑H
t′=t ct′,st′at′ | st = s
]
at any period t and for any state s ∈ St. This follows
from the update in Step (5.10).
Additionally, any algorithm can be used to compute T̂t. In particular, if the cardinality of St
or At is very large, or if St is a subset of Rp with p very large, it may be of interest to use fast
heuristics such as CART [24] instead of algorithms based on MILP formulations [25].
Note that from Proposition 5.2.6, the optimal decision rule at period tmay be history-dependent.
In particular, it may depend on the distribution νt ∈ ∆(|St|) over the states in St visited at period
t. The distribution νt depends on the decision rules π1, ..., πt−1, which have not been chosen yet.
Therefore, we can not know νt. This is the reason we choose to compute a Markovian policy and
why we choose a uniform distribution in our update (5.9).
5.3 Mechanical Ventilator Triage for COVID-19 Patients
In this section, we apply the methodology developed in Section 5.2 to develop interpretable
triage guidelines for allocating ventilators to COVID-19 patients.
5.3.1 Current triage guidelines
New York State (NYS) policy follows the 2015 Ventilator Triage Guidelines which was cod-
ified by the NYS Taskforce on Life and the Law [67]. These guidelines were designed to ration
critical care services and staff following a disaster (e.g., a Nor’easter, a hurricane, or an influenza
epidemic). In particular, the guidelines outline clinical criteria for triage of patients using the Se-
quential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, a severity score that has been shown to correlate
highly with mortality in COVID-19 [80].
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The goal of the NYS guidelines is to maximize the number of life saved. There are three
decision epochs: at triage, the first time that a patient requires a ventilator; and at two reassessment
periods after 48 and 120 hours of intubation. The NYS triage guidelines defines priority classes –
low, medium, and high – based on each patient’s current SOFA score. At the reassessment periods,
the classification also depends on the improvement/deterioration of the SOFA score since the last
decision epoch. A patient with low priority class will either be excluded from ventilator treatment
(at triage) or moved to palliative care (at reassessment). These patients typically either can be safely
extubated, or have low survival chance (e.g., SOFA score > 11). Patients with medium priority
class are intubated and maintained on a ventilator, unless a patient with high priority class also
requires intubation, in which case they are extubated and moved to palliative care. The guidelines
at triage and reassessments admit simple tree representations, even though they were not originally
presented that way. Details about the NYS guidelines are provided in Appendix C.1. We note that
the NYS guidelines were defined in 2015 and, hence, are not specifically calibrated to the disease
dynamics of COVID-19 patients.
5.3.2 Markov Model for COVID-19 Ventilator Triage
We now formalize the MDP model for COVID-19 ventilator allocation.
Decision epochs, states and epochs Recall that the NYS guidelines has only three decision pe-
riods: at triage and two reassessments. Therefore, we consider an MDP model where there are
H = 4 periods; the last period corresponds to discharge of the patients after 120h (or more) of in-
tubation. Our MDP model is depicted in Figure 5.4. After 0h/48h/120h of intubation, the patient is
in a given health condition captured by the SOFA score (value of SOFA, and increasing/decreasing
value of SOFA compared to last decision time), which changes dynamically over time, as well as
static information on comorbidities and demographics.
At triage (0h of intubation, t=1 in the MDP), the decision maker chooses to allocate the ventila-
tor to this patient, or exclude the patient from ventilator treatment. After 48h or 120h of intubation
(t=2 and t=3 in the MDP), the decision is whether or not to maintain the patient on the ventilator.
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After the decision is executed, the patient transitions to another health condition or is nominally
extubated before the next period which will correspond to a terminal state Dt or At, indicating
the status at discharge from the hospital (Deceased or Alive). See Figure 5.4a. If the patient is
excluded from ventilator treatment, s/he transitions to state Dext (if s/he dies at discharge) or A
ex
t
(if s/he dies at discharge), see Figure 5.4b.
Costs parameters The MDP costs reflect the relative preference for patients’ survival, with a
penalty for longer use of ventilators in order to reflect the reluctance for lengthy use of limited,
critical care resources. In particular, the costs are associated with terminal states Dt, At, Dext , A
ex
t ,
for t ∈ {1, 2, 3} (modeling 0h/48/120h of intubation). Since we want to minimize the number
of deaths, the costs of the deceased at discharge terminal states should be significantly larger
than that of the alive at discharge terminal states. Additionally, we want to penalize the lengthy
use of resources, i.e., more costs should be given to discharge after 120h (or more) of intubation
compared to discharge after 0h to 48h of intubation, in order to capture the disutility of using the
limited ventilator capacity. Finally, for a given outcome (deceased or alive), we aim to distinguish
among the states where the patient was excluded or not. If a patient would have died either way, it
is better to have not allocated a ventilator to the patient. If the patient would have survived without
extubation, it is better (for the patient) to be extubated when it is safe than earlier.
To capture these considerations, we parametrize our cost function with three parameters. We
let C > 1 represents the cost for deceased patients, which is measured relative to a base cost of 1
for patients who survive. Typically, C is orders of magnitude higher than 1; in our simulation we
choose C = 100. To penalize for using the limited resource, the cost for ventilator use increases
by a multiplicative factor ρ > 1 for each period of ventilator use (corresponding to 48h, 120h,
120+h). This can be seen as an actualization factor, e.g., ρ = 1.1 means that future costs are
increasing by 10% (per period) compared to the same outcome at the current period. This cost
reflects the desire to use resources for shorter periods. We choose ρ = 1.1 in our simulation.
Finally, among patients who survive, a multiplicative penalty of γ > 1 is given to patients who
have been extubated, while for patients who die, a multiplicative bonus of 1/γ < 1 is given to
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patients who have been extubated. Choosing γ, one needs to be careful to maintain the costs for
deceased patients higher than the costs for patients discharged alive. We choose γ = 1.5 in our
simulation, and we recommend values of C, ρ and γ to maintain C/γ >> γρ2, so that any state
associated with deceased patients have higher costs than any state associated with patients alive at
discharge. Our final costs functions can be represented as
c(A`t) = 1× ρt−1 × γ1{`=ex} , c(D`t) = C × ρt−1 × (1/γ)1{`=ex} ,∀ t ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
While this cost parametrization is an artifact of our model and is necessary to learn the triage
policy, we evaluate the performance of the resulting policy through simulations, which estimate its
potential performance in practice. We also conduct a sensitivity analysis, where we vary the values
of C, ρ and γ, and study the variations in the estimated performances of the corresponding optimal
policies and tree policies in the MDP. We present the sensitivity analysis in Appendix D.3, where
we observe stable performances in the simulation model for the optimal policies and tree policies
























(b) Transition for action = exclude.
Figure 5.4: States and transitions in our MDP model with actions ‘maintain’ and ‘exclude’.
5.3.3 Data set and parameter estimation
To calibrate our model, we utilize a retrospective data of 807 COVID-19 hospitalizations. In
particular, we include patients with confirmed laboratory test (real-time reverse polymerase chain
reaction) for SARS-CoV-2 infection, admitted to three acute care hospitals within a single urban
academic medical center from 3/01/2020 and 5/27/2020, with respiratory failure requiring mechan-
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ical ventilation. This hospital system is located in the Bronx, NY, which was one of the hardest
hit neighborhoods during the initial COVID-19 surge seen in the United States. This study was
approved by the Albert Einstein College of Medicine/Montefiore Medical Center and Columbia
University IRBs.
Each hospitalization corresponds to a unique patient. For each patient, we have patient level
admission data. This includes demographics such as age, gender, weight, BMI, as well as comorbid
health conditions such as the Charlson score, diabetes, malignancy, renal disease, dementia, and
congestive heart failure. Our data provides admission and discharge time and date, as well as status
at discharge from the hospital (deceased or alive). Finally, every patient in our data set is assigned
a SOFA score, which quantifies the number and severity of failure of different organ systems [79],
and which is updated every two hours. The ventilator status of the patients (intubated or not) is
also updated on a two-hours basis.
The study hospital was able to increase ventilator capacity through a series of actions, in-
cluding procurement of new machines, repurposing ventilators not intended for extended use, and
borrowing of machines from other states. The maximum number of ventilators that were used
for COVID-19 patients over the study period was 253 ventilators and the hospital never hit their
ventilator capacity, so triage was never required to determine which patients to intubate.
The mean SOFA score at admission was 2.0 (IQR: 0.0-3.0) and the maximum SOFA score over
the entire hospital stay was 9.7 (IQR: 8.0-12.0). The mean age was 64.0 years (SD 13.5) and the
patients who survived were significantly younger than those who died in the hospital (p<0.001).
The average SOFA at time of intubation was 3.7 (IQR: 1.0-6.0), at 48 hours it was 6.3 (IQR: 4.0-
9.0) and at 120 hours it was 5.9 (CI: 3.0-8.0). Details and summary statistics about the data set and
our patient cohort are presented in Table 4.1.
5.3.4 Model Calibration
To calibrate the MDP model, we utilize patient data assigned at the time of admission (e.g.,
history of comorbodities), and data updated on a two-hour basis (e.g., SOFA score and intubation
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status). We calibrate the transition rates across states, as well as the likelihood of deaths and
survival at each period, by using the observed rates for these events from the data. The transition
rates depend on the information included in the states. To reduce the total number of states and
to increase the number of observations and transitions per states, we first create 10 clusters using
k-means when using more information than just the SOFA score. A state then consists of a cluster
label, and the current SOFA score, and the direction of change of the SOFA score (decreasing or
increasing, compared to last triage/reassessment period).
Note that in our data we do not observe any early extubation (i.e., we only observe extubation
when it is safe or when the patient is deceased), so we cannot estimate the transition rates to Dext
(the death state if extubated between period t and the next period). We use a single parameter
p ∈ [0, 1] for the transitions to Dext . We choose a uniform p across periods t ∈ {1, 2, 3} and states.
This gives a range of estimates, from optimistic estimates (p = 0) to more realistic estimates
(p ≥ 0.9), with values p = 0.90 and p = 0.95 being closer to the death rates estimated by our
clinical collaborators.
We note that some patients may be intubated more than once during their hospital visits. This
can happen when the health condition of an intubated patient first improves, the patient is safely
extubated, and then the health condition starts to deteriorate again. We do not account for this in
our MDP model, as this is a relatively rare event; in our data, it occurs in only 5.7% of the patients.
Therefore, we treat second ventilator uses as new trajectories, starting from period t = 1. While
the dynamics of the patients’ who are reintubated may differ from the dynamics of the patients
who are intubated for the first time, we emphasize that only the learning part (i.e., computation of
tree policies for the MDP in Figure 5.4) is based on this approximation. The evaluation of patient
survival with our simulation model does not depend on this approximation.
5.3.5 Policy Learning
We use Algorithm 1 and our MDP model to learn various tree policies using different covariates
describing the health conditions of the patients. We first learn a tree policy that only uses the SOFA
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score (Figure D.1), since this is the only covariate used in the NYS guidelines. We then learn a
tree policy based on SOFA and age of the patient (Figure D.2), as there is some reflection about
making categorical exclusions based on age: for example, the NYS guidelines break ties based
on age. Finally, we learn a tree policy based on all the comorbid conditions and demographic
information available in our data (Figure D.3). When we include covariates other than SOFA
scores, we create 10 clusters to reduce the final number of states and transitions. For instance, for
the policies based on SOFA scores and age, the final states in the MDP of Figure 5.4 consists of
pairs (sofa, `,+/−) where sofa is the current SOFA score, ` is a cluster label describing the age of
the patient, and + or − captures whether patient condition is improving or worsening. The details
of the covariates used in the full tree policy along with the corresponding trees for each learned
policy can be found in Appendix D.1 .
We note that one needs to be cognizant of potential ethical considerations when including
certain covariates. For instance, diabetes has been shown to be correlated with higher risk of
severe COVID [91]. However, increased prevalence of diabetes (and other risk factors for severe
COVID patients) is observed in underserved communities who have suffered from structural health
inequities. Excluding patients from ventilator access on the basis of such covariate could further
exacerbate these long-standing structural inequities. As such, there are several ethical justifications
for the absence of categorical exclusion criteria from the triage decisions [88]. That said, it is still
an ongoing debate within the clinical ethics community how to handle such issues. As such, we
believe there is value in estimating the potential benefits (or not) of including as much information
as possible in the triage guidelines.
5.4 Empirical results
We evaluate the performance of the tree policies learned using Algorithm 1. We compare to
two benchmarks: 1) NYS Triage guidelines and 2) First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS). For all poli-
cies – including ours – ventilators are allocated according to FCFS until the ventilator capacity
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is reached. When there is insufficient ventilator supply to meet all of the demand, they will be
allocated according to the specified priority scheme.
5.4.1 Simulation model
We use simulation to estimate the number of deaths associated with implementation of the
various triage guidelines at different levels of ventilator capacity. Specifically, we bootstrap patient
arrivals and ventilator demand from our data and examine different allocation decisions. The
time periods considered consist of a discretization of the time interval (03/01/20 - 05/27/20) into
intervals of two hours. At each time period, the following events happen:
1. We sample (with replacement) the arrivals and ventilator demand from our data set of ob-
served patients trajectories. The number of samples at each period is equal to the number of
new intubations observed at this time period in our data.
2. We update the status (intubated, reassessment or discharge) of all patients in the simulation.
Prior to reaching ventilator capacity, ventilators are allocated on a first-come-first served
basis. When the ventilator capacity is reached, new patients are triaged using the triage
guideline chosen and assigned a priority (low, medium or high). Low priority patients are
excluded from ventilator treatments. A medium priority patient currently intubated may
be excluded from ventilator treatment, to intubate a high priority patient. If all patients
currently intubated have high priority, any remaining patients who need a ventilator will
be excluded from ventilation; i.e., no patients currently intubated will be excluded from
ventilator treatment.
3. After 48h and 120h of intubation, patients on ventilators are reassessed and reassigned pri-
ority classes. Patients in low and medium priority classes are excluded from ventilator treat-
ment if a new patient with higher priority requires one; patients with low priority class are
removed first.
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The First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) triage rule is operationalized as follows. When the ca-
pacity constraint is reached, if a patient requires a ventilator, then this patient does not obtain a
ventilator. Extubation only occurs when the patient is deceased or can be safely extubated (the
timing of which is indicated by extubation in the observed data).
At discharge, the status of patients who were not impacted by the triage/reassessment guide-
lines (i.e. their simulated duration of ventilation corresponds to the observed duration in the data)
is the same as observed in the data. For the outcomes of patients excluded from ventilation by the
triage guideline, we use the same method as for our MDP model. In particular, we use a single
parameter p ∈ [0, 1] to model the chance of mortality of patients excluded from ventilator treat-
ment. With probability p, the discharge status of a patient excluded from ventilator treatment is
deceased. Otherwise, with probability 1− p, the discharge status of a patient excluded from venti-
lator treatment is the same as if this patient had obtained a ventilator (i.e., the same as observed in
the data). We acknowledge that the three potential exclusion events (at triage, at reassessments, or
when removed in order to intubate another patient) may require different values of p. Additionally,
p may vary across patients and is difficult to estimate in practice. However, when p = 0, we obtain
an optimistic estimate of the survival rate, since being excluded from ventilator treatment has no
impact on the patient’s outcome. When p = 1, we obtain a pessimistic estimate of the survival
rate, as in this case any patient excluded from ventilator treatment will die. Therefore, using a
single parameter p in [0, 1] enables us to interpolate between an optimistic (p = 0) and a pes-
simistic (p = 1) estimation of the survival rates associated with the triage guidelines. In practice,
our clinical collaborators estimate that p = 0.90 or p = 0.95 are reasonable values.
5.4.2 Number of deaths
We obtain estimate of the number of deaths, associated with a ventilator capacity and triage
guidelines over 100 bootstrapped data sets. In Figure 5.5, we compare the number of deaths as-
sociated with various levels of ventilator capacity for different triage guidelines: our tree policies
based only on SOFA, based on SOFA and age, and based on SOFA and other covariates. For
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comparison purposes, we also include the performance of the NYS triage algorithm and FCFS.
We also show the performance of the optimal unconstrained policy for our MDP model (which we
call MDP policy in Figure 5.5). For the sake of readibility, we only show the MDP policy learned
based on SOFA score, as it is outperforming the MDP policies based on SOFA score and age, and
SOFA score and other covariates. Recall that p models the likelihood of death of a patient after ex-
clusion from ventilator treatment. For the sake of space, we only show the pessimistic (p = 0.99)
estimations. The estimations for other values of p are coherent with p = 0.99 and are presented in
Appendix D.2.
We see similar number of deaths between the NYS and FCFS policies. For instance, let us
focus on the number of deaths at a ventilator capacity of 180 ventilators. The average total for the
number of deaths is 582.9 (CI: 582.3 -583.4) for the NYS guidelines and 585.3 (CI: 584.5-586.1)
for the FCFS guidelines. While the number of deaths are statistically significant from each other
(at the p<0.001 level), this still amounts to a difference of two to three lives. This is less than 0.5%
of the total 543 observed deaths over a time period when triage was never necessary. In Figure 5.5
we observe this very small discrepancy between the two policies for various levels of ventilator
capacity. This also holds for various levels of p ∈ [0, 1], see Appendix D.2. It is somewhat
surprising to see the NYS and FCFS guidelines performing similarly in this cohort of COVID-19
acute respiratory failure. The NYS guidelines were designed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic;
in part because of concerns that arose following the shortages experienced in New Orleans after
Hurricane Katrina. Consequently, they were designed primarily for the case of ventilator shortages
caused by disasters, such as hurricanes, a Nor’easter, or mass casualty event. Therefore, even
though the NYS guidelines is based on the SOFA score, it ignores the specifics of respiratory
distress caused by COVID-19. For instance, this may indicate that COVID-19 natural history does
not follow the 48 and 120 hours reassessment time line, with the average SOFA score at t=48h
and at t=120h being somewhat similar in our patients’ cohort. The timing of reassessment in the
NYS guidelines may need to be re-examined, otherwise the NYS triage algorithm is not able to
substantially outperform FCFS.
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Figure 5.5: Number of deaths for various triage guidelines at hypothetical levels of ventilator
capacities, for p = 0.99.
Still focusing on a ventilator capacity of 180 ventilators, we note that when only using infor-
mation on SOFA, our tree policy achieves an average number of deaths of 574.1 (CI: 573.4-574.7).
The difference with the average number of deaths for the NYS guidelines amounts to 1.5 % of the
543 observed deaths in our data. The optimal MDP policy only based on SOFA performs even
better (average: 568.5 deaths, CI: 567.8-569.1) but is not interpretable. We present our tree policy
in Appendix D.1. It is a very simple policy, which only excludes patients with SOFA strictly higher
or equal to 11 at triage and strictly higher or equal to 10 at reassessment. Thus, it is less aggressive
than the NYS guidelines which may exclude some patients with SOFA > 7 at 48h and 120h of
intubation, if their conditions is not improving (see Appendix C.1 for more details). This suggests
that the NYS guidelines may be too proactive at excluding patients from ventilator treatments.
We note that including other covariates (such as demographics and comorbidities, see Tree
policy (SOFA+COV) in Figure 5.5) leads to similar performances compared to policies only based
on SOFA score. This is coherent with the fact that the SOFA score itself has been shown to
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be a strong predictor of COVID-19 mortality [80]. When we only include SOFA and age (Tree
policy (SOFA+AGE) in Figure 5.5), we see higher number of deaths for the estimated tree policy,
compared to policies only based on SOFA score. This reflects the fact that Algorithm 1 only returns
a tree policy, with no guarantee of improvement upon other policies; it is critical to evaluate the
learned policies using a simulation model to assess their performances. Overall, the models that
incorporate comorbities and/or demographics do not significantly outperform the policies only
based on SOFA. Categorical exclusion of some patients is considered unethical [88], and we show
that it is not necessarily associated with significant gains in terms of patients saved.
5.4.3 Observed survival rates among excluded patients
For each level of ventilator capacity and each triage guideline (NYS, FCFS, or tree policies),
using our simulation model we can compute the list of patients that would have been excluded
from ventilator treatments. In an ideal situation, triage guidelines would exclude from ventilator
treatment patients who would not benefit from it, i.e., ideal triage guidelines would exclude the
patients that would die even if intubated. Note that using our data set we are able to know if a
patient would have survived in case of intubation (since all patients were intubated in our data
set and we can see status at discharge). Therefore, we can compute the survival rates (in case of
intubation) among excluded patients. Intuitively, if the guidelines were perfect, the survival rate
(in case of intubation) among excluded patients would be close to 0 %. Note that random exclusion
would achieve an average survival rate (in case of intubation) among excluded patients of 32.7 %,
the average survival rate in our cohort of patients.
We compare the survival rate (in case of intubation) among excluded patients for various guide-
lines in Figure 5.6-5.9. In Figure 5.6b, we note that among the patients excluded by the NYS
guidelines at triage, the survival rate in case of intubation would have been above 40 % (for all
levels of ventilator capacity). This is higher than 32.7 % (p<0.001), which means that at triage,
the NYS guidelines are miss-identifying patients who would not benefit from ventilator treatment.
At reassessment, and compared to triage, the NYS guidelines achieve lower survival rates (in case
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of intubation) among patients excluded (Figure 5.6c). Compared to NYS guidelines, our novel
triage guidelines based on SOFA, SOFA and age, and SOFA, demographics and comorbidities,
are achieving lower survival rates (in case of intubation) among the population of excluded pa-
tients (Figures 5.7a, 5.8a,5.9a). We note that the tree policy based on SOFA, demographics and
comorbidities does not exclude any patient at triage (Figure 5.9b). Additionally, among all poli-
cies, the survival rates (in case of intubation) among patients excluded at triage is higher than the
observed survival rates among patients excluded at reassessment. This stark discrepancy between
performances at triage and at reassessment suggests that it is significantly harder to foreshadow
the future evolution of patients condition and status at discharge, at the moment of intubation. All
the guidelines considered better identify patients who would not benefit from ventilator treatment,
after the patients have been intubated for at least 48h. However, from an ethical standpoint, taking
the decision to proactively extubate a patient at reassessment may be even more problematic than
the decision to not allocate a ventilator to a patient at triage.
Finally, we want to note that it is also important to account for the number of patients excluded
by the guidelines. In particular, Figure 5.8a (for the tree policy based on SOFA and age) is very
similar to Figure 5.7a (for the tree policy only based on SOFA) and Figure 5.9a (for the tree
policy based on SOFA and other covariates). In contrast, we have seen in Figure 5.5 that the tree
policy based on SOFA and age may perform quite poorly. Using our simulation model, we noted
that on average it was excluding more patients. For instance, at a ventilator capacity of 180, it
is excluding on average 233.5 patients (CI: 221.4-245.6) compared to 191.7 patients for the tree
policy based on SOFA (CI: 176.6 - 206.8) and 189.4 patients for the tree policy based on SOFA
and other covariates (CI: 176.3 - 202.5). This is mainly the reason behind the poor performance
of the tree policy based on SOFA and age: even though it maintains a similar survival rate (in
case of intubation) among excluded patients, it exclude more patients than the other tree policies,
some of which would have survived in case of intubation. The other tree policies are striking a
better balance between excluding many patients and identifying patients who would not benefit
from ventilator treatment.
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Survival rates among all patients excluded
(a) All excluded patients.




















Survival rates among patients excluded at triage
(b) Patients excluded at triage.



















Survival rates among patients excluded at reassessment
(c) Patients excluded at re-
assessment.
Figure 5.6: For NYS guidelines: observed survival rates (in the case of intubation) among all
excluded patients (Figure 5.6a), patients excluded at triage (Figure 5.6b) and patients excluded at
reassessment (Figure 5.6c).


















Survival rates among all patients excluded
(a) Among all excluded patients.



















Survival rates among patients excluded at triage
(b) Among patients excluded at
triage.


















Survival rates among patients excluded at reassessment
(c) Among patients excluded at
reassessment.
Figure 5.7: For our tree policy only based on SOFA score: observed survival rates (in the case of
intubation) among all excluded patients (Figure 5.7a), patients excluded at triage (Figure 5.7b) and
patients excluded at reassessment (Figure 5.7c).
5.4.4 Discussion
Advantages and disadvantages of SOFA-based guidelines SOFA-based guidelines have multi-
ple advantages. First, the SOFA score has been shown to correlate with COVID mortality [80].
They are simple to implement, as they rely on a single score, and can be deployed quickly in a
number of different clinical and disaster scenarios before specifics of a new disease are known.
This is why of the 26 states who have defined triage guidelines in the United States, 15 use the
Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score to triage patients [74].
In terms of performances, we have seen in Figure 5.5 that SOFA policies may achieve lower
number of deaths than the official NYS policies (here, COVID-19). This suggests that NYS guide-
lines, also solely relying on SOFA scores, need to be adjusted to the current disaster before being
successfully implemented. It may be possible to improve the performance of triage policies when
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Survival rates among all patients excluded
(a) Among all excluded patients.




















Survival rates among patients excluded at triage
(b) Among patients excluded at
triage.
















Survival rates among patients excluded at reassessment
(c) Among patients excluded at
reassessment.
Figure 5.8: For our tree policy only based on SOFA score and age: observed survival rates (in the
case of intubation) among all excluded patients (Figure 5.8a), patients excluded at triage (Figure
5.8b) and patients excluded at reassessment (Figure 5.8c).
(a) Among all excluded patients.
















Survival rates among patients excluded at triage
(b) Among patients excluded at
triage.
















Survival rates among patients excluded at reassessment
(c) Among patients excluded at
reassessment.
Figure 5.9: For our tree policy based on SOFA score, demographics and comorbidities: observed
survival rates (in the case of intubation) among all excluded patients (Figure 5.9a), patients ex-
cluded at triage (Figure 5.9b) and patients excluded at reassessment (Figure 5.9c).
even more disease-specific data become available, however, this will not solve the problem of how
to manage a novel disaster in the future.
Our data show that using other clinical information (such as demographics and comorbidities)
do not necessarily improve the number of lives saved. Additionally, including comorbid conditions
may further disadvantage those who face structural inequities since comorbidities such as diabetes
and obesity are closely linked to social determinants of health [92]. This detrimental impact may
erode trust in medical institutions at large [86], which in turn may frustrate other critical public
health interventions such as vaccination [87]. Therefore, it is critical to counterbalance the utilitar-
ian aims of saving more lives with fairness and the duty to patient care. Designing data-driven and
explainable guidelines is a first step toward fair and efficient allocation of resources. This study
provides some data to inform the process of choosing to implement (or not) triage guidelines: of-
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ficial guidelines (such as NYS guidelines) need to be re-adjusted to the specifics of COVID-19
patients before being implemented. Otherwise, they may show little to no improvement compared
to FCFS guidelines, and there may not be any ethical justification for unilaterally removing a pa-
tient from a ventilator and violating the duty to care for that patient.
Limitations The strength of our analysis is based on real world data during a massive surge in
our facility where ventilator capacity reached fullness. There are several limitations to this study.
First, the results cannot be applied to other disease states such as novel viruses that may arise in
the future. The model needs to be re-trained with new data for each specific patient population.
Second, the observations occurred during the height of the pandemic in New York City when little
was known about the specific management of COVID-19. Results may be different with better
therapeutic options for the disease. However, this is also a strength of the study given that it
matches the scenarios in which triage guidelines are meant to be deployed. Third, the results could
be different under different surge conditions, e.g. if the rise in number of cases was sharper or more
prolonged. Finally, the simulation cannot mimic real-world work flows that might have required
some alterations of the movement of ventilators between patients. From a modeling standpoint,
our algorithm may not return an optimal tree policy, since it only returns Markovian tree policies.
Additionally, we use a nominal MDP model, and do not attempt to learn a robust MDP policy [14,
15, 58]. This reason behind this is that we have a fairly small patients’ population, so that the
confidence intervals in the estimation of our transition rates may be quite large, leading to overly
conservative policies. To mitigate this, we use our simulation model to estimate the performances
of a policy, and not simply the cumulative rewards in the MDP model, which, of course, also
depends of our parameter choices. Therefore, even though the triage guidelines computed with
Algorithm 1 are dependent of the (possibly miss-estimated) transition rates and our choices of
costs, the estimation of their performances is not, and is entirely data- and expert-driven, relying




In this work we study the problem of computing interpretable resource allocation guidelines,
with an application to triage of ventilator for COVID-19 patients. We provide an algorithm that
compute a tree policy for finite-horizon Markov Decision Process. Developing bounds on the sub-
optimality of this tree policy compared to the optimal unconstrained policy is an important future
direction. Additionally, we provide valuable insights on the performances of official triage guide-
lines for policy makers and practitioners. We found that the New York State (NYS) guidelines may
fail to lower the number of deaths, and performs similarly as the simpler First-Come-First-Served
allocation rule. We note that interpretable tree policies based only on SOFA may improve upon
the NYS guidelines, by being less aggressive in patients’ exclusions. Remarkably, our simulations
also show that it may not be beneficial to include more information (e.g., demographics and co-
morbidities) in the triage and reassessment recommendations. In particular, this may not lead to
lower number of deaths, on the top of raising important ethical issues. Overall, our simulations
of various triage guidelines for distributing ventilators during the COVID-19 pandemic revealed
serious limitations in achieving the utilitarian goals these guidelines are designed to fulfill. Guide-
lines that were designed prior to the pandemic need to be reconsidered and modified accordingly
to incorporate the novel data available. Our work can help revise guidelines to better balance com-
peting moral aims (e.g., utilitarian objectives vs. fairness). Interesting directions include studying
guidelines with later times of reassessments (e.g., reassessment after 7 or 10 days on ventilators)
or different objectives (such the total number of life-years saved).
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Appendix A: Appendices for Chapter 2
A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.3.2
The proof of Theorem 2.3.2 uses three lemmas. We start with the following contraction lemma.
Lemma A.1.1. [[9], Lemma 2] Let c ∈ Rn+ and f : Rn+ → Rn+ be a component-wise non-
decreasing contraction. Let x∗ its unique fixed point. Then c>x∗ = maxx∈Rn+,x≤f(x) c
>x.
We also need the following reformulation of the policy evaluation problem. Let I the identity
matrix of size S.
Lemma A.1.2. Let P be a factor matrix uncertainty set. Then the policy evaluation problem can
be written as follows.




I − λ ·W>Tπ
)−1
W>rπ. (A.1)
Proof. Proof of Lemma A.1.2 Let π a stationary policy and P a transition kernel in P. From
Lemma 5.6.1 in [1] the expected infinite horizon discounted reward can be written R(π,P ) =
p>0 (I − λ ·L(π,P )>)−1rπ, where L(π,P ) ∈ RS×S+ is the transitions kernel of the Markov Chain
on S associated with π and P : L(π,P )ss′ =
∑
a∈A πsaPsas′ , ∀ (s, s′) ∈ S× S. From the definition
of Tπ andW , we have L(π,P ) = TπW>. Hence
(I − λ · L(π,P ))−1 =
(





λk · (TπW>)k = I + λ · Tπ(I − λ ·W>Tπ)−1W>.
Therefore, z(π) = minP∈PR(π,P ) = p>0 rπ + minW∈W λ · p>0 Tπ
(




Finally, we need the following lemma, which introduces the value function β ∈ Rr of the
adversary in the adversarial MDP.










β ≤W>(rπ + λ · Tπβ), (A.3)
β ∈ Rr. (A.4)
Proof. Proof of Lemma A.1.3 We define β ∈ Rr as a function of W ∈ W: β = (I − λ ·
W>Tπ)
−1W>rπ. The vector β is the unique solution of the equation β:
β = W> (rπ + λ · Tπβ) , (A.5)
which can be written component-wise:
βi = w
>
i (rπ + λ · Tπβ), ∀ i ∈ [r]. (A.6)




p>0 Tπ(I − λ ·W>Tπ)−1W>rπ (A.7)
= min{p>0 Tπβ |W ∈ W ,β ∈ Rr,β = (I − λ ·W>Tπ)−1W>rπ} (A.8)
= min{p>0 Tπβ |W ∈ W ,β ∈ Rr,β = W>(rπ + λ · Tπβ)} (A.9)
= min
W∈W
max{p>0 Tπβ | β ∈ Rr,β ≤W>(rπ + λ · Tπβ)}, (A.10)
where (A.8) follows the definition of the vector β, Equality (A.9) follows from (A.5) and (A.10)
follows from Lemma A.1.1.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.3.2.




max p>0 (rπ + λ · Tπβ), (A.11)
β ≤W>(rπ + λ · Tπβ), (A.12)
β ∈ Rr. (A.13)
The gist of the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 is to show that z(π) = ẑ(π), where
ẑ(π) = max p>0 (rπ + λ · Tπβ) (A.14)
βi ≤ min
wi∈Wi
w>i (rπ + λ · Tπβ), ∀ i ∈ [r], (A.15)
β ∈ Rr. (A.16)
Because of Lemma A.1.1, at optimality in (A.14) each of the constraint (A.15) is tight. Let βa the
solution of (A.14) and W a = (wa1 , ...,w
a
r ) the factor matrix that attains each of the minimum on
the components of βa:
βai = w
a >
i (rπ + λ · Tπβa) = min
wi∈Wi
w>i (rπ + λ · Tπβa), ∀ i ∈ [r].
These equations uniquely determine the vector βa since
∀ i ∈ [r], βai = wa >i (rπ + λ · Tπβa) ⇐⇒ βa = W a >(rπ + λ · Tπβa)
⇐⇒ βa = (I − λ ·W a >Tπ)−1W a >rπ.
We would like to note that W a is a feasible factor matrix in W because of the r-rectangularity
assumption. Therefore, the pair (βa,W a) is feasible in the optimization problem defining (A.11)
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and z(π) ≤ ẑ(π).
Following Lemma A.1.1, we also know that the optimum of the program
max p>0 (rπ + λ · Tπβ),
β ≤W a >(rπ + λ · Tπβ),
β ∈ Rr,
is attained at a vector β̂ such that β̂ = W a >(rπ + λ · Tπβ̂). But we just proved that this equation
uniquely determines βa and therefore β̂ = βa. The matrix W a bridges the gap between z(π) and
ẑ(π) and the two optimization problems have the same optimum values.
We conclude that
z(π) = max p>0 (rπ + λ · Tπβ) (A.17)
βi ≤ min
wi∈Wi
w>i (rπ + λ · Tπβ), ∀ i ∈ [r],
β ∈ Rr.
Now let φ : Rr+ → Rr+ such that φ(β)i = minwi∈Wi w>i (rπ + λ · Tπβ),∀ i ∈ [r]. Note that φ is
component-wise non-decreasing because of the non-negativity of the sets W1, ...,Wr and of the
fixed matrix Tπ. Moreover, φ is a contraction. Indeed, let β1,β2 in Rr+ and i ∈ [r]. We have
φ(β1)i = min
wi∈Wi
w>i (rπ + λ · Tπβ1)
= min
wi∈Wi
wTi (rπ + λ · Tπβ2) + λ ·w>i Tπ(β1 − β2)
≥ min
wi∈Wi
w>i (rπ + λ · Tπβ2) + λ · min
wi∈Wi
w>i Tπ(β1 − β2)
≥ φ(β2)i + λ · min
wi∈Wi
w>i Tπ(β1 − β2).
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Therefore, for all i ∈ [r],
φ(π,β2)i − φ(π,β1)i ≤ λ · min
wi∈Wi
w>i Tπ(β2 − β1) ≤ λ · ‖β2 − β1‖∞,
where the last equality follows from w>i Tπer = w
>
i eS = 1. We can do the same computation
exchanging the role of β1 and β2, and there we conclude that φ is a contraction.
Therefore, we can apply Lemma A.1.1 to the reformulation (A.17) and we can solve the policy
evaluation problem by computing the fixed point β∗ of φ(π, ·), i.e, by computing β∗ such that
β∗i = min
wi∈Wi
w>i (rπ + λ · Tπβ∗), ∀ i ∈ [r]. (A.18)
This can be done by iterating the function φ(π, ·), and Algorithm VI-PE is a value iteration
algorithm that returns the fixed point of φ(π, ·). From [1], the condition ‖βk+1 − βk‖∞ <
ε(1−λ)(2λ)−1 is sufficient to ensure that ‖βk+1−β∗‖∞ ≤ ε. Therefore, Algorithm VI-PE returns
an ε-optimal solution to the policy evaluation problem. We now present the analysis of the running
time of Algorithm VI-PE.
Running time of Algorithm VI-PE. Following [1], we can stop Algorithm VI-PE as soon as
‖βk+1 − βk‖∞ < ε(1 − λ)(2λ)−1 to ensure that ‖βk+1 − β∗‖∞ ≤ ε. To check the stopping
condition ‖βk+1 − βk‖∞ < ε(1 − λ)(2λ)−1, one needs to evaluate r linear programs of size
S up to the precision ε2 = ε(1 − λ)(4λ)−1. This can be done with interior point methods in
O
(





. From [1], the condition ‖βk+1 − βk‖∞ < ε(1 − λ)(2λ)−1 will happen
in O (log (ε−1)) iterations, and therefore, Algorithm VI-PE stops after a number of iterations of at
most O
(






Role of rectangularity ofW . As argued in Section 2.3, the Cartesian product property ofW is
crucial in our proof of Theorem 2.3.2. In particular, we provide here an example of an r-rectangular
uncertainty set, where adding a constraint across the factors w1, ...,wr would lead to a different
optimal solution. In particular, consider the following simple MDP instanceM:
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• There are two states s1 and s2 and one action.
• There is a reward of 0 in state s1 and a reward of 1 in state s2.
• The number of factors is r = 2. The setW isW =W1 ×W2 with
W1 = ∆(2),W2 = {(w2,1, w2,2) ∈ ∆(2) | w2,1 ≤ 1/2}.
• The coefficients (uisa)i,sa are given as
u1s1 = 1, u
2
s1




• The discount factor can be any λ ∈ (0, 1).
For this robust MDP instance, the adversarial MDPMadv is as follows:
• The states 1 and 2 correspond to the value of the index of the factors w1,w2.
• For i ∈ {1, 2}, in state i the adversary picks wi ∈ W i.
• The reward r̂i,s for i ∈ {1, 2} and s ∈ {s1, s2} are simply r̂i,s = δ{s=s2}.
• In terms of transitions, note that we have constructed this instance such that the probability
of transitioning from i ∈ {1, 2} to j ∈ {1, 2} is wi,j .
• The discount factor is the same as in the nominal MDPM.
It is straightforward that in this adversarial MDP instance, the optimal policy for the adversary is to
choosew∗1 = (1, 0),w
∗
2 = (1/2, 1/2) (recall that the adversarial MDP is a minimization problem).
If we add the constraintw1 = w2 toMadv , the previous solution (w∗1,w∗2) is not feasible anymore.
This highlights the importance of r-rectangularity and of the Cartesian product structure of the set
W . Note that for the new robust MDP with an additional constraint, the Bellman equation (A.18)
may not hold in the first place, since the new set of factors is not a Cartesian product anymore.
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In particular, we only proved that (A.18) holds when the set of possible factorsW is a Cartesian
product.
A.2 Proof of Lemma 2.3.3
We dualize the first constraints in (A.17), using ∀ i ∈ [r],W i = { w ∈ RS | Aiw ≥ bi,wi ≥
0} :
z(π) = max p>0 (rπ + λ · Tπβ)
A>i αi ≤ rπ + λ · Tπβ, ∀ i ∈ [r],
βi ≤ b>i αi, ∀ i ∈ [r],
β ∈ Rr, (αi)i∈[r] ∈ Rm×r+ .




i ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈
[r]. We obtain:
z(π) = max p>0 (rπ + λ · Tπ(b>i αi)i∈[r])
A>l αl ≤ rπ + λ · Tπ(b>i αi)i∈[r]), ∀ l ∈ [r],
(αi)i∈[r] ∈ Rm×r+ .
A.3 Proof of Proposition 2.2.4
Remember that ΠG denotes the set of all policies (possibly history-dependent and non-stationary)
and Π ⊂ ΠG is the set of stationary policies. We want to prove: maxπ∈ΠG minP∈P R(π,P ) =
maxπ∈Π minP∈P R(π,P ). We proved in Theorem 2.4.3 that maxπ∈Π minP∈P R(π,P ) =
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where (A.19) follows from Π ⊂ ΠG, (A.20) follows from weak duality, (A.21) follows from the
fact that for a non-robust Markov decision process, an optimal policy can always be found in the
set of stationary policies, and (A.22) follows from Theorem 2.4.3. Therefore all these inequalities
are equalities, and maxπ∈ΠG minP∈P R(π,P ) = maxπ∈Π minP∈P R(π,P ).
A.4 Proof of Lemma A.4.1
LetF : RS+ → RS+ such thatF (v)s = maxπs∈∆(A){rπs,s+λ·(Tπ(minwi∈Wi{w>i v})i∈[r])s},∀ s ∈
S,∀ v ∈ RS+. We prove here that this function is a component-wise non-decreasing contraction.
Lemma A.4.1. The function F is a component-wise non-decreasing contraction.
Proof. Proof The mapping F is component-wise non-decreasing because W ⊆ RS×r and Tπ ∈
RS×r have non-negative entries.
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Let us prove that F is a contraction. Let v1 and v2 in RS+ and s ∈ S.
F (v1)s = max
πs∈∆(A)





{rπs,s + λ · (Tπ( min
wi∈Wi
{w>i v2 +w>i (v1 − v2)})i∈[r])s}
≤ max
πs∈∆(A)
{rπs,s + λ · (Tπ( min
wi∈Wi
{w>i v2 + ‖v1 − v2‖∞})i∈[r])s}
≤ max
πs∈∆(A)
{rπs,s + λ · (Tπ( min
wi∈Wi
{w>i v2})i∈[r])s}+ λ · ‖v1 − v2‖∞
≤ F (v2)s + λ · ‖v1 − v2‖∞.
Therefore, for all s ∈ S, F (v1)s − F (v2)s ≤ λ · ‖v1 − v2‖∞. Inverting the role of the two vectors
we can conclude that F is a contraction: ‖F (v1)− F (v2)‖∞ ≤ λ · ‖v1 − v2‖∞.
A.5 Proof of Proposition 2.6.1
We call vπ,W the value function of the decision maker associated with the policy π and the
factor matrixW .
1. Let π be a policy and W 1 ∈ arg minW∈W R(π,W ). Let W 0 ∈ W be any factor ma-
trix. From the Bellman Equation (A.5) and Lemma 2.4.4, we have vπ,W 0 = rπ + λ ·
Tπβ












From Theorem 2.3.2, we know that the sequence of vectors (φn(π,β0))n∈N converges to β1.
Moreover, for any n ∈ N, we have the component-wise inequality: β1 ≤ φn(π,β0) ≤ β0.
The matrix Tπ being non-negative, we obtain rπ+λ·Tπβ1 ≤ rπ+λ·Tπβ0, and we conclude
that vπ,W 1 ≤ vπ,W 0 .
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The Bellman equation for the value function vπ,W 1 yields, for each s ∈ S,
vπ,W
1



































which can be written component-wise as:
vπ,W
1 ≤ HW ∗(vπ,W
1
), (A.23)










HW ∗ is a non-decreasing contraction and its fixed point is the value function of the optimal
policy for the MDP with the transition kernel associated with the factor matrix W ∗. From
Theorem 2.4.3,









Therefore, π∗ is the optimal policy for the MDP with the transition kernel associated with
W ∗. Iterating (A.23), using the fact that HW ∗ is non-decreasing and that for any initial
vector v0, limn→∞HnW ∗(v0) = v
π∗,W ∗ , we can conclude that for all policy π, W 1 ∈
arg minW∈W R(π,W )⇒ vπ,W 1s ≤ vπ
∗,W ∗
s , ∀ s ∈ S.
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A.6 Proof of Blackwell optimality
Proof of Proposition 2.6.2
We call vπ,Wλ the value function of the decision maker associated with the policy π, the factor
matrix W and the discount factor λ. We call z∗λ the policy improvement problem with discount
factor λ: z∗λ = maxπ∈Π minW∈W R(π,W , λ). Let (πλ,Wλ) a solution of z
∗
λ with πλ stationary
and deterministic. From (2.23), the factor matrix Wλ belongs to the set of extreme points of the
polytopeW . Since the set of stationary deterministic policies and the set of extreme points ofW
are finite, we can choose (λn)n≥0 such that there exists a fixed (π∗,W ∗) such that




R(π,W , λn), ∀ n ≥ 0.
We prove that the pair (π∗,W ∗) is an optimal solution to z∗λ for all discount factor λ sufficiently
close to 1.
Let us assume the contrary, i.e., let us assume that there exists a sequence of discount factor
(γn)n≥0 such that




R(π,W , γn),∀ n ≥ 0.
From the finiteness of the set of stationary deterministic policies and of the set of extreme points
ofW , we can choose (π̃, W̃ ) such that this pair is optimal in z∗γn for all n ≥ 0.
Now for all n ∈ N, (π∗,W ∗) /∈ arg maxπ∈Π minW∈W R(π,W , γn) ⇒ zγn(π∗) < zγn(π̃),
and the robust maximum principle of Proposition 2.6.1 implies that for all n ∈ N, there exists a
state x1,n and a factor matrix W ∗,n such that the value functions satisfy vπ
∗,W ∗,n
γn,x1,n
< vπ̃,W̃γn,x1,n . From
the finiteness of the set of extreme points ofW and of the set of states S, we can chose x1 andW ∗∗
such that for any n ∈ N, vπ∗,W ∗∗γn,x1 < vπ̃,W̃γn,x1 . Similarly, the robust maximum principle gives, for any
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n ∈ N,




R(π,W , λn)⇒ zλn(π̃) ≤ zλn(π∗)⇒ ∃ W̃ n ∈ W , vπ̃,W̃
n
λn,x1
≤ vπ∗,W ∗λn,x1 .
From the finiteness of the set of extreme points of W we can choose all the factor matrices
(W̃ n)n∈N to be equal to the same factor matrix
˜̃W . Therefore, there exists a state x1 such that






≤ vπ∗,W ∗λn,x1 . Now from the robust maximum principle,
W ∗ ∈ arg minW∈W R(π∗,W , λn)⇒ vπ
∗,W ∗
λn,x1



















≤ vπ∗,W ∗∗λn,x1 . (A.24)




t,x1 . For any stationary policy
π, any kernel P , any discount factor t ∈ (0, 1), the value function vπ,Pt satisfies vπ,Pt = (I −
tL(π,P ))−1rπ, with L(π,P )ss′ =
∑
a∈A πsaPsas′ ,∀ (s, s′) ∈ S × S. Therefore Cramer’s rule
implies that the function f is a continuous rational function on (0, 1), i.e., it is the ratio of two
polynomial of finite degrees and the denominator does not have any zeros in (0, 1).
But (A.24) implies that the function f takes the value 0 for an infinite number of scalars θn → 1,
and non-zero values for an infinite number of scalars γn → 1. A continuous rational function
cannot take the value 0 at an infinite number of different points {θn | n ≥ 0} without being itself
the zero function. This is a contradiction, and therefore the pair (π∗,W ∗) is an optimal solution of
z∗λ for all λ sufficiently close to 1.
Proof of Proposition 2.6.3
The proof of Proposition 2.6.2 extends to any λ ∈ (0, 1]. In particular, for any λ ∈ (0, 1],
there exists an open interval Iλ around λ such that the same policy is optimal on Iλ in the robust
MDP problem. The open intervals {Iλ | λ ∈ (0, 1]} form a covering of the compact set [0, 1].





i=0 Iλ′i = [0, 1], for some m ∈ N. From this we can construct λ0 = 0 < λ1 < ... < λp = 1
such that the same stationary deterministic policy πi is an optimal robust policy on each interval
(λi, λi+1) for all i ∈ {0, ..., p− 1}.
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Appendix B: Appendices for Chapter 3
B.1 Details about the hospital model of Figure 3.1
We give details on the hospital model from Figure 3.1, as introduced by the authors of [51].
As in [51], the parameters of the model were calibrated using sample means across all 21 hospitals
and/or estimates from regression models.
Summary statistics. The patient cohort is 53.80 % female, the average age is 67.34 years (stan-
dard deviation (std): 17.71). The average mortality is 3.2 % (9.5 % for patients who entered the
ICU, 2.5 % for patients who never entered the ICU). The mean LOS is 90.5 hours (std: 135.2,
mean of 149.1 hours for patients who entered the ICU and mean 81.0 for patients who never en-
tered the ICU). 14.2 % of all hospitalizations were eventually admitted to the ICU. In order to have
a more accurate estimate for the dynamics of the most severe patients, the number of patients in
each severity group is nonuniform.
Direct admits. The arrivals of the patients who are directly admitted to the ICU follows a non-
homogeneous Poisson process. The empirical arrival rates are estimated using 12 months of data
across all 21 hospitals. The LOS of a direct admit patient is log-normally distributed with mean
1/µE and standard deviation σE, and a proportion pE (following a distribution with density fpE ) of
this LOS is spent in the ICU, while the remaining time is spent in the ward. The rate of readmission
to the ICU is ρE . At the end of this LOS, the patients are discharged with probability 1− dE . The
value of the parameters are the following: dE = 9.41%, ρE = 15.76%, 1/µE = 5.49 (days),
σE = 5.71 (days), E[pE] = 50.79%. The density fpE is the empirical distribution derived from the
dataset.
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Transfer from the ward. These patients can be divided into the patients who have versus have
not already been to the ICU. Consider the patients who have never been to the ICU. A patient
arrives in the ward with a severity score of i ∈ {1, ..., n} following a non-homogeneous Poisson
process. Every 6 hours, s/he then transitions to another risk score j with probability T 0ij , or s/he
may ‘crash’ and require ICU admission, recover and leave the hospital, or die. After a patient has
crashed, a LOS is chosen which is log-normally distributed with mean 1/µC and standard devi-
ation σC , and a proportion pW (following a distribution with density fpW ) of this LOS is spent
in the ICU, while the remaining proportion 1 − pW of time is spent in the ward. At the end of
this LOS, the patient is discharged with probability 1 − dC . If there are no available beds in the
ICU when a crashed patient requires an admission, the ICU patient with the shortest remaining
service time in the ICU will be discharged, and this is called a “demand-driven discharge”. Such
a patient will have a readmission rate of ρD, higher than the readmission rate ρC of ward pa-
tients who were naturally discharged from the ICU after finishing their service time in the ICU.
In particular, we have the following values, estimated through empirical averages in our dataset:
ρC = 16.88%, ρD = 18.13%, 1/µC = 12.54 (days), σC = 10.13 (days), E[pW ] = 46.92%, and
dC = 57.28%. Similarly, the density fpW is derived as the empirical distribution from the dataset.
Proactive transfer. Every 6 hours, the doctors might perform a proactive transfer and transfer a
patient in the ward to the ICU, if there is an available bed. When a patient is proactively transferred,
the hospital LOS is log-normally distributed with mean 1/µA,i and standard deviation σA,i, while
a proportion pW ∼ fpW of this LOS is spent in the ICU. The patient will then survive the hospital
discharge with a probability 1 − dA,i. If this patient is naturally discharged from the ICU, the
readmission rate is ρa,i = ρC , otherwise it is ρD. We indicate below the proportion, the mortality
rate and the LOS related to each n = 10 severity scores.
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Severity score i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Proportion (%) 17.6 20.3 20.0 14.9 16.9 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Mortality dA,i (%) 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.18 0.28 0.39 0.70 6.84
LOS average 1/µA,i (days) 0.85 0.91, 0.97 1.04, 1.17 1.36 1.45 1.57 1.85 3.77
LOS std σA,i (days) 0.68 0.74 0.78 0.84 0.95 1.10 1.17 1.27 1.50 3.04
Table B.1: Statistics of patients across the 10 severity scores.
B.2 Proof of Lemma B.2
Proof. We will prove that for any policy π and for any transition matrix T , for all severity score
i ∈ [n], the value vector V of policy π satisfies Vi ≤ rW + λ · rRL. Let i ∈ [n]. By definition,




∣∣∣∣ i0 = i] .
Let us consider a trajectory O of the Markov chain on S associated with (π,T ). Then either the
patient stays infinitely in the ward, in which case the reward is rW ·(1−λ)−1, which is smaller than
rW +λ ·rRL by Assumption 3.2.1. Otherwise, during the trajectoryO, there is a time t at which the
patient leaves the ward and reaches the state n+1 = CR, n+2 = RL, n+3 = D, or n+4 = PT .
In that case the reward is smaller than
rW · (1− λt)
1− λ + λ
t+1 · max{rCR, rRL, rD, rPT}. Since the
maximum instantaneous reward is rRL, the reward associated with the trajectory O is smaller than
rW · (1− λt)
1− λ + λ
t+1 · rRL. Now
rW · (1− λt)
1− λ + λ
t+1 · rRL ≤ (rW + λ · rRL) · (1− λt) + λt+1 · rRL (B.1)
≤ rW + λ · rRL, (B.2)
where Inequality (B.1) follows from Assumption 3.2.1. Therefore, the reward associated with any
trajectory O is smaller than rW + λ · rRL. We can thus conclude that the value vector V satisfies
Vi ≤ rW + λ · rRL,∀ i ∈ [n].
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B.3 N -patient MDP
B.3.1 Model of patients dynamics
In order to give a theoretical justification to penalizing the reward rPT in our single-patient
MDP, we present here an N -patient MDP. This is a model whose complexity is somewhat inter-
mediary between the (simpler) single-patient MDP and the (more complex) full hospital model.
It consists of N ∈ N patients, whose individual dynamics of the severity condition follows the
single-patient MDP described in Figure 3.2. The action is to choose to transfer, or not, patients
to the ICU. Crucially, there is a constraint on the number of patients that can be transferred at the
same time to the ICU.
Set of states. A state is anN -tuple (i1, ..., iN), where each i` ∈ {1, ..., N} describes the severity
condition of patient `, or one of the four absorbing states rRL, rCR, rD, rPT . Note that the number
of states, (n+ 4)N , is exponential in the number of patients.
Set of actions and policy. An action is an N -tuple
(




where π`i` represents the proba-
bility to proactively transfer a patient with severity score i`. The number of (deterministic) actions




where each π` is a map from the set
of severity conditions [n] to [0, 1], i.e. π` is a policy in the single-patient MDP.
In order to incorporate the effect of proactive transfer on other patients in the hospital, we
choose to incorporate a constraint in our decision-making problem. In particular, the chosen action(




for state (i1, ..., iN) has to satisfy
N∑
`=1
π`i` ≤ m, (B.3)
wherem ∈ N is the maximum number of patients that can proactively transferred at the same time.
Note that in practice, the person (or group of persons) who makes the decision to transfer patients
from the ward to the ICU may not have access to an accurate estimate of the ICU capacity. The









is chosen in state (i1, ..., iN), the patients who are proac-
tively transferred transition to state PT , and other patients all transition to a next severity condition
(or RL,CR,D) following the same transition matrix T 0 as for the single-patient MDP.
Rewards. The rewards only depend on the state (i1, ..., iN) and is simply chosen as
∑N
`=1 ri` ,
where ri` are the same rewards as in the single-patient MDP.
The Single-patient MDP as a Lagrangian relaxation of the N -patient MDP. We now show
that our single-patient MDP is a Lagrangian relaxation of this N -patient MDP, in the sense of
[56]. In particular, the number of states and actions of the N -patient MDP are exponential in N ,
rendering it intractable. While the Bellman equation for value vector J of the N -patient MDP is























,∀ (i1, ..., iN) ∈ S,
(B.4)
the authors in [56] suggest to approximate this equation by another equation on a vector Jµ, for a
Lagrange multiplier µ ≥ 0:

























,∀ (i1, ..., iN) ∈ S.
(B.5)






V µ` (i`),∀ (i1, ..., iN) ∈ S, (B.6)
where V µ` ∈ Rn are value vectors for the (penalized) single-patient MDPs:
V µ` (i`) = max
π`i`
∈[0,1]











,∀ i` ∈ [n]. (B.7)
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Note that we can reformulate (B.7) as






},∀ i` ∈ [n]. (B.8)
Equation (B.8) is the Bellman equation for our single-patient MDP, except for the term −µ
λ
.
Therefore, dualizing the binding constraint in our weakly constrainedN -patient MDP amounts
to penalizing the (terminal) reward for proactively transferring the patient.
B.3.2 Whittle Indexability of the single-patient MDP
This leads us to investigate the sensitivity of the optimal nominal policy to the reward rPT
associated with proactive transfer. This is related to the notion of Whittle index and indexability
[57] of the optimal policy in our single-patient MDP.
Definition B.3.1. For a given state i, the Whittle index of state i is the choice of reward rPT
such that it is equally desirable to proactively transfer the patient in state i and to not proactively
transfer her/him.
We note that the Whittle index is a priori dependent on the state i and may vary across states.
We now prove that the single-patient MDP is indexable.
Definition B.3.2. Let I(rPT ) be the set of severity conditions for which the optimal action is to
proactively transfer the patient to the ICU.
The single-patient MDP is indexable if I(rPT ) is monotonically increasing from ∅ to [n] (the
set of all severity conditions) when the reward rPT is increasing from rPT = 0 to rPT = rRL.
Proposition B.3.3. Assume that Assumption 3.2.3 holds for rPT = 0. Then the single-patient MDP
is indexable for all rPT ∈ [0, rRL].
We can reformulate this in more practical terms with the following immediate corollary.
Corollary B.3.4. The threshold of an optimal policy in the single-patient MDP is decreasing with
rPT .
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The proof of Proposition B.3.3 relies on two lemmas. We start by the following analysis of the
sensitivity of Assumption 3.2.3 as regards to the value of rPT .
Lemma B.3.5. Assume that Assumption 3.2.3 holds for rPT = 0. Then Assumption 3.2.3 holds for
all rPT ∈ [0, rRL].
Proof. Note that condition (3.2) does not depend of rPT , while if condition (3.3) is satisfied for
rPT = 0, it is satisfied for any rPT ∈ [0, rRL], since the left-hand side is increasing with rPT while
the right-hand side does not depend of rPT . Therefore, if we assume that Assumption 3.2.3 holds
for rPT = 0, we know that it holds for any rPT ∈ [0, rRL].
We also need the following lemma, which relates variations in rPT to variation in the value
vector.
Lemma B.3.6. Let V ∗ the optimal value vector for a choice of rPT . Now let us consider a reward
r′PT = rPT + ε. Let V
∗′ the new value vector. Then
V ∗
′
j ≤ V ∗j + ε, ∀ j ∈ [n]. (B.9)
Note that (B.9) simply means that increasing the reward for PT by ε does not increase the
value vector by more than ε.








rit,at | i0 = j.
]
We can consider a trajectory O of the Markov chain associated with π∗′ ,T 0. Along this trajec-
tory, if the state PT is visited, at time t ≥ 1 a reward λtr′PT = λt (rPT + ε) is obtained and the
trajectory ends. Otherwise, the trajectory goes on until it reaches another absorbing state. There-
fore, along this trajectory, the total accumulated reward when the reward for PT , r′PT , is within λε
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of the total accumulated reward for the same trajectory when the reward for PT is rPT . The reason
for the factor λ is because the state PT has to be visited after at least one period, starting from a
severity condition i. Taking the expectation over all possible trajectories, we obtain (B.9).
We are now ready to prove Proposition B.3.3.
Proof of Proposition B.3.3. Our proof proceeds in three steps.
• Optimal policies are threshold Following Lemma B.3.5, we know that Assumption 3.2.3
is satisfied for rPT ∈ [0, rRL]. Therefore, following Theorem 3.2.4, an optimal policy can be
chosen threshold for every rPT ∈ [0, rRL].
• I(rPT ) for rPT = 0 and rPT = rRL.
Recall the Bellman equation: for a given choice of reward rPT , let V ∗ the value vector of an
optimal policy. Then the optimal action for severity condition i is chosen as the argmax in
max{rW + λT 0 >i V ∗, rW + λrPT}. (B.10)




∗. Therefore, when rPT = 0, the optimal action for any severity condition is
to not proactively transfer, i.e. I(0) = ∅.
Now, we also know from Lemma 3.2.2 that V ∗s ≤ rW + λrRL (as long as rRL is the maxi-
mum of the instantaneous rewards). Therefore, when rPT = rRL, an optimal action at each
severity condition i is to proactively transfer, i.e. I(rRL) = [n].
Note that both these conclusions (for the cases rPT = 0 and rPT = rRL) are easy to interpret
in our healthcare setting: when there is no reward for proactive transfer, we do not have
any incentive to proactively transfer any patients, whereas when there is as much reward for
proactive transfer as for recovering and leaving the ward (state RL), we proactively transfer
every severity condition.
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• Monotonicity of I(rPT ). We now prove that I(rPT ) is monotonically increasing. Using
Lemma B.3.5, we can always choose an optimal policy that is threshold. Now we want
to show that the threshold of the optimal policy is monotonically non-increasing (so that
I(rPT ) is increasing).




∗ ≤ rW + λrPT . (B.11)
Note that V ∗ depends on rPT . Now let us consider a reward r′PT = rPT + ε. Let V
∗′ the new




∗′ < rW + λrPT + ε (B.12)
so that the optimal policy for r′PT still proactively transfers a patient in a severity condition





∗′ ≤ rW + λT 0 >i V ∗ + ε (B.13)
≤ rW + λrPT + λε (B.14)
≤ rW + λr′PT , (B.15)
where (B.13) follows from (B.9) and the fact that T 0 is a transition matrix, (B.14) follows
from (B.11), and (B.15) follows from the definition of r′PT .
Finally, we note that computing a closed-form solution for the Whittle index of state i appears
more challenging. In particular, the vector V ∗ depends on the value of rPT and a patient in severity
condition i can transition to any other severity condition (and terminal statesRL,CR andD), while
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closed-forms computation of the Whittle index appear in problems with simpler dynamics [57, 93,
94].
B.3.3 Sensitivity as regards to the constraint on m
Our N -patient MDP relies on an exogenous static parameter m, the maximum number of pa-
tients that can be proactively transferred at any time period. While this is a limitation of the
generality of the N -patient MDP, it remains an interesting extension of the single-patient MDP
toward more realistic models of hospital patient flow dynamics. We use the results of the previous
section on the indexability of the single-patient MDP in order to better understand the impact of
the parameter m on the policies of the single-patient MDP.
In particular, we show the following result:
Proposition B.3.7. The threshold of an optimal nominal policy in the single-patient MDP is de-
creasing with m.
In other words, as the maximum number of patients that can be proactively transferred at the
same time in the N -patient MDP increases, an optimal policy in the single-patient MDP transfers
more patients.
Proof of Proposition B.3.7. Remember that p0 is the initial distribution over the set of states {1, ..., n}.











By a standard duality argument, this is a convex minimization problem. Now, let us consider m
and m′ such that m ≤ m′. Let f : µ 7→∑N`=1 p>0 V µ` . We write gm : µ 7→ m · µ1− λ + f(µ) and gm′ :
µ 7→ m
′ · µ
1− λ + f(µ). Clearly, for any µ ≥ 0, we have g
′
m′(µ) = m
′+ f ′(µ) ≥ m+ f ′(µ) = g′m(µ).
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Let µ∗ and µ′ ∗ denote the optimal Lagrange multipliers form andm′, characterized by g′m(µ
∗) =
0 and g′m′(µ
′ ∗) = 0. Therefore 0 = g′m′(µ
′ ∗) ≥ g′m(µ
′ ∗). Since g is convex, this means that
µ∗ ≥ µ′ ∗.
Therefore, we have proved that the optimal Lagrange multiplier µ∗ is a non-increasing function
of m.
In order to conclude our proof of Proposition B.3.7, we note that we have proved the following.
• When m increases, the optimal Lagrange multiplier λ∗ is non-increasing.
• This results in higher reward for proactive transfer in the single-patient MDP, as a Lagrange
multiplier of µ in the N -patient MDP results in a penalty of −µ/λ for rPT in the single-
patient MDP.
• In Corollary B.3.4, we have proved that the threshold of an optimal policy is monotonically
decreasing as rPT is increasing.
• Therefore, we can conclude that the threshold of an optimal policy in the single-patient MDP
is non-increasing as the maximum number of proactive transfers augments in the N -patient
MDP.
B.3.4 Summary of the N -patient MDP
We have proved the following.
• Lagrangian relaxation. Our single-patient MDP can be viewed as the Lagrangian relax-
ation of a more complex N -patient MDP. The Lagrangian multiplier µ ≥ 0 becomes a
penalty for the reward rPT in the single-patient MDP.
• Whittle index. We proved that the threshold of an optimal policy in the single-patient MDP
is monotonically decreasing as rPT is increasing. This is related to the Whittle index of the
single-patient MDP and we show that the single-patient MDP is indexable.
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• Exogenous parameter m. Finally, we study the impact of the parameter m (the maximum
number of patients that can be proactively transferred at the same time, reflecting the ICU
capacity constraint) on the threshold of an optimal policy in the single-patient MDP. Lever-
aging our results on the Whittle index, we show that as m increases in the N -patient MDP,
an optimal policy transfers more and more patients in the single-patient MDP. Thus, one can
expect that it is reasonable to be more aggressive with proactive transfers as the number of
available ICU beds increases.
B.4 Homogeneity and translation for conditions (3.2) and (3.3)
We prove the following two lemmas.
Lemma B.4.1. Let (rW , rCR, rRL, rD, rPT ) ∈ R5+ denote some rewards and T a transition matrix
such that condition (3.2) and condition (3.3) hold.
1. Let α ≥ 0. For α · (rW , rCR, rRL, rD, rPT ) and T , condition (3.2) and condition (3.3) still
hold.
2. Let α ≥ 0. For (rW + α, rCR + α, rRL + α, rD + α, rPT + α) and T , condition (3.3) still
holds.
Proof. 1. This follows from α ≥ 0 and α · rCR · T 0i,n+1 + α · rRL · T 0i,n+2 + α · rD · T 0i,n+3 =
α · (rCR · T 0i,n+1 + rRL · T 0i,n+2 + rD · T 0i,n+3), and
α · rW + λ · α · rPT
α · rW + λ · α · rRL
=
rW + λ · rPT
rW + λ · rRL
.
2. Let us assume that
rW + λ · rPT











) , ∀ i ∈ [n − 1]. We write φ the function
of R such that for any scalar α, φ(α) =
rW + α + λ · (rPT + α)
rW + α + λ · (rRL + α)
. We will prove that φ is
non-decreasing and therefore that
φ(α) ≥ φ(0) = rW + λ · rPT











) , ∀ i ∈ [n− 1].
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Indeed, φ has a derivative in R+ and φ′(α) =
λ(1 + λ) · (rRL − rPT )
(rW + α + λ · (rRL + α))2
≥ 0, since rRL ≥
rPT . Therefore φ is a non-decreasing function, and for all α ≥ 0, the condition (3.3) holds.
Lemma B.4.2. Let (rW , rCR, rRL, rD, rPT ) ∈ R5+ denote some rewards and T a transition matrix
such that condition (3.4) holds.
1. Let α ≥ 0. For α · (rW , rCR, rRL, rD, rPT ) and T , condition (3.4) still holds.
2. Let α ≥ 0 and let us assume that ∑nj=1 Tij ≥ ∑nj=1 Ti+1,j,∀ i ∈ [n − 1]. Then for (rW +
α, rCR + α, rRL + α, rD + α, rPT + α) and T , condition (3.4) still holds.
Proof. 1. Let α be a non-negative scalar. For the same reason as in Lemma B.4.1, condition
(3.4) still holds for α · (rW , rPT , rRL, rCR) and T .












· (rW + λ · rRL) + out(i+ 1),
(B.16)
where out(i) = rCR · T 0i,n+1 + rRL · T 0i,n+2 + rD · T 0i,n+3. Since
∑n+3
j=1 T`,j = 1 for any
severity score ` ∈ [n − 1], we notice that adding α to all rewards is equivalent to adding









the right-hand side of (B.16). Therefore, condition (3.4) holds for all α ≥ 0, as long as∑n
j=1 Tij ≥
∑n
j=1 Ti+1,j,∀ i ∈ [n− 1].
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B.5 Proof of Theorem 3.2.4
Proof. Let V 0 ∈ Rn+4 such that V 0i = 0,∀ i ∈ [n], V 0n+1 = V 0n+2 = V 0n+3 = 0, V 0n+4 = rPT . Let
F : Rn+4 → Rn+4 denote the function that maps V ∈ Rn+4 to F (V ), where
F (V )i = max{rW + λ ·
n+3∑
j=1
T 0ijVj, rW + λ · rPT},∀ i ∈ [n],
F (V )n+1 = rCR, F (V )n+2 = rRL, F (V )n+3 = rD,
F (V )n+4 = rPT .
The function F is the Bellman operator associated with our single-patient MDP with transition
kernel T 0. Therefore, we know that the value iteration algorithm finds an optimal policy [1]: if π∗




t → π∗ where πt is the sequence of deterministic policies such that





j < rW + λ · rPT ,∀ i ∈ [n].
We will prove by induction that the policy πt is a threshold policy at every iteration t ≥ 1.
At t = 1, for i ∈ [n],





j , rW + λ · rPT} = max{rW + λ · 0, rW + λ · rPT},
and therefore we have π1(i) = 1,∀ i ∈ [n]. Therefore, π1 is a threshold policy, and its threshold is
1 : π1 = π[1].
Let t ≥ 1 and let us assume that πt is a threshold policy, and let its threshold be τ ∈ [n + 1].
We prove that the policy πt+1 is a threshold policy. In order to do so, we will prove that for any
i ∈ [n − 1], πt+1(i) = 1 ⇒ πt+1(i + 1) = 1. Let i ∈ [n − 1] such that πt+1(i) = 1. From the
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definition of πt+1,








< rW + λ · rPT .
Moreover, since πt = π[τ ], we know that the vector V t is such that
V t` > rW + λ · rPT , ∀ ` ∈ {1, ..., τ − 1}, (B.17)
V t` = rW + λ · rPT , ∀ ` ∈ {τ, ...n}, (B.18)
V tn+1 = rCR, V
t
n+2 = rRL, V
t
n+3 = rD, (B.19)
V tn+4 = rPT . (B.20)
Now following the value iteration algorithm, we know that





j , rW + λ · rPT},∀ ` ∈ [n].
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We have











j + λ · out(i) (B.22)










j + λ · out(i) (B.23)





j + λ ·
n∑
j=τ
T 0ij(rW + λ · rPT ) + λ · out(i) (B.24)
≥ rW + λ ·
τ−1∑
j=1
T 0ij(rW + λ · rPT ) + λ ·
n∑
j=τ
T 0ij(rW + λ · rPT ) + λ · out(i) (B.25)
≥ rW + λ ·
τ−1∑
j=1
T 0i+1,j(rW + λ · rRL) + λ ·
n∑
j=τ
T 0i+1,j(rW + λ · rPT ) + λ · out(i+ 1)
(B.26)





j + λ ·
n∑
j=th
T 0i+1,j(rW + λ · rPT ) + λ · out(i+ 1) (B.27)






where Inequality (B.21) follows from πt+1(i) = 1, Inequality (B.24) follows from the fact that the
policy πt is a threshold policy and therefore the vector V t satisfies Inequalities (B.17). Inequality
(B.26) follows from Assumption 3.2.3, because Assumption 3.2.3 and rPT ≤ rRL imply that for



















Inequality (B.27) follows from Lemma 3.2.2: ∀` ∈ [n]V t` ≤ V π
∗
` ≤ rW + λ · rRL, where the first
inequality follows from the fact that the operator F is a non-increasing mapping and limt→∞ V t =
limt→∞ F










j , which implies that
πt+1(i+ 1) = 1. We can thus conclude that the policy πt+1 is a threshold policy.
Therefore, for all t ≥ 1, the policy πt is threshold. We can conclude that there exists an optimal
policy that is a threshold policy.
B.6 Non-threshold optimal policies
We provide an example of a single-patient MDP which does not satisfy Assumption 3.2.3 and
for which the optimal nominal policy is not threshold. In particular, the optimal policy in the
MDP of Figure B.1 is to proactively transfer a patient in state 1 and to not proactively transfer a











Figure B.1: Example of an MPD where the optimal policy is not threshold. There is no self-
transition in state 1 or 2. In state 1, the patient transitions to state 2, CR,RL or D (solid arcs),
or is proactively transferred (dashed arc). In state 2, the patient has to exit the ward, either by
proactive transfer , in which case s/he transitions to PT with probability 1 (dashed arc), either by
transitioning CR,RL or D (solid arcs). The patient can not transition back to state 1. We provide
values of the rewards and transitions for which the optimal policy is not threshold.
rW , rPT , rRL, rCR, rD such that out(2) > rPT , which means that the optimal nominal policy will
not proactively transfer the patient when in state 2: π∗(1) = 0. However,
π∗(1) = 1 ⇐⇒ rW + λ · rPT > rW + λ · (out(1) + p1,2(rW + λ · out(2))
⇐⇒ rPT > out(1) + p1,2(rW + λ · out(2)).
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Therefore, when out(1) < rPT < out(2) and the discount factor λ is small enough, the decision-
maker has an incentive to proactively transfer the patient in state 1. In particular, this is the case
for the following set of parameters:
(p1,RL, p1,CR, p1,D) = (0.3, 0, 0.3), p1,2 = 0.4, (p2,RL, p2,CR, p2,D) = (0.3, 0.4, 0.3), λ = 0.01,
rW = 1.6, rRL = 3, rCR = 2, rD = 1.5, rPT = 2.15.
We detail the computation of an optimal policy for the single-patient MDP of Figure B.1. We
start with the Bellman Equation in state 2: V ∗2 = max{rW + λ · out(2), rW + λ · rPT}. Since
out(2) = (0.3, 0.4, 0.3)>(3, 2, 1.5) = 2.15 > rPT = 2, we know that π∗(2) = 0, and the optimal
policy does not transfer the patient with a severity score of 2. Moreover, V ∗2 = rW + λ · out(2) =
1.6 + 0.01 · 2.15 = 1.6215. Let us compute V ∗1 . The Bellman Equation in state 1 gives
V ∗1 = max{rW + λ · (p1,2 · V ∗2 + out(1)), rW + λ · rPT}.
Moreover, out(1) = (0.3, 0, 0.3)>(3, 2, 1.5) = 1.35 < out(2) = 2.15. Therefore,
V ∗1 = max{1.6 + 0.01 · (0.4 · 1.6215 + 1.35), 1.6 + 0.01 · 2} = max{1.619986, 1.62} = 1.62,
from which we conclude that π∗(1) = 1, and the optimal policy proactively transfers the patients
with severity score of 1. Therefore, the optimal nominal policy is not threshold. We would like to
note that we could have chosen any set of parameters for which out(2) > rPT > out(1), rPT >
p1,2 · (rW + λ · out(2)) + out(1). In practice, the discount factor is likely to be significantly higher
than 0.01, since the decision-maker in the hospital likely does care about the long-term impacts of
the transfer policies.
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B.7 Details about the nominal matrix
Confidence intervals. We use the method in [60] to compute 95% confidence intervals around
the nominal matrix T 0. This method yields
[T 0ij − αi, T 0ij + 2 · αi],∀ (i, j) ∈ [10]× [13],α = 10−4 · (4, 8, 10, 14, 15, 43, 46, 47, 46, 45).
(B.29)
We notice that the confidence intervals are larger for small severity scores than for larger severity
scores (up to one order of magnitude). This is because large severity scores correspond to more
serious health conditions, which are less likely to be observed than smaller severity scores.
Details on nominal factor matrix. We want to know if the errors between T 0 and T̂ are more
important for some severity scores than others. Therefore, we compute the maximum absolute
and relative deviations between each row of T̂ and each row of T 0. In general, we notice that the
absolute errors are higher for high severity scores. For instance, for severity score 1 the maximum
absolute error is 0.0023. On the other hand, for severity score of 9, the maximum error is 0.0049.
However, the maximum relative error is higher for low severity scores (from 1 to 5). Even though
the absolute deviations are small, they amount to large relative deviations because they occur on
coefficients that are already small. For instance, T 01,7 = 5.40 · 10−5 and T̂1,7 = 6.23 · 10−5, which
gives a relative deviation of about 15%, even though the absolute deviation is in the order of 10−5.
B.8 Sensitivity Analysis for our single-parameter MDP and our
hospital simulations
In this section we present a detailed sensitivity analysis for our single-patient MDP and our
hospital simulations. We have mentioned that the ordering of the rewards of our single-patient
MDP can be inferred from the outcomes of the patients and the use of ICU resources (see (3.17)).
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We consider the impact of a change in the reward parameters presented in Section 3.4.3. We have
seen in Section 3.4.3 that for this setting of rewards, the optimal nominal policy is π[6], while the
optimal robust policy is π[5] (for Umin and Uemp). We choose to study the variations in rRL and
rPT−RL, since these rewards have reversed influences on the thresholds of the optimal policies.
Indeed, rRL is associated with a patient recovering from the ward, i.e., a patient who has not
been proactively transferred, while rPT−RL is the reward associated with a patient recovering after
having been proactively transferred.
We present in Table B.2 the variations in the hospital performance of the optimal robust poli-
cies, for changes in the value of rRL (from 240 to 260) and in the value of rPT−RL (from 180
to 200). We would like to note that both the thresholds of the optimal robust policies and the
associated worst-case transition matrix may vary when the rewards parameters change.
Table B.2: Worst-case mortality and average ICU occupancy of the optimal robust policies for the
uncertainty sets Umin,Uemp and Usa, for variations in the rewards rPT−RL and rRL.
rPT−RL Mort. (%) ICU occupancy (%) rRL Mort. (%) ICU occupancy (%)
Umin Uemp Usa Umin Uemp Usa Umin Uemp Usa Umin Uemp Usa
180 5.73 6.47 7.02 71.88 75.34 77.25 240 4.78 5.46 6.02 75.4 77.97 78.96
185 5.57 6.35 7.02 72.34 75.62 77.34 245 5.11 5.82 6.41 73.95 76.70 77.81
190 5.11 5.83 6.40 73.95 76.70 77.80 250 5.11 5.83 6.40 73.95 76.70 77.80
195 5.11 5.46 6.02 73.94 77.98 78.96 255 5.57 6.36 6.41 72.33 75.63 77.81
200 4.78 5.12 5.64 75.39 79.03 80.02 260 5.57 6.36 7.02 72.33 75.63 77.24
In Table B.2, we notice that the hospital performance of the optimal robust policies can vary
when the set of reward parameters of our single-patient MDP does change. However, these changes
are mostly due to the fact that we are comparing the optimal robust policies for different values
of the rewards, and therefore the thresholds of the policies that we are comparing do vary. For
instance, for Umin, the optimal robust policy is π[8] for rPT−RL = 240 but it is π[4] for rPT−RL =
260. On the contrary, we notice that when the optimal robust threshold is the same, variations in
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rewards value do not impact the hospital worst-case performance. For instance, the optimal robust
policies are the same (equal to π[5] across all three uncertainty sets) when rRL = 250 and when
rRL = 245. The hospital worst-case performance (mortality, LOS, ICU occupancy) are also the
same, when rRL = 250 and when rRL = 245. However, these two rows of worst-case performance
are computed for different worst-case matrices (since the reward parameters for our single-patient
MDP were different).
Therefore, we can conclude that even though the optimal robust and nominal policies can
vary in our single-patient MDP, the hospital performance remain stable for each threshold policy
individually. The ordering of the rewards does yield worst-case transition matrices for our single-
patient MDP that are good and robust candidate worst-case transition matrices for the hospital
worst-case performance, since variations in the rewards parameters on the single-patient MDP
side still yield worst-case hospital performance that are very similar.
B.9 Numerical results for rank r = 7
In this section we present our numerical results for the performance of the hospital, when the
NMF approximation T̂ is of rank r = 7.
Errors of the NMF approximations. For r = 7, we compute a new T̂ solution of the NMF
optimization program. Our solution T̂ = UŴ> achieves the following errors: ‖T 0 − T̂ ‖1 =
0.1932, ‖T 0−T̂ ‖∞ = 0.0224, ‖T 0−T̂ ‖relat,T0 = 0.4093. In more details, T̂ achieves the following
errors.
max. mean median 95% percentile
absolute deviation 0.0224 0.0015 0.0004 0.0069
relative deviation 0.4093 0.0856 0.0432 0.3247
Table B.3: Statistics of the absolute and relative deviations of T̂ from T 0 for a rank r = 7.
As we can see in Table B.3, the absolute deviations remains small. Additionally, the relative
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differences between the coefficients are moderate, with half being less than 8.56%. That said, the
maximum relative different is 40.93%. This occurs with T̂4,6 = 0.0035, while T 04,6 = 0.0060; so
while the relative deviation is quite large, the absolute variation is only in the order of 10−3.
Mortality and Length-Of-Stay. We present the worst-case performance of the 11 threshold poli-
cies, for our uncertainty sets Umin and Uemp, when the rank is r = 7. For references we still show
the performance for the nominal transition kernel T 0 (nominal performance), for the uncertainty
set Usa and for our NMF solution of rank r = 7.
We first note that the hospital performance with our NMF approximation of rank r = 7 are very
close to the hospital performance for T 0, which provides support that T̂ is a plausible transition
matrix. We notice that the performance of the threshold policies can still significantly deteriorate,
even for small variations from the nominal matrix T 0. In particular, there is a 20% increase in the
average mortality, for some worst-cases matrices in Umin and Uemp. Interestingly, the uncertainty
set Umin yields worst-case mortality rates that are higher than for worst-cases matrices in Uemp,
contrary to what we noticed in Section 3.4 for rank r = 8. However, these two uncertainty sets still
yield the same insights, which are that the performance can significantly degrade even for small
deviations, and that in worst-case, the initial decrease for proactively transferring the patients with
the highest severity scores (policy π[11], top-left of each curve, to policy π[6], the sixth point of
each curve, starting from the left) is steeper than the initial decrease for the nominal performance.
Moreover, these insights are still different from the worst-cases performance in Usa, since the
results for Usa are independent of the rank chosen for our NMF approximation. In particular, for
worst-cases in Usa, the decision-maker appears to be able to proactively transfer the patients with
severity scores in {8, 9, 10}, without increasing the ICU occupancy.
Therefore, our numerical simulations for rank r = 7 are corroborating our numerical simula-
tions of Section 3.4 for rank r = 8. We do not present the hospital simulations for lower ranks,
since the NMF approximations become very poor for rank r lower than 7. For instance, for r = 6,
there are 54 coefficients (out of 130 coefficients) outside of the confidence intervals, and for a rank
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r = 5, our NMF solution has 70 coefficients that are outside the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure B.2: In-hospital mortality and length-of-stay of the 11 threshold policies for the nominal
estimated matrix, randomly sampled matrices in the 95% confidence intervals and the worst-case
matrices found by our single MDP model (right-hand side).
B.10 Hospital performance for random deviations around the
nominal kernel
We sample at random 20 matrices in the confidence intervals (3.15). In order to do so, we
first sample a matrix of deviations D ∈ R10×13, with Dij ∈ [−αi,+[2 · αi],∀(i, j) ∈ [10] × [13].
Note that the matrix T 0 + D is not necessarily a transition matrix, because each of its row does
not necessarily sum up to 1. Therefore, we project each of the rows of the matrix T 0 + D onto
the simplex and we obtain a matrix a new matrix T̃ . If the corresponding matrix T̃ is inside the
confidence-intervals, we compute the hospital performance of the 11 threshold policies. Otherwise,
we reject T̃ and sample a new deviation matrixD.
Using this method, we compute the performance of the threshold policies for 20 matrices cho-
sen randomly inside the confidence intervals (3.15). Out of these 20 simulations, 8 were pessimistic
(higher mortality / Length-Of-Stay / ICU occupancy than in the nominal case) and 12 were opti-
mistic (lower mortality / Length-Of-Stay / ICU occupancy than in the nominal case)
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Mortality. For the in-hospital mortality, the average relative deviations from the nominal per-
formance ranged from 3.00% to 3.84% (from threshold 0 to threshold 11). For each policy, the
maximum relative deviation from the nominal performance ranged from 6.19% to 8.82% (again
for threshold 0 to threshold 11).
LOS. For the Length-Of-Stay, the average relative deviations from the nominal performance
ranged from 0.34% to 1.04% (for threshold 3 and threshold 11). For each policy, the maximum
relative deviation from the nominal performance ranged from 0.91% to 2.79% (for threshold 0 and
threshold 11).
ICU occupancy. For the average ICU occupancy, the average relative deviations from the nomi-
nal performance ranged from 0.37% to 0.57% (for threshold 0 and threshold 11). For each policy,
the maximum relative deviation from the nominal performance ranged from 0.99% to 1.57% (for
threshold 11 and threshold 0).
B.11 Additional figures for Section 3.4.4
B.11.1 Worst-case simulations for the probability to enter the queue
We present in Figure B.3 the worst-case probabilities that a patient of a certain type (direct
admit, crashed and readmitted) will enter the waiting queue. The nominal probabilities are given
in Figure 3.8a. We notice that in the worst-case, the probabilities can moderately deteriorate; still,
the trends remain the same as in the nominal case. Namely, the probability that a certain type
of patient enters the queue remains fairly stable until the threshold increases above 5 (proactively
transferring the patients with the top 10 % riskiest severity conditions).
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Direct admit Crashed Readmitted
(a) U = Umin.
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Direct admit Crashed Readmitted
(b) U = Uemp.
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Direct admit Crashed Readmitted
(c) U = Usa.
Figure B.3: For different uncertainty sets, worst-case probability to enter the queue for different
patient types (direct admits, crashed and readmitted), for different threshold policies.
B.11.2 Worst-case simulations for the proportion of patient types in the
queue
We present here our worst-case simulations for the proportion of patient types in the waiting
queue. We note that the worst-case results are very similar to the nominal case, which is as ex-
pected since we are computing proportions (and not the absolute number of patient types in the
queue). The only change compared to the nominal case is that the proportion of crashed patients
slightly increases as the worst-case transition matrices chosen in the uncertainty sets are increasing
the likelihood of crash. The first six threshold policies only moderately increase the worst-case
proportions.
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Direct admit Crashed Readmitted
(a) Nominal.
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Direct admit Crashed Readmitted
(b) U = Umin.
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Direct admit Crashed Readmitted
(c) U = Uemp.
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Direct admit Crashed Readmitted
(d) U = Usa.
Figure B.4: For the nominal matrix and for the worst-case for different uncertainty sets, proportions
of patient types (direct admits, crashed and readmitted) in the waiting queue for different threshold
policies.
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Appendix C: Appendices for Chapter 4
C.1 Table representation for NYS policies
In New York State (NYS), the Crisis Standards of Care guidelines were codified by the NYS
Taskforce on Life and the Law in the 2015 Ventilator Triage Guidelines [67]; they are presented
here in Figure C.1. These guidelines outline clinical criteria for triage, including exclusion criteria
and stratification of patients using the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score. We
present these guidelines in a tree policy form in Figure C.1. The goal of the NYS guidelines is to
save the maximum number of lives. Note the important distinction with the number of life-years
saved; age should only be used as a tie-breaker. In particular, the NYS does not use categori-
cal exclusion of specific patients sub-populations, based on demographics (such as age, BMI) or
comorbid health conditions (such as history of diabetes or congestive heart failures).
In particular, prior to reaching ventilator capacity constraint, ventilators are allocated first-
come-first-served. When the capacity constraint is reached, new patients are triaged using SOFA
scores:
• Those with SOFA > 11 are categorized as blue (lowest priority) and do not receive a venti-
lator.
• Those with 1 < SOFA < 8 are categorized as red (highest priority) and receive a ventilator
first.
• Those with SOFA between 8 and 11 are categorized as yellow (intermediate priority) and
receive a ventilator as long as they are available and all patients in the red category have
received a ventilator.
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• Those with SOFA = 0 are categorized as green (lowest priority, same as blue) and do not
receive a ventilator.
At 48 and 120 hours, patients on ventilators are re-assessed and categorized as blue (SOFA > 11
or between 8 and 11 and not improving), yellow (SOFA < 8 but not improving) or red (SOFA <
8 and improving). Patients in blue and yellow categories are removed from the ventilator if a new
patient with a higher priority requires one; patients in the blue category are removed first. In our
representation of the NYS policies, we translate the priority classes blue and green as low priority,












































(c) Reassessment at t=120h.




Figure C.2: Representation of the NYS guidelines with tables.
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Appendix D: Appendices for Chapter 5
D.1 Tree policies computed by our MDP model
We present here the tree policies that we learn with Algorithm 1. In Figure D.1, the only
covariates are SOFA and whether the SOFA is decreasing or increasing (compared to intubation
or last reassessment). In Figure D.2, the covariates are SOFA, SOFA decreasing or increasing, and
age. In Figure D.3, the covariates are SOFA, SOFA decreasing or increasing, age, the Charlson
score, BMI, the presence of malignancy, metastatic solid tumor, diabetes with or without chronic
complications, dementia, congestive heart failure, AIDS/HIV, moderate or severe liver disease.













(c) Reassessment at t=120h.
Figure D.1: Tree policies only based on SOFA.
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D.2 Number of deaths with other values of p
We present here our numerical results for p ∈ {0.50, 0.70, 0.90}. Recall that p is a proxi for
the chance of dying for patients that are excluded from ventilator treatment.
D.3 Sensitivity analysis for the costs parameters
In this appendix we present a sensitivity analysis as regards the costs parameters for the MDP.
In particular, in the empirical results of Section 5.4, we have chosen C = 100, ρ = 1.1, γ =
1.5, we learned optimal policies and tree policies, and estimated their performances using our
simulation model from Section 5.4.1. Here, we vary the parameters C, ρ and γ and estimate again
the performances of the tree policies (learned with Algorithm 1). Because we are already varying 3
parameters, we only show here the variations in the number of deaths at a capacity 180 ventilators,
for the policies only relying on SOFA. We observe similar results for other ventilator capacities in
[180, 250] and for the policies relying on SOFA and age, and SOFA and covariates.
Recall that we maintain C/γ > γρ2, so that the “best” state for deceased patients (Dex1 , with
cost C/γ) has higher cost than the “worse” state for patients discharged alive (Aex3 , with cost γρ
2).
In our sensitivity analysis we vary γ ∈ [1, 5] and ρ ∈ [1, 5], using steps of 0.2. Note that ρ = 5
corresponds to an extreme actualization factor, e.g., the cost is multiplied by 25 after only two
periods. This is the reason why we choose to stop at ρ = 5. The same holds for γ. For each
pair γ, ρ, we vary C in [γ2ρ2 + 5, γ2ρ2 + 65] using steps of 10. This way, we always maintain
C/γ > γρ2.
We find that for γ ∈ [1, 5], ρ ∈ [1, 4.8], C ∈ [γ2ρ2 + 5, γ2ρ2 + 65], the tree policies computed
by Algorithm 1 do not change. For ρ = 5, the tree policies vary, with tree policies corresponding
to γ close to 1 and C close to γ2ρ2 + 100 being closer to the original trees computed in the
main body of the algorithm with C = 100, ρ = 1.1, γ = 1.5. In particular, when we have
C = γ2ρ2 + 10 and ρ = 5, we see very poor performances of the tree policies. This can be
noticed in Figure D.5a and Figure D.5b for various values of γ. This is mostly because the costs
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for deceased states are too close to the costs for states corresponding to patients alive at discharge,
i.e. that C/γ is too close to γρ2, which in turn means that the MDP formulation is pointless for our
purpose of minimizing the number of patients who die. When C increases again, the performances
of the learned tree policies become closer to the performances of the tree policies learned for
C = 100, ρ = 1.1, γ = 1.5. Therefore, we recommend to choose C, ρ and γ such that C/γ is
significantly larger than γρ2. We want to note that the best tree policies (in terms of number of
patients saved) among all the choices of C, γ, ρ that we tested correspond to the trees that we have
learned with C = 100, ρ = 1.1, γ = 1.5.
D.4 Linear reformulation of the randomized classification er-
ror
In this appendix we show that our cost function can be reformulation as a linear objective
using some binary and scalar variables. In particular, recall that our cost function for optimal









where µc ∈ ∆(L) is the distribution over labels ` ∈ L chosen for the class c ∈ [K]. Note that
this objective is the weighted sum of some products of binary variables (1{T (xi)=c} ∈ {0, 1}) and
continuous variables (µc,` ∈ [0, 1]). Classical reformulation tricks show that for all (c, i, , `) ∈
[K] × [m] × L, each product 1{T (xi)=c}µc,` can be linearized by introducing a third variable zi,c,`,










and introducing the following constraints to the MILP formulation of (CT):
zi,c,` ≤ 1{T (xi)=c},
zi,c,` ≤ µc,`,
µc,` + 1{T (xi=c} − 1 ≤ zi,c,`,
0 ≤ zi,c,`.
D.5 Equivalence of Optimal Tree Policies and Optimal Classi-
fication Trees
In this appendix we show the proof of our Theorem D.5.1, which established the equivalence
between (CT) and (OTP) when H = 1.
Theorem D.5.1. 1. Any instance of (OTP) with horizon H = 1 can be reduced to an instance
of (CT).
2. Any instance of (CT) can be reduced to an instance of (OTP) with horizon H = 1.
Proof. Proof of Theorem D.5.1.
1. Let us consider an MDP instance M = (H,S1,A1,P1, r1,p0) with horizon H = 1. Let
T ∈ T and π ∈ ΠT . In this case, note that T = (T1) where T1 ∈ T (S1, [K1],A1). The cost

















Note that for any class c, a 7→ π1,sa is the same map for all s ∈ T−11 (c). With a small abuse
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This is exactly the expression of the weighted classification error as in (5.7). Therefore,
(OTP) with horizon H = 1 reduces to (CT).
2. Let D be an instance of CART. In particular, let D = {(x1, y1), ..., (xm, ym)} a sequence of
m pairs of points and labels, with xi ∈ S ⊂ Rp and yi ∈ L ⊂ N. We are also given some
weights (ωi,`)i,` for the classification error and a set of admissible tree T (S, [K],L). The
goal is to find a decision tree in T (S, [K],L) that minimizes the classification error Ctree(T )
defined as in (5.7).
We can reduce this instance of (CT) to an instance of (OTP). In particular, we define the
MDP instanceM = (H,S1,A1,P1, r1,p0) as follows:
(a) The horizon is H = 1.
(b) The set of states is the set of possible features: S1 = {x1, ...,xm}.
(c) The set of actions is the set of labels: A1 = {y | ∃ i ∈ {1, ...,m}, yi = y}.
(d) The choice of P1 (transition kernels) does not play any role, because H = 1.
(e) The costs (c1,sa)s,a are constructed to reflect the weights (ωi,`)i,`. In particular, if s ∈ S1
and a ∈ A1, by construction s = xi and a = ` for some i ∈ [m] and some possible
label `. The cost csa is chosen as ωi,`.
(f) The initial distribution is uniform across all states.
With this formulation, for any admissible tree T ∈ T (S, [K],L), a tree policy π ∈ ΠT
is equivalent to assigning a probability distribution over L to each point xi for every i ∈
[m], with the additional constraint that the same distribution is chosen for all observations
belonging to the same class. The cost C(π) associated with a policy is the classification cost
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Ctree(T ) of the tree T . Therefore, solving the (OTP) problem with this MDP instance solves
the (CT) problem with instance D.
D.6 Properties of Optimal Tree Policies
In this appendix we show the proof of our Proposition D.6.1, which established the main prop-
erties of optimal tree policies.
Theorem D.6.1 (Proposition 1). Consider an MDP instance M, a set of sequence of trees T
feasible forM and a feasible sequence of trees T ∈ T.
1. All optimal tree policies for T may be dependent on the initial distribution p0 over the set of
first states S1.
2. All optimal tree policies for T may be history-dependent.
3. There always exists an optimal tree policy for T that is deterministic (even though it may be
history-dependent).
Proof. Proof of Proposition D.6.1.
1. We consider an example of Optimal Tree Policy instance where H = 1,S1 = {s1, s2},A1 =
{a1, a2}. The costs are given by
c1,s1,a1 = 0, c1,s1,a2 = 10, c1,s2,a1 = 10, c1,s2,a2 = 0.
Assume that the set T of acceptable trees is such that for all tree T ∈ T, the states s1, s2
belong to the same class. In this case, the same action has to be taken in both s1 and s2.
If the initial distribution p0 over {s1, s2} is p0,s1 = 1, p0,s2 = 0, then the optimal action
to minimize the total cost is to choose action a1. Otherwise, if the initial distribution p0 is
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p0,s1 = 0, p0,s2 = 1, then the optimal action to minimize the total cost is to choose action a2.
Therefore, the optimal policy depends of the initial distribution p0.
2. The optimal decision rule πt chosen at period t depends both on the value function vt+1 (i.e.,
on the decisions chosen after period t), but also on the distribution over the set of states St,
i.e., of what state the decision maker will reach at period t. This distribution depends on the
previous decisions, i.e., it depends on π1, ..., πt−1. This is the reason why an optimal policy
may be history dependent.
In particular, we provide the following simple example, which builds upon the previous
example. We consider an Optimal Tree Policy instance where
H = 2,S1 = {s1, s′1},A1 = {a1},S2 = {s2, s3, s4},A2 = {a2, a3}.
There are two states s1 and s′1 at t = 1, and p0,s1 = p0,s′1 = 0.5. There is only one action
a1 in both s1 and s′1 and the costs at t = 1 are c1,s1a1 = c1,s′1a1 = 0. There are three states
s2, s3, s4 at period t = 2 and all belong to the same class of the decision tree at t = 2.
Therefore, the same action has to be chosen in all three states. If the decision maker is in s1
at period t = 1, s/he transitions to s3 with probability 0.9 and to s2 with probability 0.1. If
the decision maker is in s′1 at period t = 1, s/he transitions to s4 with probability 0.9 and to
s2 with probability 0.1.
At period t = 2, the costs are given by
c2,s2,a2 = 0, c2,s2,a3 = 0,
c2,s3,a2 = 10, c2,s3,a3 = 0,
c2,s4,a2 = 0, c2,s4,a3 = 10.
If the history prior to period t = 2 is (s1, a1), then the distribution over the states (s2, s3, s4)
visited at t = 2 is (0.1, 0.9, 0), and the optimal action at t = 2 is to choose a3. However, if
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the history prior to period t = 2 is (s′1, a1), then the distribution over the states (s2, s3, s4)
visited at t = 2 is (0.1, 0, 0.9), and the optimal action at t = 2 is to choose a4. Therefore, we
see that the optimal decision rule π∗2 for period t = 2 depends on the history prior to period
t = 2. The optimal policy, which is history-dependent, achieves a cost of 0. Any Markovian
(randomized or deterministic) policy which does not depend upon the state visited at t = 1
will achieve a cost strictly higher than 0.
3. We prove this statement by contradiction. Let us consider a sequence of trees T for which
all optimal policies are randomized, i.e., where for any optimal policy π∗ = π∗1, ..., π
∗
H ,
there exists a period t ∈ [1, H] such that π∗t is randomized. For each policy π, we call
t1(π) ∈ [1, H] the first period t where the decision rule πt is randomized.
Let us consider π∗ the optimal policy where the period t1(π∗) is as large as possible. There-
fore, π∗1, ..., π
∗
t1−1 are deterministic, but π
∗
t1
is randomized. We will construct an optimal
policy π′ where π′1, ..., π
′
t1













. Therefore, the distribution on the set of
states visited at period t1 are the same for π∗ and for π′, and the cumulative expected cost
from period t = 1 to period t = t1 − 1 are the same.
We call ν ∈ ∆(St1) the distribution on the set of states visited at period t1, which is common
to both π∗ and π′. Let Ctree,1→t1−1 the cumulative cost from period t = 1 to period t = t1−1,



















,∀ s ∈ St1+1.
We write vt1+1 the vector vt1+1 = v
π′
t1+1
. Now let us choose π′t1 in a deterministic way. In


































where T is the tree chosen by π∗ for period t1. Because νs is the distribution over the states
visited at period t1 induced by both π′ and π∗, and because vt1+1 is the value function of

















But this means that
Ctree(π
































Therefore, we constructed a policy π′ with Ctree(π′) ≤ Ctree(π∗). Since π∗ is an optimal
policy, π′ is also optimal. But π′1, ..., π
′
t1
are all deterministic. Therefore, the first period
where π′ is randomized is higher than t1 + 1, contradicting the assumption about π∗ and t1.
This concludes the proof.
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AGE < 80
































(c) Reassessment at t=120h.














































(c) Reassessment at t=120h.
Figure D.3: Tree policies using SOFA and other covariates.
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(a) p = 0.90.






















(b) p = 0.70.





















(c) p = 0.50.
Figure D.4: Estimated number of deaths for p ∈ {0.90, 0.70, 0.50}.












(a) ρ = 5, γ = 5.












(b) ρ = 5, γ = 3.5.










(c) ρ = 5, γ = 1.5.
Figure D.5: Estimated number of deaths for the tree policies learned with various values of the




c1,s1,a1 = 0c1,s1,a2 = 10
c1,s2,a2 = 0
c1,s2,a1 = 10
Figure D.6: Example of an Optimal Tree Policy instance where all optimal policies are dependent
on p0, the initial distribution over the set of states. The same action has to be taken for the states




















Figure D.7: Example of an Optimal Tree Policy instance where all optimal policies are history-
dependent. The same action has to be taken for the states in the region defined by the dashed
rectangle. There is no cost at t = 1. The optimal policy at t = 2 is dependent upon visiting s1 or
s′1 at t = 1. The transitions probabilities are indicated above the transitions.
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